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Sanshiro laughs when people make
plans!” In my defence when I started Sega
Mania I had little understanding of
printing cost, the amount of pages we
could afford to run and so on, and stupidly
thought everything would fit in one issue
at all times. I know more about these
things now of course, and can hopefully
make better decisions in the future.


The benefits of this change however
massively outweigh the negatives. The
first being that Sega Mania is going to be
going a lot longer than originally planned!
Originally I planned to do about 13 issues
which would each cover a year, then we’d
pivot to deep dives and specials if the
appetite amongst the readers was still
there. Now however, we will split the years
into as many issues that are needed, we’ll
still follow the progression of time,
moving through the years but one year
could span four to five issues! Secondly,
one obvious thing that we all missed is
that given time, Sega Mania will become
one heck of a library of Sega history now
that we have the room to cover a whole
lot more.


Anyway, make no mistakes I am not
unhappy or disappointed about the new
direction the magazine is taking, it has
always been an organic project and if
anything I’d say I’m more excited and
energised about it than I ever have been.
Besides there’s a good chance that some
people might not notice. I get many
emails asking me why we haven’t covered
any Saturn or Dreamcast games yet…all in
good timemy friend, all in good time.


- Tim


In our Splitting the Difference article in
Issue 4, we talked about how from Issue 5
onwards we’d no longer being doing the
one issue equals one year thing anymore.


I never really wanted to break away from
that format. It’s so neat and tidy, once a
year was done it was done. However,
when we all started looking at what would
be in Issue 5, two things became apparent
that drove our decision to split the years.


The first was that 1994 was a massive year
for Sega games. With so many to choose
from it would be irresponsible for us to
just hand pick a few and leave the rest
behind.


The second thing that hit us was that only
in 1994 did publishers seem to understand
the importance of Christmas. In previous
years, the release dates of games has
been fairly well spread out (well as far as
we can gather, finding reliable dates is a
constant struggle…Wikipedia is by far the
worst source). However, in 1994 nearly
everything came out towards the end of
the year.


This has resulted in a change of tactics for
Sega Mania Magazine. In this issue you’ll
find that Know Your Enemy and our 1994
section cover the whole of the year, but
the reviews only go up until August. The
plan is that Issue 6will therefore have a bit
more room to cover more games as the
back end of 1994 gets heavier.


I suppose you could say this all a bit messy
and inconsistent, and in some ways you’d
be right. It’s my screw up at the end of the
day. I always had a plan from day one, but
what’s that phrase? Oh yeah: “Segata


DID IT REALLY TAKE
THEM THIS LONG TO
FIGURE IT OUT?
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Page 6: 1994 - Steve takes us through the notable events of 1994.


Page 10: The News Zone - Sam does the Sega round up.


Page 15: Interview with ToeJam and Earl creator Greg Johnson - No witty description here, just pure amazement!


Page 20: Know Your Enemy - Simon wastes his time finding out what lesser companies were up to in ‘94.


Page 26: Sonic Three-Hee - Michael Jackson and Sonic 3, what’s the story behind the theory? Rob tells all.


Page 68: The 8-bit Round-Up - A look at some of the more notable titles on the Master System and Game Gear this year!


Page 73: OGDuffy- He’s back with a beer in one hand and a game comparison in another.


Page 74: Letter Box - You wrote to us, we printed (some of) them. Also, find out which lucky reader got their hands on that Mega Drive!


Page 76: Sega Mania’s Top 10 - This issue it’s games our parents really wouldn’t want us playing between 1990 and 1994.


Page 78: Collector’s Corner - A shopping list for burglars.


Page 80: What’s on the box? - Sam takes a look at iconic shows that debuted on British TV this year.


Page 81: At the Movies - Mike is back again to review two major movie releases from 1994.


Page 82: Sega Mania’s Cheat Book- Too pathetic to finish games without assistance? Take a sneak peak at Rob’s secret notebook.







Welcome back to 1994!


The year that Chris Morris’ The DayToday taught us that


FACT x IMPORTANCE =


NEWS


The Republic of South Africa elect Nelson Mandella in the country’s
first multiracial elections, officially ending over 50 years of
apartheid. Allied troops withdraw from Berlin after nearly 50 years,
whilst the Russians depart Estonia and Latvia. Austria, Finland and
Sweden vote to join the European Union. Norway decides to play
with itself. The Provisional IRA ceases military operations, and John
Major lifts the broadcast ban against Sinn Fein. Presidents Bill
Clinton and Boris Yeltsin sign the Kremlin accords, both agreeing to
have no nuclear weapon pre-programmed on any nation on earth,
and giving provisions for Russia to dismantle their nuclear arsenal in
Ukraine. Many hundred thousand Tsuti souls were extinguished in
Rwanda.


25 Cromwell Street becomes the most infamous address in the
country, as Gloucestershire Police retrieve the remains of nine
victims of serial killers Fred and Rose West. The NBA Finals game
between New York Knicks and Houston Rockets was interrupted by
television helicopters live broadcasting film star and former NFL
legend OJ Simpson leading a dozen cop cars on a low-speed chase
after “not killing” Ronald Goldman, and his ex-wife Nicole Brown.
Daddy Kardashian gains his status by successfully defending him in
televised court appearances. Yup, the world was pretty much
tearing itself into pieces, caught in a tug of war between cautious
optimism and founded inevitable hopelessness. Schindler’s List
takes seven AcademyAwards.


Jim’ll Fix It ended its 20 year run on the British Broadcasting
Association. The course of British politics is forever changed when
Labour leader John Smith died of a heart attack at the age of 55.
After which, the party would abandon its left-wing routes and
become what Margaret Thatcher described as her greatest ever
achievement. They had a 20-point lead on the Tories at the time.
After seven years of construction, the Channel Tunnel was opened,
bringing the cheese-eating surrender monkeys and their rabies
within thirty minutes of Blighty’s glorious golden shores. Mexico’s


economy collapses because of numbers in a machine. NATO
annulled after delegate swallows treaty. Headmaster suspended for
using big-faced child as satellite dish, and Branson's clockwork dog
crosses the Atlantic floor.


SPORT
Russia top the medal table at the Winter Olympics in Lillehammer,
narrowly ahead of hosts Norway. American figure skater Nancy
Kerrigan wins Silver, after recovering from an attack organised by
rival Tonya Harding’s ex-husband, in an attempt to sabotage her
place at the finals. Harding also competed alongside her at the
games but was permanently banned soon thereafter. Legendary
Formula One starAyrton Senna is tragically killed after amechanical
failure caused a high-speed collision with a concrete barrier whilst
leading the San Marino Grand Prix. Recovered from his car was a
rolled upAustrian flag, which if he had won, he planned to wave as a
tribute to friend and fellow driver Roland Ratzenberger, who died in
qualifying, the day before. They were the first deaths in F1 since
Riccardo Paletti in 1982.


Brazil beat Italy on penalties to win the FIFA World Cup in the USA,
after a 0-0 draw. Roberto Baggiomissed the final spot-kick. 27-year-
old Columbian defender Andrés Escobar is shot dead in Medelin;
believed to be retribution for an own goal he scored against the
hosts in the group stages of the tournament. England watched the
finals from home, after failing to qualify. The Sun newspaper
famously branding themanager, GrahamTaylor, as a Turnip on front
pages at the time. Manchester United beat Blackburn Rovers to the
Carling Premiership title. Gravity-powered sliding-grease grill
entrepreneur George Foreman becomes the oldest ever
Heavyweight Champion at 45 years old, by KO’ing Michael Moorer,
twenty years after losing his title to MuhammadAli in the jungle.


MUSIC
Nirvana frontman Kurt Cobain becomes the latest unwanted
member of The 27 Club after killing himself with a shotgun at home
in Seattle. The Wonder Stuff’s “last ever gig” at Phoenix Festival is
broadcast on Radio One. Lead singer Miles Hunt signed off with
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"Ever feel like you've been treated?”, a homage to
Johnny Rotten’s famous “…cheated”. If those things
weren’t depressing enough, 1994 was also the year
that Definitely Maybe by Oasis became the fastest
selling debut album in UK chart history; turning a
whole generation onto lyrics that meant literally
nothing. Wet Wet Wet showed some unexpected
musical integrity by pulling Love is All Around from
shelves after 15 weeks at the top of the charts.
Chirpy Space Wanker Professor Brain Cox and his
band D:Ream release future New Labour theme
song, Things Can Only Get Better. They didn’t.


The Rolling Stones perform the world’s "first major cyberspace
multicast concert". That’s mid-90’s speak for live streaming.


FILM &TV


We learn that “there's nary an animal alive that can outrun a greased
Scotsman” in The Simpson’s landmark 100th episode. They’ve
reached 721 at time of print. In her last theatrical release, Elizabeth
Taylor helps John Goodman assassinate The Flintstones in live-
action. Noel’s Saturday Night Yewtree Liar gotchas Lionel Blair, Bob
Carolgees, and Willy Thorne. Friends, E.R. and Babylon 5 begin their
invasion, whilst Spiderman and Aladdin become the Saturday
morning cartoons of choice.


Repressed Matron, Auntie Beeb lets her hair
down on prime time with CommonAs Muck.
Tim Healey and Edward Woodward star in
the comedy drama that was described by
my Grandma as both “saucy” and “cheeky”.
In the box office, The Lion King rules
supreme. Mawkish vomit bomb Forrest
Gump neglects to realise that boxes of
chocolate come with little handy pictures
that tell you exactlywhat you’re going to get.
Meanwhile, Natalie Portman gives a career-
best performance at 12-years-old in Leon:
The Professional, and Christopher Walken
tells us the best way to transport a watch
from Vietnam in Pulp Fiction (up the ringer).


The posters of both would fight a battle for wall space in student
bedrooms for years to come.


Jim Carrey becomes the first person to have three number one films
in the same year with Ace Ventura, The Mask, and Dumb and
Dumber. Whilst Keanu Reeves and Sandra Bullock had us on the
edge of our seats in The Bus That Couldn’t Slow Down.


COMEDY/
TRAGEDY
Arguably the peak of sketch show comedy in its purest form aired
for the first time on BBC2. The Fast Show stripped the now all-but-
defunct platform to its bare bones, leaving little but the punchlines
left. I guess there wasn’t far for the genre left to go after that. The
Godfatherofmodern comedy, PeterCook, passes the baton to Chris
Morris with his final work, Why Bother? Morris later saying “he


stumbled in with a Safeways bag full of Kestrel lager and loads of
fags and then proceeded to skip about mentally with the agility of a
grasshopper. Really quite extraordinary.” It was. Bill Hicks goes
beyond the veil at the age of 32, leaving behind a legacy of poor
imitators. The same year children across the UK are told of the loss
of Record Breaker’s Roy Castle, we also lost John Candy, Richard
Nixon, and Jeffrey Dahmer.


SCIENCE
& INNOVATION


The first genetically modified crop goes on sale: The Flavr Savr, a
tomato with a longer shelf-life and improved fungal resistance. IBM
release the Simon Personal Computer, the world’s first smartphone.
Animatronic Dr. Evil meat-puppet Jeff Bezos founds Amazon. The
first direct observation of an extra-terrestrial collision as fragments
of comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 impact Jupiter. NASA’s Magellan probe,
launched in 1989, burns up in the atmosphere of Earth’s angry twin,
Venus. And a sliding doors moment for tech and gaming as
Commodore declare bankruptcy, and Sony join the console war by
releasing the PlayStation in Japan, taking on the Sega Saturn. Haha,
good luck buddy!


MISCELLANEOUS
The infamous Surgeon’s Photo of the Loch Ness Monster by
Marmaduke Wetherell is finally proven to be fake. But these are the
same people who tell you that Finland exists, so dO yOuR oWn
ReSeArCh! And finally, crazed wolves in store a “bad mistake” admit
Mothercare. That was it. That was the year 1994. A year in which the
Bank of England was reduced to chaos after the pound was stolen.
Officials refused to comment on rumours the pound was only
vulnerable at all because they removed it to play with at lunchtime
and forgot to put it back.







COLUMNS
VS


GOLDEN AXE
As a team we’re pretty solid and unanimous in our goals and aims.
Sure we have our differences, who doesn’t? But things have started to
get pretty tense on the Sega Mania Podcast recently.


It all started when we decided to start ranking all of the games we’ve
reviewed so far into a nice list. Each episode we take 5-6 games (or
more if time allows) and discuss their strengths and weaknesses in an
effort to ascertain where they should sit amongst the greats. When it
came to talking about Golden Axe and Columns, the podcast took a
dark turn, with Columns coming out on top over the greatly revered
2D sidescroller. Rob was not happy, Simon and Sam were suspiciously
quiet and Steve and Tim rejoiced.


Needless to say it has become a point of great debate ever since, and
some might say has made the endeavour of ranking all of the titles
somewhat fruitless! Once we get to the end of the 16-bit era we have
vowed to revisit the list in its entirety and make some tweaks before
cementing it into Sega history, but Tim and Steve’s passion for
Columns know no bounds and it is likely to be a fight to the death.


The less chaotic sections of the podcast however are much less
controversial. It has taken us a little time to find our feet and settle on
a regular format (also the awesome appearance of Iain Lee for an
episode threw a spanner in the works) but we’re now locked in with a
schedule that people seem to enjoy (5500 people to be precise at the
time of writing).


Part one of the podcast is perhaps the most interesting, whereby we
take a look at a game that didn’t make the magazine due to time or
space constraints. In episode four we spent some time discussing
Alex (the) Kidd in Miracle World (the ‘The’ is an in-joke by the way,
something a very angry fanmissed out on by not listening to all of our
episodes which is mandatory as written in international law!) and in
episode five we not only looked at Robocop vs The Terminatorm but
discussed in depth why it was missed from the mag in the first place
despite it being such a cracker!


The aforementioned ranking, occupies the second part of the
podcast but it all calms down again in part three when we answer
your questions. We’ve had some great questions sent to us. Some of
them flat out bonkers, some of them truly heartwarming, and some of
them not fit for broadcast. Either way we’ve been thrilled with the
feedback and we welcome any of our readers to get involved. We
don’t always have time to answer every letter in an episode but we
have vowed to answer all of them in time, even if it means they get
carried over to a later episode or to a ‘letters special’.


If you haven’t caught up with the podcast yet then we really
recommend that you do. All of the details you need are on our
website and you can even listen there if you like. However we are


available on pretty much every platform you can think of.


If you like what you hear, we would really appreciate a review or even
just a rating. It helps us grow and be spotted by potential new
listeners.


Sega Mania for
your earholes!
New episodes every fortnight


Www.sega-mania.com


A Tale of two covers
It’s no secret that this issue has arrived a lot later than we had
originally planned. If you’ve glanced at the contents page you’ll
probably understand why.We’ve got some really amazing stuff going
on and more reviews than we’ve ever done before. It has been a
massive undertaking and some things didn’t come to fruition until
the very end of production, delaying things further. I think it was some
japanese dude who made a boring game about a plumber who said
“a delayed game is eventually good, but a bad game is bad forever”.
Replace ‘game’ with ‘magazine’ and I think he was on to something.
His career might have been a disaster but his quote was bang on.


Anyway where were we? Oh yes, by the time you read this magazine
(sometime in 2026 if I don’t finish this sentence) then this may not be
news anymore, but Issue 6 will be our first issue with a cover variant!!


Tim gave two great artists a really poorly drawn sketch and said please
try and do this. Thing is both pieces were so good, we couldn’t resist
running them both.


It’s entirely up to you which one you want to buy as we won’t
randomise it or anything. The magazine content is identical either
way. Simply choose which one you want on our store and that’s the
one you will get. If you’re a subscriber then we’ll be in touch to collect
your preference. If you’ve not heard from us by the time you read this
or missed our email. Simply drop us a line via email and we’ll make
sure you are sorted out!


As always we thank you for your support. We know that times are
tough right now for a lot of people. So choosing to spend your hard
earned pennies on our thoughts means the world to us!


Take care, and we’ll see you next issue!


The Sega Mania Team
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SEGANEWS


Will the Saturn run rings around


the opposition?


We’re starting o
ff with a big o


ne this time. The buzz co
ntinues to


build for the Sega Saturn which is marked for release in Japan


later this year. The anticipated release date is sometime in


November so that means it could be finding its way into


European households b
y next year. T


he boys in blue have been


working on this one si
nce 1992 so a lot of blood


, sweat and tears


have gone into it. But it will b
e in for some tough competition


with Sony’s new PlayStation console slated for a similar launch


date.


The fifth-generati
on console will feature dual-CPU architecture


and eight process
ors. It will also


see Sega dep
art from the tried


and tested ca
rtridge format, with the ga


mes coming in CD-RO
M


format. We’ve already seen the wonders the Mega-CD is


capable of, so we’re hoping the Saturn will be like this, but on


steroids. Seg
a is apparently pretty wary of the yet unproven


PlayStation as it has reportedly added an extra video display


processor at
quite a late stage to ensure the Saturn is as fight


ready as it ca
n be.


It might be a good idea to check if your paren
ts will let you


combine your Chr
istmas and birthday pres


ents for the n
ext year


or two, beca
use the Saturn won’t come cheap. It will


set you


back £399.99 at RRP and that’s before you’ve picked up any


games or a secon
d controller for


your mate, so if you’re read
ing


this and don’t current
ly have a paper round:


WHAT ARE YOU


DOING, YOU FOOL? GET O
NE RIGHT NO


W!


There is a lot
of industry bu


zz about Soni
c X-treme, the first full


y


3D Sonic the Hedgehog game which is currently in


development for the Saturn, we understand. T
he idea of being


able to chuck Sega’s flagship character around a three-


dimensional worl
d has us prett


y excited and
we can’t wait


to see


how it will look on
this next gen


eration console. We might have


to wait a bit for that o
ne, but what


we do know is that arcade


classic Virtua Fighter looks
likely to be synonymous with the


launch of the Saturn and there are a whole host of other
gems


waiting in the wings. T
here will be a


lot of arcade
ports from the


Sega library t
o bolster the ca


talogue as we
ll.


It feels like we
’re on the cus


p of something revolu
tionary and w


e


can’t wait to
see how the Saturn goes over in


Japan and start


counting the
days until we


can get our g
rubby little m


itts on one.


32Xmarks the spotAsmentioned above, wemight be waiting a while for the Saturn to arrive on our shores and


there looks to be no chance of a new handheld console on this continent at all. So, what will


we do to fill the void between now and then?Well, there is an answer with the busy bees at


Sega working on something else (blood hell, they’re tireless!).
The 32X is due to hit the shelves in Europe just in time forChristmas, with a £169.99 price tag


that’s much less of a punch in the balls than the pricey Saturn. So, what is the 32X? It’s an


add-on for the Mega Drive and according to reports will serve as the lubricant between the


current generation of console and the upcoming one. It was unveiled at the Summer


ConsumerElectronics Show in Chicago inJune and promises to expand on the powerof the
Mega Drive.It all sounds great, but we do worry that Sega might have too many irons in the fire right


now. We’re hearing there is concern about the Atari Jaguar and that the 32X has been


developed, not only to bridge the gap to the Saturn, but to contest this new console as well.


We all knowSega is an industry giant but there is such a thing as fighting on toomany fronts


and we hope that they don’t suffer as a result. It’s very considerate to release a more


affordable piece of tech prior to the next massive release, but the 32X cannot really be


considered a console in its own right and it won’t be long at all before it is usurped by the


Saturn. When the Saturn inevitably takes off, will there be enough support for the 32X?


Hopefully it’s not panic stations at Sega, but things do seem a bit tense right now.


It’s 1994 and this magazine is 100% contemporary. Yes, it is. Shut up!


What could be better t
han playing Sega game


s all day? How about go
ing to a Sega indoor th


eme park?! It


sounds like a dream, bu
t it’s coming true with t


he blue brand reported
ly set to open a series o


f them in


Japan. There are suppo
sed to be 100 overseas


locations joining in on t
he fun as well, although


these may


not materialise until alm
ost the newmillennium


!We’re hoping they’ll b
e worth the wait thoug


h.
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Awalk in the park


What could be better t
han playing Sega game


s all day? How about go
ing to a Sega indoor th


eme park?! It


sounds like a dream, bu
t it’s coming true with t


he blue brand reported
ly set to open a series o


f them in


Japan. There are suppo
sed to be 100 overseas


locations joining in on t
he fun as well, although


these may


not materialise until alm
ost the newmillennium


!We’re hoping they’ll b
e worth the wait thoug


h.


Nomad’s land


We all love the Game Gear and Sega knows it. They’re planning another handheld


console which looks even better. Unfortunately, it looks like this is only going to be


released in North America, which is bad news for us across the pond.


The concept of the Sega Nomad began its life as the Mega Jet - a portable version of


the Mega Drive and is used on airline flights in Japan. It can also be used in cars which


come equipped with a TV set, but outside of this its use is relatively narrow. So, the


idea of an upscaled and frankly more convenient version is very exciting. It is pegged


for release late next year, but maybe we should shut up about it because unless you’re


planning a trip to the States, it will be difficult to actually secure one for yourself.


Top of the Pops
It looks like 1994 will be a tough year for Sega in terms of industry recognition for its titles, with the competition


from other consoles putting the pressure on in a big way. Our pals at Electronic Gaming Monthly and Game
Informer have bestowed Donkey Kong Country for the Super NES with their Game of the Year title.Wiser heads


have prevailed at GameFan which has awarded the title to EarthwormJim for the Mega Drive. Meanwhile,
Gamest has given arcade title The King of Fighters ’94 the crown, Ace Driver took the title at the IAAPA Exhibit


Awards, and NBAJam was top dog in the eyes of theVideo Dealers Software Association.


At the end of 1993 it was the Mega Drive which won big, securing the honour of being the best-selling home system with 9 million+ buyers,
almost 1 million more than Super NES from Nintendo, that took second place. The Game Boy was third, with the Game Gear and Mega-CD


taking fourth and fifth place respectively. The Master System still gave a decent showing of itself, shifting almost 800,000 units – there is still
life in the old dog yet.


In terms of games, the end of last year was all about the fighters with the multi-platform fighters Street Fighter II and Mortal Kombat taking
first and secon place respectively. The little bastard, Starwing took third place, narrowly pipping Aladdin for the Mega Drive.


In the UK alone, Mortal Kombat, Sonic the Hedgehog 2 and Lemmings were the top three best sellers of 1993.


Remast
ered,W


TF?


The first
ever iss


ue of Se
ga Mani


a Magaz
ine


is gettin
g a rem


aster! C
razy! ww


w.sega-


mania.com


What about that fish?Check out the Sega Mania OfficialPodcast to find out more!www.sega-mania.com/pages/podcast







THE MAN BEHIND


THE BACK COVER


Hear ye hear ye, good citizens, friends, and honoured guests of the
good ship ‘Sega Mania’. I come to you today with tidings of welcome
news, that our mission to fill your heads with Sega nonsense is
expanding.


Firstly, did you know we have a blog over on our website www.sega-
mania.com?That’s right, after you’ve finished reading, and re-reading,
the latest issue of the mag, you no longer need to resort to huddling
up in the corner of your room, and bawling inconsolably until the next
issue falls through your letterbox.We know that like us you love to re-
live or even perhaps live for the first time the glory days of Sega, a
company that redefined the games industry and acted as a pivotal
force in shaping not only the future of themedium, but us as fans and
our relationship with games.


Since the start of the mag, we have found that sometimes we have
things to say that don’t fit neatly into a year-by-yearmagazine format,
which is where the blog comes in. From updates and news about
what we are up to, to modern games or irreverent pieces about
corporate mascots running amok on our pixelated beaches, we have
you covered with enough articles to tide you over between issues.
Things may have been relatively quiet over there, but all that has now
changed, bringing me to our second piece of info.


For those that mosey on over to the blog to check out its most recent
ramblings, it’s likely you will run into a new face idly roaming the halls
of Sega Mania, a face that for good or ill is my own and I’m delighted
to say that I have joined the team as your friendly neighbourhood
blog man. I might be the new resident blogger around here, but I’m
certainly not new to covering games. Starting out in 2010, myself and
fellow Sega Maniac Alex were tasked to write a blog as part of a
university project. This blog soon grew arms and legs, igniting a
passion to write about and discuss video games. The blog may be
long snuffed out, but the passion to talk about games burns as
brightly today as it did over a decade ago. And when I’m not playing
games, chances are I will be writing or podcasting about them.


My first memory of playing games dates back to the early 90’s sitting
on my living room floor, huddled round the television feverishly
playing ‘Gain Ground’ on a ‘Sega Master System’ my Dad had bought
it and then quickly lost interest in it…his loss was my gain so to speak
(Get it?). That afternoon led to years of scrimping my pocket money
together to buy and play just about any game I could laymy hands on,


Artist, illustrator and all round cool dude, Martin Conway was kind
enough to produce our back cover this issue. We asked Martin to
spill the beans on his entry to gaming and art…


‘I grew up with Sega. I think I was 6 when my dad bought me second
hand Master System and a bunch of games. It had Hang-On and
Safari Hunt built in and I sucked at both (though was oddly good at
Snail Maze).


The following Christmas I asked for Sonic The Hedgehog. Possibly in
an attempt to outdo my dad, mum and her partner got me a Mega
Drive, four games (including Sonic) AND a 12 inch ‘portable’ tv (it kept
me out of the living room, I guess).


I was obsessed. Sonic was my world for the next few years. Games,
comics, magazines, cartoons, toys. And when I ran out of media to
consume, I made my own. Mum had always encouraged me to draw,
but it was Sonic that gave me reason- I didn’t stop there. The Mega
Drive was awash with platformers staring cutesy mascots, perfect
fodder for a ten-year-old artist.


It was the arrival of Jet Set Radio and the Dreamcast that pushed me
to make a career out of it. Fuck, that game was cool. The soundtrack,
character designs and overall art direction. Not many have come
close in the years since and it’s important to acknowledge its
influence on my artistic style


Heads up, illustration isn’t an easy game. I’m essentially running my
own business. I’ve worked a lot of day jobs too and don’t have much
time for actual gaming these days. It does still influence my output,
from character concepts, colour palettes and themes to all out direct
references.


When I am afforded the free time to play, I tend to do so with my
girlfriend. A year or two back, I managed to convince her to try
ToeJam and Earl. It never held my attention as a kid but I always
enjoyed the art direction. She loved it. It was the first game we played
together start to finish.


As such it was an absolute treat creating an illustration for this issue of
Sega Mania, bringing back memories of rocket skates, boogie men
and tomato launching chickens.’


www.martinconwayyy.com
@martinconwayyy
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POSTERS FOR


YOUR BEDROOM


WALL
(or directly above Your bed, no judgement here)


There was little to no demand for this but we’ve done it anyway. A
range of our covers are available as premium posters.


Measuring 30cm x 46cm and printed with an exceptionally high
quality matte finish. They are absolutely sublime and need to be seen


to be believed.


At present we have our Issue 5 and Issue 1 remastered cover available,
each in two variants. You can choose to have the artwork with our
logo or completely naked. We plan to release more of them as time
goes on pending approval from our various collaborators and artists.


They ship to all of the countries we sell the magazine to and are
handled by a third party who will get them to you as quickly as they


can.


To find out more go to:


www.sega-mania.com/collections/merchandise


from the lesser loved fake Mario game ‘Super Mario Bros 2’ on the
‘NES’ to ‘Aladdin’ and ‘Mickey Mouse: Castle of Illusion’ on my ‘Sega
Mega Drive’.


I’m sure this will strike a familiar chord with many of our readers, but
games are much more important to me than a simple hobby to pass
the time. They are a singular constant in the choppy, misty waters of
life, offering refuge and escapism in times of difficulty.As themedium
has matured, they have become as much about simple enjoyment as
they have vehicles that allow us to assess and investigate important
issues in society or process life events from our ownmortality to grief,
passion, love and forgiveness. Art is something that can allow us to
see something more clearly, view the world through the lens of
another perspective or simply act as a bonding agent we can use to
make and maintain and form relationships. I once read that humans
are storytellers because it allows us to pass on knowledge and
understanding and inmanyways games have been an invaluable part
of this journey in my own life and to me, Sega was the ember that
allowed this journey to begin.


Games can be silly, they can be serious, they can be fun, scary and
everything in between and hopefully we can explore whatever area
takes our fancy over on the blog together, but for now, why not head
over to the blog and let me babble at you incoherently about
lemonade drinks and my utter conviction that ‘Sonic and Sega All-
Stars Racing’ is the best Kart racer bar none.


WHERE
IS SONIC
ORIGINS?
Like seriously! Where is it? It’s almost been a year since Sega dropped
the announcement, and since then they have gone stone cold quiet
on the project.


Our Discord channel was full of theories on what may have happened
to it. The general consensus seems to be, that once again Sonic 3 is
throwing a spanner into the works. Why? Check out Rob’s article on
page 26. It seems to be the most obvious answer.
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Greg Johnson, creatorof Toejamand Earl, founderofHumaNature Studios, andall-round


Funk Lord, speaks to us fromhis home in Hawaii about his time developing for Sega.


Hi Greg, thanks for chatting to us. We’re sorry to hear that you’re
stuck out in Hawaii. It must be a terrible drag for you. If you ever
need to get away, our Simon has a flatshare in Coventry you can
crash at for a couple of nights. Just be careful of the cat. He’s old.
He’s got asthma and shits himself if you move anti-clockwise too
quickly. Do you have a cat?


Yes. I have two cats. Tetto and Fio.


What are their hobbies?


My cats love to watch TV and whenever we go out, we put on some
birds and mice videos on YouTube for them. There are actually about
12 stray cats that live just outside of our little Ohana too, and I go out
to feed them every night around midnight. They lead a pretty good
life.


Simon’s cat hasmange.


(Awkward silence) And yes, Hawaii is terrible. I hate it. Especially here
on Maui. Sometimes the temperature drops and instead of 85
degrees it will drop all the way down to 78 or 79 degrees! Can you
believe it? Almost freezing! There are rainbows all the time here too,
almost every day, which can get really annoying. And you can barely
have a conversation without some stupid humpback whale jumping
out of the water and making you lose your train of thought. I'm not
sure I can even eat any more pineapple ice cream. I don't
recommend anyone move here. It's miserable.


We’ll steerwell clear, thanks for the heads-up.


My pleasure.


You may have guessed that we’re fans of Sega. Part of what we
loved about them, is that from the outside, the company seemed
completely insane. Howwere they to work with?


I can tell you what it was like back in 1990 to 1993. They were a ton of
fun. The folks at Sega of America were sort of the underdogs with
Nintendo having pretty much all of the market share and SOJ having
all of the control, so the folks at SOA were sort of left to do whatever
they wanted, and they were really interested in games that tried new
things. I think they were the perfect place for something like ToeJam
and Earl. All of the people at SOA were really big game players who
wanted something new and different, so we got a lot of support for
being weird. They seemed to love the coop nature of what we were
building too. We had two producers Scott Berfield and Bert
Schroeder. They were both incredibly supportive.


There was one time when the marketing dept at SOA wanted us to
change a character in the game. The wizard was initially going to be
the archbishop. He had a miter stick, and you hear the tabernacle
choir sing HALLLLLELUJAH when he lifts his arms, and you get healed.
The marketing dept wanted us to change that character because
theywere worried peoplemight get offended (silly really).Anyway, our
producer Scott Berfield went to bat for us, and when he couldn't win
the fight, he had T-Shirts made that had a big "NO ARCHBISHOPS"
symbol on the shirt and he gave it to us. Isn't that amazing. Bert was
like that too. Both of them were super supportive.


Is there any truth to the rumours that TJ&E were being considered
as potential mascots for Sega before Sonic arrived?


It's difficult to speak to what went on at Sega ofJapan (SOJ).We never
really had much insight into that. I can say that the people at SOA
were very excited about TJ&E and spoke to Mark and I on several
occasions about their hopes for our characters becoming the "Marios"
of Sega. Honestly Mark and I never knew how much stock to put in
that, because we weren't sure how that decision would get made
within the company. I know that our characters, and the whole Funk
theme are very American 90's culture, and it almost certainly didn't
resonate as well as we had hoped it might with Sega of Japan.


If the characters had become the official Sega Mascots, I think we
would have probably found we all of a sudden had less creative







control, so perhaps it was just as well. We wanted to make something
that was quirky and off the wall, and we were pretty much left alone
to do just that. Shinobu Toyoda, head of development was a big
supporter. Scott Berfield, our producer at the time, and Al Nilsen,
Madeline Schroeder, and Hugh Bowen, all gave us total freedom to do
whatever we wanted. Tom Kalinske too.


TJ&E was such an innovative game; it must have felt like you were
havingyourwings clippedwhen Segawanted the sequel to be a 2D
side-scroller?


We were young and still pretty amazed that we got to make a game
with Sega at all. If Sega felt a direct sequel wasn't going to do well, we
simply took their word for it. We were a bit bummed to toss out the
work we had done thus far on the sequel, but pretty quickly looked at
the bright side and saw the creative challenge of translating our
game into a large character co-op side-scroller that featured crazy
exploration as exciting. I was especially excited to see the planet
Funkotron come to life, and to see who their friends from home were
going to be. We hired a super sharp young guy named Evan Wells
(who runs Naughty Dog these days) right out of Stanford and he and
I sat and designed levels While Mark built us the tools. It was a good
time.


Tell us about the sequel we didn’t get...


Before Sega, the main thing we were going to do in the game that
never got made was the indoor elements. I always felt like the world
of random levels with floating areas and passageways worked
because it was based on a rogue model, but it didn’t feel enough like
Earth. I wanted to have cities and cars and buildings and Earthlings
living in the buildings. I had this idea that the roofs would vanish when
you entered the buildings and you could, for example run into the
house of the CrazyDentist while he was sitting at the dinner table with
his kids and dash right through their living room. I wanted it to feel
more alive. We never got to build that, but I would still like to. Maybe
there will still be an opportunity to deliver that game to the fans.


Did any of the Earthlings from the game that wasn’t, end up in the
game that was?


The Earthlings that ended up in Panic on Funkotron could easily have
ended up in the original sequel. Who knows. It really just had to do


with whatever popped intomy brain at themoment I sat down. I think
in the parallel Universe where that sequel actually got made, I'm
going to guess that about half of the Earthlings for Panic on
Funkotron are in there, and half of them are completely different.


TJ&E Back in the Groove released in 2019, a fewmonths before the
first Covid lockdown here in the UK. I’m not saying those two
things are linked. I will however always associate the two because
my daughter, partner and I got many hours of enjoyable and
necessary distraction with the game. Thank you for going back to
the well. What made you decide to do it, 17 years after the third
game?


I have been wanting to do a true sequel to game one for decades.
Back in the Groove is just that. I am really happy with how it turned
out, and it seems most of our fans have been getting a lot of funky
enjoyment out of it, which makes me really happy. I want to make a
special shout out to Cody Wright, and Burke Treischmann and Nick
Stubblefield who just killed it on the music. Oh, and Nap! (Hi Nap). He
designed the hard and endless modes in BitG and is our tireless
community manager.


ToeJam and Earl have been a big part ofmanyof our lives for three
decades.Who are they to you?


They are black characters in my imagination. I grew up in the 80s in
West LA and I’m mixed ethnicity. They are just a part of who I am, and
they just sort of naturally emerged. I've always had a fascination with







The iconic artwork from the first game
was created by Steve Purcell, creator of


Sam and Max.







Here is something pretty much
no one else has seen...


I worked with a company in
the mid-90s c�ed Electric
Planet and created a virtual
character c�ed Freeblenux.
You could talk to Freeblenux
via a microphone and video


camera.
Notice any resemblance? :)







Aliens. The games I did just before ToeJam and Earl were Starflight 1 and
2 and I worked on Star Control 2 with my buds Paul and Fred. It would
have been surprising if TJ and Earl weren't aliens. As to why they looked
the way they look - well it’s the classic bro movie trope I guess - the
fast-talking little guy, and the calm gentle big guy. I never really
planned them strategically. They sort of popped into my head fully
formed, in fact even talking to them in mymind.


Has the need for cultural representation played a big part in your
approach to projects?


I can't say that I specifically intended to create black characters or
promote diversity in games when I first thought of TJ&E back in 1990. I
am half black and I used to only listen to Funk music (my tastes have
broadened a bit these days). The game I did before this with Mark
Voorsanger was called Orly's Draw-A-Story [1997] and it had a black
main character. It just sort of naturally was something that I have been
drawn too because it's something I connect with. I also made Doki-
Doki Universe [2013], a game themed around diversity and humanity, as


well as Kung Fu PandaWorld (based around Chinese culture).


TJ&E isn't ever intended to be heavy handed, and however people
perceive and identify with the characters is fine. That said, it is a game
that is perhaps timely with what is happening in the world today. TJ&E
laugh at the crazy self-involved insanity of earthlings (i.e. all of us on this
planet) and they use funk, rhythm, music, and dance to bring people
together. [You can] deliver some positive messaging about important
things without getting too political or heavy about it. The world needs
more acceptance, and the games industry needs more representation
of different cultures and ethnicities.


We all make assumptions when we look at others - we need to
remember that we really know nothing about their backgrounds and
families and cultural identity.


Are you working on anything at themoment?


I am working with a company right now called E-Line Media. They did a
game called Never Alone, and I am working with them on Never Alone
2 (which was teased in their recent Switch trailer for the original game).
It is going to be an amazing game that I can't say anything else about
yet. I will say that E-Line, as a company, is deeply committed to cultural
diversity and authenticity, and every cultural game they do is done in
extensive collaboration with native peoples from that culture. I am
learning a lot about Alaska Native culture and it's fascinating and
beautiful. I also have another small HumaNature Studios project going
that I also can't talk about yet, but it's very very cute, and also cultural in
a different way.


What’s the game you’re most proud of, and which do you wishmore
people got to play?


Well, my greatest game is the one I haven't built yet.


Why haven’t you built it yet then? Bit lazy.


I have so many things I want to make, and there simply isn't enough
time or money to do them all. TJ&E is certainly the most well-known
and probably the one that has brought people the most joy. I think the
personality test portion of Doki-Doki Universe [PS3/PS4] was pretty
darned cool though. It really seemed to assess people in an uncanny
way. I wish more people had played DDU. Orly's Draw-A-Story
[Windows/Mac] was pretty sweet too. Too bad it takes so much work to
update old games to current systems.


Andwhat was the strangest game you’ve everworked on?


ProbablyWorld of Tanks. Oddly enough, I did a lot of consulting on that
game when my friend Chris Taylor ran Wargaming in Seattle, and have
I've played over 20,000 games (that's a lot of hours)!


Thank you, Greg. We really appreciate you taking the time. Is there
anything you should be plugging before we let you go?


Mywife Sirena has a YouTube Channel. It is called "Sirena in Hawaii". She
teaches Thai Cooking, and she builds tiny model homes.


So add ‘incessant fresh homecooked Thai cuisine’ to the things that
suck about life in Hawaii too then? The offer is still open.


Sure I'd love to visit Coventry. Are there Hula Girls there too?


There’re people who’d give it a go. There is a transport museum, if
you fancy having a good stare at an old wheel or something.


Awesome. I can't wait. I will bring flower leis for everyone.


We’d rather you didn’t, it’s not that sort of party.
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Sega's competitors were making big waves in '94, especially Nintendo,
who swept up in spectacular fashion by scoring the biggest hit of the
year. Some of the year's other gaming happenings were less
immediately spectacular, but would prove to become the catalysts of
events that would change the face of gaming forevermore.Also, in late
'94, something happened that would eventually prove to be
catastrophic for Sega's future as a console manufacturer. Let's take a
look at the wider gaming world throughout this significant year, check
out some sparks that would soon become blazing wildfires, and
identify those clouds that were gathering on Sega's sunny horizon.


ARareVictory


Nintendo won the race to the top of the sales charts this year with
Donkey Kong Country for the SNES. Entrusting their big hairy ape to
British developer Rare, they were rewarded with a game that wowed
the public with its pre-rendered 3D graphics and smooth,
platforming gameplay. With Mario acting as Nintendo's flagship
character, Donkey Kong Country propelled his old adversary to an
almost equal footing in the eyes ofmany gamers for years to come.


As well as spawningmultiple sequels, Donkey Kong Country's success
would open the door for the likes of Diddy Kong Racing, and DK's
appearances in the Smash Bros. series and countless sports and party
games. Rare would go on to create many more timeless classics, and
even the founders of Naughty Dog would later cite Donkey Kong
Country as their primary influence for the Crash Bandicoot games.
Not a bad legacy for a guy who started his career throwing barrels at
a plumber on some scaffolding.


Samus Goes on a Hiatus


Hitting shelves in 1994, Super Metroid gave Nintendo fans their first
chance to experience Samus Aran's adventures in 16-bit. The
aforementioned bounty hunter beamed down to the planet Zebes in
pursuit of space pirate, creepy Pteranodon thing, and all-round bad
guy, Ridley. It was the third game in the series, with previous iterations
appearing on the NES and the Game Boy.


Though regarded as one of the greatest games of its generation,
Super Metroid did not achieve the sales success of Nintendo's other
big franchises, and so the series didn't see another entry until late
2002, when Metroid Fusion hit the Game Boy Advance and Metroid
Prime was released for the GameCube. Honestly, you wait for eight
years and then two Metroid games come along at once. Like space-
buses.


SonyJoin the Party
Towards the tail end of '94, Sony released the PlayStation console in
Japan. After a joint venture with Nintendo to create a CD-ROM
peripheral for the SNES fell through, Sonymade the admittedly gutsy
decision to take what they'd learned and enter the fray with their very
own console. With the benefit of hindsight, we can now see that this
worked out pretty well for the Japanese technology giant, as they
proceeded to thoroughly dominate the home console competition
right up until Microsoft started to revolutionise online play and
Nintendo began messing around with motion controls.


The PlayStation's Japanese launch line-up was far from iconic,
however, with only Ridge Racer and (maybe) Parodius having any kind
of name value in the West at all. The other launch titles included the
likes of Tama: Adventurous Ball In Giddy Labyrinth and A IV Evolution:
A Ressha de Ikou 4. Yeah, me neither.


The Eldest Elder Scrolls
Our computer-owning friends might have been taking their first
tentative steps into Tamriel back in 1994, as The Elder Scrolls: Arena
was released for MS-DOS. This first-person role-playing game was
one of the first to feature a realistic day and night cycle, and even
used procedural generation technology to create an infinite
wilderness for players to explore.


If you're the kind of gamer who'd prefer a more focussed experience,
however, then you can stick to the main quest by clearing out
dungeons and seeking out the pieces of the Staff of Chaos, needed to
defeat the villainous Battlemage Tham. While this first game in The
Elder Scrolls series definitely doesn't share the same legendary status
as many of its successors, it set the groundwork for one of the most
lucrative and highly-regarded video game franchises of all time.


Welcome toAzeroth
Tamriel wasn't the only famous fictional world that gamers glimpsed
for the first time in 1994. Thanks to the newly renamed Blizzard
Entertainment, future fans first experienced the rich and colourful
world of Azeroth, too. Warcraft: Orcs & Humans was released for MS-
DOS, and was a real-time strategy game pitting the humans of the
land of Azeroth against the Orcs from the realm of Draenor.
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Though nowhere near as story focused as its successors, Warcraft:
Orcs & Humans planted the seeds for the detailed lore that now
surrounds the franchise after its two sequels, their expansions, and
the worldwide phenomenon that is World of Warcraft. If Blizzard
released another game now with the same naming conventions,
they'd have to call it Warcraft: Orcs & Humans & Elves & Demons &
Zombies &Gnomes &Werewolves & Pandas &...


Unbelievable Tekkers


Reacting to Sega's groundbreaking 3D arcade brawler Virtua Fighter,
Namco acquired a few developers who worked on that title and had a
go themselves. The result was the first entry into the popular Tekken
series, which was released in arcades in September of 1994.
Introducing players to the likes of Kazuya Mishima and Nina Williams,
Tekken proved to be a hit, and a PlayStation port would follow in 1995.


Tekken actually has a bigger link to Virtua Fighter than many gamers
realise. Tekken's director, Seiichi Ishii, was a designer for the Sega title,
and it was intended from the start to be a similar game, albeit on
more advanced hardware. Arguably, the Tekken series is more
prominent than the Virtua Fighter series today, but both franchises
have dedicated, hardcore followings, so Sega Mania is not going to
weigh in on the matter at this time.We don't want any trouble.


It's Not a Sprint


Though the Apple brand name has never been at the forefront of
gaming, the company was heavily involved with the first stirrings of a
phenomenon back in 1994. A developer named Bungie released a


game called Marathon for the Apple Macintosh in December, giving
Mac owners their answer to Doom and starting Bungie down a road to
worldwide notoriety.


While Marathon reviewed well and was a success commercially,
Bungie's real break came when they were noticed by Microsoft and
unleashed Halo to the masses in 2001. However, the two franchises
remain inexorably linked, with Marathon references, logos and Easter
eggs turning up in games throughout the Halo series. Well, the
Bungie-developed ones, at least. Funnily enough, Marathon doesn't
come upmuch in Halo nowadays.


Get It Out ofYour System
Spooky 3D space horror System Shock shocked the world in 1994.
Well, not quite the world, as the game never reached the sales
success of the likes of Doom, but it was critically praised nonetheless.
Introducing gamers to iconic AI villain SHODAN, and presenting
perhaps the most immersive game world yet created, those who did
take the plunge (and had a machine that could run it) were in for a
terrifying treat.


Alas, it never really received the fame and fortune it deserved, with
gamers at the time evidently preferring high-speed corridor blasting
to System Shock's slower pace and more considered approach. Still,
the game (and its sequel) have strong cult followings to this day, and
titanic franchises Deus Ex and BioShock are considered spiritual
successors to the spaceship-based spook-em-up.


Commodore Come Undone
A gaming powerhouse throughout most of the 80's, Commodore
International finally gave up the ghost in 1994, declaring bankruptcy
and ceasing to exist (though the name was kept alive for a few years
longer by separate companies). The Commodore brand was
especially strong here in Europe, with the Commodore 64 enjoying a
wide user base even as Sega and Nintendo were swooping in with
their 8-bit and 16-bit consoles. In fact, right up until it became
defunct, Commodore was still profitable in the UK and Germany.


In 1993, they did make a last-ditch attempt at staying alive in a
console-focused market with the Amiga CD-32. Alas, it was too little,
too late, and the company became consigned to the dark halls of
gaming history soon afterwards. Nice try, though.


Let's Go for a Ride
Created by legendary British developer Bullfrog Productions, Theme
Park opened its gates in 1994 to great critical and commercial success.
Players were able to realise a dream they never even knew they had in
this detailed and highly customisable theme park creator, and the
simulation genre was taken to new heights of popularity.


The game was released in 1994 for MS-DOS, Amiga and 3DO, but the
Mega Drive version and various other console ports would hit shelves
from 1995, with the most recent port, a version for iOS, coming out as
recently as 2011. Theme Park would spawn many sequels and inspire
many copycats over the years, and would be followed up in 1997 by
the equally iconic Theme Hospital. Kind of a surprising choice for a
follow-up, when you think about it.
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The famous blue hedgehog is back again, and this time he's
got a fiery redhead to contend with. Robotnik has enlisted
the help of Knuckles, an antagonistic echidna and a real
tough customer, and it looks like Sonic might have finallymet
his match. Having said that, there's definitely more going on
with the bad doctor's new henchman than initially meets the
eye. Is this Knuckles guy really so bad? We're not telling. Will
you have fun finding out?Well, dear readers, that's a question
we can help you with. Let's knuckle down and find out.


Sega have really tried to up the spectacle in Sonic's third
main instalment. Our hero, mascot and saviour has new
power-ups and a new attitude, and Dr. Robotnik is being
more devious and destructive in his attempts to conquer the
world than ever before. The game has a fresh new look, the
graphics are more detailed than those of the previous
games, and Sonic is animated beautifully and retains all of his
cool. Tails still follows Sonic around and is more adorable
than ever, and players can even choose to play as the twin-
tailed fox at the start of the game. This means that Tails can
use his unlikely hovering skills to find hard-to-reach areas
that Sonic just can't get to.


He can't fly around forever, though, and will soon get tired
and drop down to earth, ensuring that he doesn't render our
blue friend obsolete. Sonic picked up a flashy new move as
well. Literally. Hit the jump button again while in mid-air to
activate a brief flash of invincibility. Time it right and you can
bypass an enemy's defences to get a valuable hit in. This can


be especially useful against bosses, and you'll soon find that
it becomes an indispensable part of the dangerous
hedgehog's arsenal.


Speaking of bosses, Sonic 3 continues the tradition of having
the players face off against a Robotnik-piloted murder-
machine at the climax of each zone, but now each zone's first
act has a boss too. These mini-bosses tend to make early
cameos in which they affect the level in some way, and these
cameos, along with a few other neat touches, give the game
a subtle but welcome sense of a progressing narrative.
Remixed music also helps to give each act its own identity.
For the first time in a Sonic game, each zone's second act will
change up the music to suit the change in surroundings. It's
a nice touch, and the songs are consistently excellent, too.
You already guessed that, though. This is a Sonic game, after
all.


There are two all-new special stages for players to find, one
of which is a load of balls. Seriously. Players must traverse the
surface of a gigantic sphere while collecting blue balls and
avoiding red balls. Touch one of those crimson orbs and
you're finished, but collect all of the cerulean globes to earn
a chaos emerald. The stages rotate quicker as you collect
blue spheres and become more complex as you earn more
emeralds. You'll need quick reactions and a cool head if you
want to overcome these ball-based bonus areas.


The second special stage is accessible if a checkpoint post is
passed with at least fifty rings and takes the form of a gigantic







gacha machine. Bounce into the handle and release power-
up orbs which can contain shields, extra lives, or rings.
Eventually the bounce pads will disappear and Sonic or Tails
will fall out of the stage, complete with the most recent
shield-type they collected, if any. This can be a lifesaver later
on when the zones start to get trickier.


Speaking of lifesavers, the cartridge comes with a few save
slots. This means that players can keep track of progress and
chaos emeralds, and real-world inconveniences like sleep
and school don't have to hinder completion. The zones are
large and varied, but there are only six of them, compared to
the 11 found in Sonic the Hedgehog 2. In an attempt to make
up for this, each zone is packed with interesting mechanics
and set pieces. Angel Island Zone is a lush, green, tropical
paradise with sparkling waterfalls and a beautiful, pristine
beach, until the whole place goes up in flames. Carnival Night
Zone is a brightly lit, twinkling amusement park, until
Knuckles turns off the lights. Almost every zone has some
kind of feature or set piece that sets it apart, and all but one


are instant classics, but it's still difficult to not feel a little short-
changed by the game's length.


These memorable moments are definitely needed to make
Sonic 3 stand out in some way. While the game is a step up
in refinement and graphical detail for the franchise, it
somehow feels less bold than Sonic 2. The visuals, although
great, are less brazen, the tunes, although fantastic, are less
immediately iconic. These observations are in no way
indicative of the game's quality, the second game just feels
like it has a higher sugar content. It's probably worse for your
teeth, too.


When all is said and done, Sonic the Hedgehog 3 maintains
the series' quality with aplomb, while introducing a cool new
character and a few new features that we hope will grace the
series for years to come. The hedgehog continues to go from
strength to strength, and this third outing is another winner.
Other franchises will come and go, but Sonic is going to stay
cool forever.







Not content with the basic shield power-up from previous games that simply allow Sonic to
survive an extra hit, Sonic the Hedgehog 3 shakes things up a little. With three shield-types on
offer, players are spoilt for choice, and they're all able to deflect certain projectiles, too. Let's
take a look at what other tricks these new power-ups are hiding.


Thunder Shield


You can really feel the electricity with this one. Not only does the thunder
shield allow Sonic to gain a bit of extra height on his jump, but it will also
attract nearby rings. There's nothing quite like dashing past a big formation of
rings with the thunder shield active and then watching as most of them get
dragged along in Sonic's magnetic wake. It also makes a satisfying, electric
twang sound when you use it to double jump.


Water Shield


The water shield has a bounce effect that can help Sonic get a little extra
height on a jump, but otherwise comes across as your common or garden
shield. Until you're wielding one underwater, that is, and you notice that it's
been a while since you heard the scary countdown music. That's right, this
shield lets Sonic breathe underwater. Could've done with that a couple of
games ago.


Flame Shield


Now we're talking. Press the jump button while in mid-air with this shield
active and turn Sonic into a blistering, destructive fireball. Sonic will hurtle
forward through the air with the shield ignited, popping any badnik dumb
enough to get in his way. Be careful near pits, though, because it's difficult to
judge Sonic's trajectory during his flame attack. Don't get drunk with fiery
power and accidentally send the hedgehog plummeting to his doom.


Sonic 3's opening zone continues the
tradition of palm trees and bright
foliage, but don't get too used to it.
Soon enough one of Robotnik's


dastardly contraptions will set the
whole place ablaze and the colour
palette goes from summery greens
and blues to something a little more
fiery. The music is appropriately


tropical and has a speedy tempo, and
the badniks are seemingly based on
exotic flora and fauna. A word of
advice: when Robotnik's huge,


weaponised, flying fortress looms
overhead, just keep running.


Music: 9/10 Visuals: 9/10
Flammability: 10/10


Sonic's second destination is the
waterlogged Hydrocity Zone. Unlike
previous water-based zones in Sonic


games, Hydrocity keeps up the
blistering pace. Sonic can skim


across the water's surface if he's
picked up enough speed and will also


find himself dragged through
underwater corridors by raging
currents. The new water shield


power-up is an absolute must if you
want to avoid that infamous


countdown music. There seems to be
some dispute as to how to pronounce
the name of this zone. “Hydrossity”
makes absolutely zero sense, you


guys.


Music: 9/10 Visuals: 8/10
Unpronounceability: 10/10?


This zone is kind of peaceful and idyllic,
until Robotnik starts digging around and


causing scenery-shattering
earthquakes. The Marble Garden


features steep slopes that are difficult
to navigate without making use of the


platforms and spinners you'll find dotted
around and is the first real taste of
danger for Sonic. Tricky sections in


which moving topography threatens to
trap our hero present a real threat to
Sonic's extra life stash. Honestly, it's
probably the weakest of Sonic 3's


zones, and the second act especially can
get a little frustrating. The battle with
Robotnik at the end offers something a
little different, though, as Sonic spends
the entire fight being carried around by
poor old Tails and his helicopter butt.


Music: 8/10 Visuals: 7/10
Opulence: 7/10


ANGEL ISLAND
ZONE


HYRDOCITY
ZONE


MARBLE GARDEN
ZONE
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What Is An Echidna, Anyway?


The nefarious Dr. Robotnik's new hench-critter
definitely has a mean streak, not to mention the
punching power to back it up. The first time players
encounter Knuckles in Angel Island Zone, he bops
Super Sonic on the nose hard enough to knock the
chaos emeralds right out of him. He also possesses
the speed to scoop the emeralds up before Sonic can
recover. Just what is this mysterious echidna's deal,
anyway? Let's just say that there's more to come from
Mr. Fisticuffs.


By the way,
echidnas are
also known as
spiny anteaters,


and are
monotremes, which


means that they're
egg-laying mammals.
Kind of like a platypus.
Regardless of species,


though, Knuckles clearly
knows how to deliver a


knockout punch. One could
even say that he's the Frank
Bruno of the ant-eating, egg-
laying world, if you know


what I mean.


Carnival Night Roadblock


The infamous cylinder in Carnival Night Zone Act 2 is
the stuff of gaming legend. Sonic and Tails are


dashing along at breakneck speeds when, suddenly,
a door slams shut behind them. They find themselves
in an enclosed area with no way out and a snazzily
decorated, floating cylinder underfoot. Sonic jumps
around a bit and the cylinder kind of moves slightly,
but it quickly becomes apparent that there's nowhere
to go. The player panics, Sonic starts to impatiently
tap his feet, Tails stares blankly like a buffoon,
blissfully unaware of the doom that has befallen


them. Things are looking bleak. That's it, there's no
way out. Sonic and Tails are trapped there until they


starve. Game over.


If you've written this place off as a
poor man's Casino Night Zone, then
it's your loss. Carnival Night Zone is
a sparkling, night-time paradise of
speed, with bouncing balloons,
rotating cylinders of doom, and


snazzy, carnival-themed badniks. The
music sounds like some kind of mildly


creepy clown-funk, and when
Knuckles turns out the lights and


Sonic starts finding himself wading
through flooded areas, the whole
place takes on a surprisingly non-
carnival feel. An underrated zone
that's visually and thematically


striking.


Music: 8/10 Visuals: 10/10
Understated Creepiness: 7/10


Shred some crisp powder as Sonic
whips out his snowboard in the


opening to this chilly zone, combining
the coolest hedgehog alive with the
most radical winter sport around.


Collect rings as Sonic slides through
bare trees before finding himself in a


subterranean, frozen world.
Eventually, he'll work his way back to
the surface, where he will face off
against cute penguin Badniks and


various other frosty obstacles. The
act one and act two music tracks are
both absolute blinders – the musical
equivalent of a mystical, crystalline,
ice-trance. Just close your eyes and


ride those icy waves.


Music: 10/10 Visuals: 10/10
Shredability: 10/10


Wait, what's that in the background?
It's only the bleedin' Death Egg!


Something tells me Sonic needs to get
to the end of this zone and stop that
thing from taking off. The Launch


Base features funky music that makes
heavy use of a couple of voice


samples, and a variety of features
and baddies to keep you on your toes.
Sonic will have his final run-in with
Knuckles in the Launch Base Zone


before taking one of Robotnik's iconic
flying machines for a spin and
chasing after the big, round boy


himself. The final confrontation draws
near. Have you got what it takes?


Music 8/10 Visuals 7/10 Likelihood of
Death Egg launching again 10/10


CARNIVAL NIGHT
ZONE


ICE CAP
ZONE


LAUNCH BASE
ZONE
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A post on a Sonic the Hedgehog message board in 2003, more
than nine years after the release of Sonic the Hedgehog 3 on the
Mega Drive, would ask a question that would initially be labelled
a wacky conspiracy theory, and would prove the catalyst to find
the answer to a question that would be debated and discussed to
this very day. Did Michael Jackson compose the soundtrack for
Sonic 3?


Surely if Jackson, at the height of his unequalled global fame and
popularity, had been in any way involved in the music of Sonic 3,
this would have been widely publicised, as it would have been a
huge selling point for the game. Michael Jackson’s Moonwalker
had been released in 1990 on Mega Drive, and was a major part of
the “Sega Does What Nintendon’t” marketing campaign the
same year, so if the King of Pop had been involved why wouldn’t
he be credited?


The iconic soundtracks of both Sonic 1 and 2 had been composed
by Masato Nakamura, bassist with the J-Pop band Dreams Come
True. With Sonic 3 confirmed, Nakamura wished to be paid more
for the sequel. Sega chose to pass, and decided to look elsewhere
for the source of the music to accompany the blue blur’s third
outing.


Michael Jackson was known to be a huge fan of Sonic, and there
was definitely a mutual appreciation as the original Sonic team
had based the colour of Sonic’s running shoes on the red and
white colour scheme of Jackson’s Bad album that had been
released in 1987. The story of Jackson’s involvement begins with a
fateful meeting in spring of 1993, when he visited the Sega
Technical Institute (STI) in Palo Alto to congratulate them on the
success of the first two Sonic games. One of the teamworking on
Sonic 3 mentioned to Jackson that they were looking for
someone to compose the music for the game, and Jackson
immediately offered to be that someone. Sega jumped at the
opportunity, and a deal was struck. Michael Jackson would lead a
team to create the music for Sonic the Hedgehog 3. This team
would consist of keyboardist Brad Buxer (who had played on
Jackson’s Dangerous album released in 1991), sound engineer
Bobby Brooks, sound designer Daryl Ross, orchestrator Geoff
Grace, bassist Doug Grigsby III, and producer C. Cirocco Jones
(going by the name Scirocco).


For four weeks they recorded at Record One in Los Angeles,
working out the tracks that would feature in the game. Jackson
had recorded an a cappella demo tape of his vision for the tracks,
which have been described as being in the “signature Michael
Jackson sound”. The team brought these tracks to life, including
recordings of Jackson beatboxing, which would be compressed
for optimumperformance from theMega Drive’s YamahaYM2612
sound chip.


The game was released in February 1994 to critical and
commercial success. Praise was heaped upon the soundtrack,
however there was absolutely no mention of Michael Jackson
having any involvement. Even the end credits upon completing
the game, listed the six musicians who had been brought in, but
no MJ.


For almost a decade there was not the slightest mention, or
consideration, that Michael Jackson could have had some
involvement in the game. That was to change forever on
September 23rd 2003 when Ben Mallison, a massive fan of both
Sonic and Michael Jackson, commented on a Sonic message
board that the Carnival Night Zone music in Sonic 3 sounded an
awful lot like the track Jam from Jackson’s Dangerous album,
even appearing to include a heavily compressed sample of
rapper Heavy D saying “Jam” from the song of the same name.


Upon this post, the internet blew up, and before long similarities
between music in Sonic 3 and other Michael Jackson tracks were
being analysed and examined the world over.


The community soon reached an agreement that, along with
Carnival Night Zone/Jam, the other two pieces of music which
unquestionably hadMJ’s sparkly gloved fingerprints all over them
were Ice Cap Zone, which some thought sounded like Who Is it?
(from the Dangerous album), but conflictingly some believed to
resemble Smooth Criminal (from Bad), and the end credit scene,
which sounded remarkably like Stranger in Moscow which had
been released two years after Sonic 3, in 1996, on the HIStory
album.


Online detectives also soon realised that five of the six musicians
credited with the music in Sonic 3 had gone on to work on
Jackson’s HIStory album, with only Scirocco absent from the cast.


The port of Sonic 3 on the Sonic & Knuckles collection, which had
been released in 1997 on PC, came under the microscope and
seemed to provide further evidence that Michael Jackson may
have had some involvement as all of the music that had been
suspected to be linked to him had been completely replaced.
This was soon proven, however, to be a red herring, as almost all
of the music in the game had actually been replaced, and the
reason was to do with the PC game using MIDI format for the


SONIC THREE-HEE
Investigating the sonic 3 michael jackson conspiracy theory







music, which didn’t really accommodate the sound effects and
digitised speech throughout the original Mega Drive soundtrack.


In September 2005 an interview with Roger Hector, Director of STI
at the time Sonic 3 was released, brought confirmation for the
first time that there was definitely a connection between Michael
Jackson and the music in Sonic 3. He wasn’t asked any questions
about Michael Jackson, but in response to a question about what
his favourite project was while overseeing things at STI, he
answered Sonic the Hedgehog 3, adding “Michael Jackson was
originally brought in to compose all the music for the game, but
at the very end, his work was dropped after his scandals became
public. This caused a lot of problems and required a lot of
reworking. But the game turned out great in the end”.


The bombshell dropped by Hector confirmed the suspicion that
had begun two years earlier of Jackson’s involvement. The
‘scandals’ referred to by Hector were relating to allegations made
by the father of 13-year old Jordie Chandler.


The next development in the story would occur in 2009, the year
in which the world would be shocked by the sudden death of 50-
year old Michael Jackson to cardiac arrest. The release of Sonic’s
Ultimate Genesis Collection on Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3
included a Museum section which confirmed “Sonic 3’s musical
score was originally going to be composed by Michael Jackson.”


In December 2009 Black & White, a French Michael Jackson
fanzine, interviewed Brad Buxer, long time Jackson collaborator
who had been credited on the Sonic 3 soundtrack. He added to
the mystery by confirming that MJ did indeed work on the Sonic
3 soundtrack, however the reason he wasn’t credited was
because he was not satisfied by the sound quality produced by
the Mega Drive and did not want to be associated with a product
that devalued his music. When asked about the similarity
between the end credits music and Stranger in Moscow he said
“yes, Michael and I had composed those chords for the game,
and it has been used as a base for Stranger in Moscow.”


Buoyed by this validation, the community which had became
engrossed in the Sonic 3/Michael Jackson mystery discovered
further possible musical ties. These include Knuckles theme
sounding almost identical to the drum track from Blood on the
Dancefloor, which Jackson had recorded in 1991, but wasn’t
released until 1997. The glass smashing sound effect in Carnival
Night Zonematches exactly to the same effect from In the Closet
from the Dangerous album, also the bass and melody of Launch
Base Zone has been compared to Speed Demon from the Bad
album.


In 2013, a decade after the story first came to light, news that one
aspect that people were so certain about was actually completely


wrong. There were three zones that had been considered MJ
tunes from the start, but Ice Cap Zone was proven to actually be
the exact tune from an unreleased song called Hard Times by a
band called the Jetzons. The Jetzons keyboard player was Brad
Buxer.


Later the same year, YouTube channel GameTrailers looked at the
mystery as part of season four of their Pop Fiction series, and
Roger Hector was once again interviewed. However, he
contradicted his earlier statement that Jackson had been
involved, but was removed due to scandal in his personal life, this
time claiming that any similarities between the games music and
Jackson’s music were purely coincidental. They went on to
propose a theory, which has become the accepted version of
events. Michael Jackson was contracted to work on the
soundtrack. Unhappy with the sound quality he instructed the
team to continue working on the game, but distanced himself
from the project. News of the scandal then hit the media, and
Sega were keen to keep their distance from Jackson and
attempted to replace his music in the game. However, without
the time to completely redo the soundtrack the game went out
with some ofJackson’s music remaining, albeit without him being
credited.


The most recent development in this story came in 2014, when
independent games developers Christian Whitehead and Simon
Thomley (who would later create Sonic Mania) proposed a port of
Sonic 3 for iOS and Android, having successfully ported Sonic 1
and 2 to mobile. However Sega did not take up the proposal,
which led Thomley to speculate on a Tumblr post that this was
due to legal challenges surrounding some of the music.


Fans of the mystery are keenly awaiting Sonic Origins, a
compilation of all the classic Sonic titles, which will be released
later in 2022, and will include both Sonic 3 and Sonic & Knuckles,
neither title having been available for purchase on any platform
since 2011. Will the music from the original game be present and
unaltered? Could this release shed anymore light on exactly what
Michael Jackson’s involvement with Sonic 3 was, or perhaps even
give us confirmation to exactly what happened? Only time will
tell.
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SuperTed, Bucky O’ Hare, Darkwing Duck, Hong Kong Phooey… there
is something about superhero animals that just works, isn’t there? But
it’s one thing to watch them on the telly on a Saturday morning, in
your pajamas, with a bowl of sugary Rice Krispies and another to
actually be able to control one.


Enter Wonder Dog, a PAW-some (thank you!) super canine with his
very own game on the Mega-CD. Make no bones about it (thank you
again!), this hound is playing for keeps. His home world of K-9 has
been threatened by the Pit Bully empire and it’s up to him, with the
aid of a super suit to battle the hordes of very bad doggies and
reclaim the planet. Nothing’s standing in this good boy’s way, let me
tell you.


An opening scene vaguely similar to the origin story of Superman,
tells you how Wonder Dog is sent to our planet by his dad as K-9
comes under heavy attack. Instead of a blanket with the letter S on it,
he is given a costume with magical powers. Upon his arrival on Earth,
our hero meets a young boy who wants to adopt him. His dad says no
however and it is this rejection that causes him to return to the ship
he crash landed in and put on the suit in pursuit of his true goal. It
rivals that scene in The Fox and the Hound (you know the one) in
terms of it’s raw emotion, but you’ve got to bottle that up for now,
there’s a game to be played.


Wonder Dog is a bright, colourful side scroller that can be played
however you want it to be. You can take your time exploring and
finding gems, taking on enemies one at a time with your star shooting
ability. Or you can whizz through it with your wing ears, hopping deftly
from platform to platform and bypass the enemies to the end of the
level. I’d recommend the former; there is a lot to enjoy in each level
and plenty to be found – including some hidden zones and cool new
enemies.


There are several distinct levels to take in, each with three separate
stages. You start in a lush green forest and progress your way through
city streets, the moon and a space station. Each of the levels enjoys a
new colour palette and a host of new enemies. You start off blasting
woodland critters but before long you are contending with boxer
dogs (dogs with boxing gloves on – it’s amazing), soldier hounds and
mechanical terrors. There are some cracking boss fights, a giant
scarecrow, a giant mole and a bloke with a shotgun, to name but a
few.


Wonder Dog is an incredibly enjoyable outing, with satisfying
gameplay, cool sounds and a real sense of fun as you play your way
through. It could do with some pick-ups, different weapons or
abilities to keep things fresh and the enemies don’t offer toomuch of
a challenge, so it’s a little on the easy side, but as side-scrollers go, it’ll
keep your tail wagging for a while.
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The cage match. The culmination of a months-long feud between
two giants of wrestling. After all the bouts, all the promos, all the
bad blood and all the screwjobs, sometimes there's only one thing
left to do. Lock the two big fellas in a cage and let them fight it out
until only one can walk away.WWF Rage in the Cage for the Mega-
CD hopes to bring all the carnage of the cagematch into your front
room, not to mention the biggest wrestling game roster yet. With
twenty wrestlers available, it's a veritable bevy of buff brawlers. The
question is, are we looking at an instant classic like Bret and Owen's
clash in the cage at this year's SummerSlam, or is it all clunky and
plodding like Hulk Hogan's bout with King Kong Bundy behind the
big blue bars atWrestleMania 2?Join us in the squared circle to find
out.


Aside from the titular cage-based violence, there are three other
game modes on offer, all of which can be played against a
computer controlled opponent or another player. There's a basic


one-on-one match, a brawl match, in which the referee is AWOL
and chokes and eye-gouges are legal, and a tournament, which is
a series of one-on-one matches with a bit of FMV at the end. The
cage matches follow the same no-holds-barred rules as the brawl
matches, but players win by escaping the cage. Aside from the
alternative win condition, the cagematch really doesn't feel all that
different from the brawl match. Those iconic blue bars are basically
an aesthetic change only.


The huge roster is commendible, spoiling Mega-CD owners with
more wrestlers than we've even seen in a single video game.All the
big stars from the WWF's locker room are represented. “Hitman”
Bret Hart is in after being inexplicablymissing from 92'sWWF Super
WrestleMania on the Mega Drive, and the likes of Shawn Michaels,
Undertaker and “Million Dollar Man” Ted DiBiase are all present and
correct. However, the inclusion of tag teams like the Nasty Boys and
the Headshrinkers does seem to take the piss slightly, considering
the developers decided to completely omit multi-person matches
of any type. Also, if you're wondering where Hulk Hogan is; he left
the WWF to sign with bitter rivals WCW. Keep up on your wrestling
news, guys.


Honestly,WWFRage in the Cage is a little disappointing. There's not
much of a visual jump from previous 16-bit wrestling games; the
sprites are still all the same height, crowds and commentators are
still pretty much static, and the likenesses to our muscle-bound
idols are still hit and miss. The only real signs of the Mega-CD's
power are the occasional FMV clips, and some voice samples from
the combatants (and good old Howard Finkel) during match
introductions, but these are novelties at best. The lack of official
intro music is a missed opportunity, and the generic-sounding rock
tracks provided instead are scant consolation.


It just feels like the Mega-CD should be able to provide a more
authentic WWF experience, using small touches here and there to
really bring the crazy world of pro wrestling to life. I mean, would it
have killed them to add the Undertaker's dong? Anyway, the lack of
anymulti-man match-types is also a real blow to the bread basket,
so this one is for the hardcore fans and Mega-CD or WWE
collectors only.
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In 2008 I lived in Seoul, South Korea. It was
an interesting experience in many ways, but
perhaps the most notable part of it was
exploring the country’s weird andwonderful
gaming markets. Once I’d gotten my
bearings and picked up some hints and tips
from fellow ex-pats, I’d spend most of my
Saturdays in the Yongsan district. The main
shopping mall there was about ten stories
high and levels seven and eight were
dedicated entirely to video games,
something of a rarity in the city. The stalls
however, were mostly focused on more
recent titles and systems. Sure, you’d see
the occasional Samsung branded Mega
Drive or Saturn on show, but more often
than not, vendors would refuse to sell them
to Westerners, a common trait designed to
keep as much of the nation’s video game
historywithin its borders.


I didn’t take long however, before I learned
how to find Yongsan’s hidden gem.
Departing the pristine shopping mall, I
would makemyway across its enormous car
park, jump the motorway crash barrier and
dash perilously across, dodging cars to get
to a really run-downbuilding. Upon entering
I’d be met with stores selling nothing but
fish, knock-off clothes and dubious gold
jewellery. But it was a very scary and tiny
staircase in the corner that I’d be looking for.
Descending to the basement of this bomb
shelter style building was a true Howard


Carter moment. Wondrous
things awaited.


In this hot and packed
basement was South Korea’s
most active retro gaming


market. Absolutely stuffed to the brim with
regional variants most of the world has
never seen. Over the tenmonths I was there,
some of the interesting things I picked up
were a big PC box style version of Sega Rally,
multiple Samsung variants of the Sonic
games and perhaps most impressively a
Super Aladdin Boy…which is what the Mega
Drive was called in Korea. My most
interesting find however was two boxed
games harbouring very strange behaviour.
The first was a copy of Puyo Puyo, but when
it booted up it was actually Dr. Robotnik’s
Mean Bean Machine and the second was a
copy of Dr Robotnik’s Mean Bean Machine
that when booted up was actually Puyo
Puyo. Someone at Samsung responsible for
assembling the packaging was clearly
having a bad day.


Dr Robotnik’s Mean Bean Machine is, of
course, a reskin of Puyo Puyo however they


were released several years apart which
makes the aforementioned even stranger.
Puyo Puyowas seen as unsuitable forwestern
audiences and so Sega wrapped it up in a
franchise at the peak of its popularity before
shipping it outside ofJapan. S.Korea’s unusual
position in the gaming market in the early
‘90s (long story short, relations between
S.Korea andJapanwere still frosty, and so any
Japanese companies looking to export into
S.Korea would often do so under a different
name, in Sega’s case often via Hyundai or
Samsung) may have resulted in some
assemblyworkerunsure quitewhat to dowith
the two titles on his home turf resulting in the
bizarremix up I ended up with.


Anyway, be it Puyo Puyo or Dr. Robotnik’s
Mean Bean Machine (MBM), the formula is
very, very good and crazy addictive. Unlike
Tetris and columns whereby you are basically
aiming for a set score with only the difficulty
as your enemy, MBM is a purely competitive
endeavour. It is so much more than simply
surviving the timer or an increase in speed.
MBM offers a level of strategy that its
counterparts simply fail to offer.


The objective of the game is to tryandfill your
opponent’s screen with black beans in order
to stop themmaking anymoremoves. You do
this by stacking colouredbeans intomatching
rows of three to make them disappear. A
simple match three move sends one black
bean over to your opponent’s table which is
dropped at random. The best-case scenario
when receiving a black bean is that it just
lands somewhere random, the worst case is
that it interrupts a chain you are working on.
Either way a black bean will vanish if a
matching three is dissolved directly next to it.
You couldbe forgiven if thinking this back and
forward tit-for-tat could get kinda boring but
it’s the chaining that really sets MBM apart
from its contemporaries. Not only do the
beans follow the laws of gravity but they can
be strategically split by placing them over
edges of stacks, dropping single ones you
need down to lower levels. With a bit of
practice and strategy you can effectively set
up an entire screenworth ofbeans to go off in
one big spectacle causing absolute mayhem
by way of tens of black beans invading your
enemy (or even a Mega Bean)…assuming a
black bean from your opponent doesn’t mess
up your plans of course!


As a two-player game, MBM is an
absolute riot and that’s probably
where the core value in the game is
found. I have had more “just one
more round” sessions of MBM with
friends than I dare to count.


That said the single playerexperience
isn’t bad either. Curiously the art
elements from thegameare all based


on the Adventures of Sonic the Hedgehog
Cartoon which is kinda cool as that show
never really got much recognition outside of
its own medium. You work through the
characters who not only get harder to beat as
you move on, but each employ their own
unique strategy which are worth paying
attention to and utilising yourself in
competitivemode later. Eventually you’ll face
off against Dr. Robotnik himself and then
that’s all there is to it. It’s not an easy game
and so will take you a little while, but once
you’ve smashed your way through the single
player mode, unless you’ve got a friend to
carry on playing with, there’s not a great deal
to go back to.


Ultimately, it’s a rock solid title and a
worthwhile distraction, and certainly worth a
look if Columns is the only puzzler you’ve
tried on yourMega Drive so far.







Do you remember the time when all the kids were crying out for more
FMV rail shooters on the Mega-CD? Like they just couldn’t get enough
of them? No, neither can I. But that didn’t stop them getting churned
out at a vast rate of knots. Microcosm is the latest such offering from
developers Pysgnosis. Could this be the game to finally invigorate the
genre? Again no. But does the game at least offer something unique
over the myriad of similar titles on the system? Well, if that novel
experience you’re looking for is to fight enemies on amicroscopic level
inside a human body, then the answer is yes. It isn’t? Okay, well the
answer is still yes. Don’t pout, the wind might change.


We all know what we’re getting with these games by now. You control
your craft along the horizontal and vertical axis, whilst poor quality
video, dictated by the game, creates the pseudo-3D journey you take
through the levels. It’s as an exciting prospect as being dragged around
Clarks shoe shop with your mother on a bank holiday weekend. It’s a
style that dates right back to the early 70’s and the Magnavox Odyssey,
the very first commercial home video game console, when games
came with their own plastic overlays to place over your television
screen to add visual flair to incredibly basic gameplay.


That’s the problem we always encounter when looking at the next FMV
shoot-‘em-up offering. The visuals will be changed, the video
backgrounds will differ, but essentially when you’ve played one game,
you’ve played them all. There’s rarely enough variety to warrant putting
your hand in your pocket to check out the new kid on the block.
However, for a brief moment of time, Microcosm almost makes you
believe that it may be the outlier. The game opens with a frankly
stunning cutscene. A mix of live-action and animation drawn on state
of the art Silicon Graphics workstations. Using only 16 of the available
64 onscreen colours, it doesn’t offer ground-breaking fidelity, but the
productions values of the footage itself appears to be of the highest
quality.


Featuring some really impressive mechs (which are unfortunately
nothing to do with the game), and other cool sci-fi vehicles, it sets the
scene for a truly exciting game. Unfortunately, like your favourite team’s
title push, that’s over before Christmas, the enthusiasm is short-lived. It
soon becomes apparent that this game is a load of old Tottenham. A
steaming pile of Hotspur. When the “actors” (meaning the
development team with all the screencraft of a Hollyoaks omnibus)
appear, before the game has even started, it soon becomes apparent


that the entire budget has been blown on the opening minutes. It’s
downhill from here with the wind behind you. The game equivalent of
turning 40 whilst still living with your parents.


The story itself will make little sense, unless you read the novella that
accompanies the game.Which you shouldn’t because life is short. After
being shrunk down to size, you enter the human body and take control
of your vessel. You find yourself travelling through a human passage.
Could be the throat. Could be the ass pipe. It’s really of little
consequence, as this is the last attempt the game will make to engage
you in the story. From now on, it’s just you and your ship, as you blast
through five gross, yet impressively banal levels, fighting your way
through to the brain. For whatever reason.


Once you’ve finished shaking your head at the ridiculous set-up, you’ll
quickly discover the game is truly a triumph of mediocrity, a towering
monument to the absolute execrable effluent of mid ‘90’s gaming.
Peak garbage. Quite the achievement. If only the game was advanced
enough to throw itself in the bin. It handles like Gazza with a Somerfield
shopping trolley at 3am.Your ship fires directly in front of itself, and with
the sound effect of your own guns drowning out all else, so it’s
practically impossible to tell if you’re even hitting your target.Weapons
can be upgraded for a limited time, but honestly, if this is something
that excites you, I have some magic beans for sale that you might be
interested in.


Large parts of the game are navigable without the need to even fire
your weapons. Enemies repeat predictable patterns ofmovement, and
no matter how far you pass down these meat tubes, you’ll never
discover the fun. At the end of the day, it’s just your common garden
FMV shooter, in a nauseating wrapper. Not much worse than most of
the others. Each time another of these substandard titles releases on
the system, it devalues the brand as a whole. It makes Sega’s glorious
add-on look gimmicky and shallow. The word ‘Microcosm’ literally
means “to encapsulate in miniature the characteristics of something
much larger”, therefore making the game a prime example of
nominative determinism, as it is indeed, a fraction of a game.







History tells us that tennis was the basis for the first ever video game.
From Physicist William Higinbotham creating Tennis for Two on an
oscilloscope in 1958, through to Atari’s 1972 arcade mega-hit Pong,
tennis both started and successfully commercialised video games. By
1994, the sport was pretty widely represented in the 16-bit gaming
space. Annoyingly, if you’d parked yourself in the blue camp, it was far
better catered for on Nintendo’s SNES than on our beloved Mega Drive.
Usually the go-to for sports games of any type, the only Pong on Sega’s
machine by 1994 was the one created two years earlier by the abysmal
stinker that is Andre Agassi Tennis.


With the SNES boasting bona fide classics like Namco’s Smash Tennis
and the iconic Super Tennis, Sega was well behind.We’re talking at least
two sets down here. Publisher Codemasters called on the sport’s
hairiest man to front Zeppelin Games’ Pete Sampras Tennis as a way to
bolster the Mega Drive’s offerings, and help everybody heal
themselves after Agassi’s title violated their very souls. The result was a
much less abhorrent game that still probably isn’t as good as either of
the SNES ones.


Obviously, Sega would have the last laugh when Virtua Tennis
eventually came out and served (pun intended) as the indefinitely
unbeatable apex of the simulated sport of rich people’s children, but
we were some way off that in 1994, so ol’ Petey Samps was all there was.
First impressions of the game are not good. Not good at all. Being
neither as aesthetically pleasing as Super Tennis or as instantly playable
as Smash Tennis wouldn’t be an immediate turn off if you’re coming
from the festering cesspit of Andre Agassi Tennis, but if you had the
chance to just fire up a SNES instead, you’d take that up quicker than a
Greg Rusedski serve.


Graphically, this thing is amess.Any court that isn’t grass looks like it was
drawn in Microsoft paint by you when you were bored in IT class at


school. The crowd is a pixelated collection of freaks featuring such
favourites as Man with Circle Beard, The Night King from Game of
Thrones,Wolverine Giving the Finger, and Classic 80s Sex Doll Lady. The
player at the far side of the court looks like their face has been through
a meat grinder. Standard shots have one animation each for forehand
and backhand, repeated over and over regardless of the height of the
ball. Compared to Andre Agassi it looks like a renaissance painting, but
up against the more stylised and cartoony Nintendo pair it looks
horrendous.


It also takes a bit of getting used to before you’re even able to connect
with the ball or stop it from going miles out with every shot. In fairness,
gauging distance on a flat 2D image is difficult no matter what console
you play it on, but early on I found myself struggling to negotiate the
game’s fairly stringent shot mechanics. You’ve got B for a normal shot,
A for a lob, and C for a diving shot. That’s the easy part over with. The
power, trajectory, speed and direction of your shots is all based around
how you’re angling the d-pad and the timing of your button press.
Press too early and/or hold a direction for too long when you press and
the shot will sail right out onto Henman Hill.


Once you understand these mechanics are what’s at play, you can start
to focus on how to game the game. No longer will you be making
countless unforced errors as you become a relentless and devastating
machine. It took me about half an hour to build the muscle memory
needed to win games with minimal effort. The World Tour mode was
basically an exercise in serving into one corner and hitting the return
into the opposite corner uncontested, then returning opposing serves
right into the corner of the baseline. Again, completely uncontested.
Winning every game without dropping a point on the way to a 6-0
whitewash is predictably boring.


Gradually, the World Tour does pick up the challenge towards later
rounds, as better opponents personify an implied difficulty setting in
the absence of a tangible, selectable one. Sampras isn’t alone here,
though. I played way too many 16-bit tennis games for this review, and
barely any of them have a difficulty setting. I guess it does feel good to
know that you had to work up to the game’s default setting unaided
before you could dominate, but when it takes less than half the time it
did to write this review, the disappointment is inescapable.


It would render the game dead as a single player experience if it wasn’t
for one shining light: Crazy Tennis mode. Typing in the password
ZEPPELIN opens up this mode, where the idea is to finish on a higher
total score than your opponent following a cacophony of mad shit.
Hands holding a racket will rise up from the net to block shots. Fellow
Codemasters mascot Dizzy will sporadically walk along the net until
he’s destroyed, Piñata-style, to drop an assortment of points. There are
power-ups to be grabbed from the court, too, that will make the ball
smaller or larger, speed things up or slow them down, and, best of all,
allow you tomanipulate the flight of the ball based on where youmove
your player after hitting it. You can create some absolutely outrageous
swerving shots and bend them around your opponent with hilarious
results.


Crazy Tennis is surprisingly very un-Sampras. I can’t quite believe it
exists in a game that also frequently pauses its gameplay so Stephen
Hawking the Umpire can quieten down the crowd. At one point, it did
this twice during one service game, and there was no way to skip it or
begin playing again until Mr. Roboto had gotten them all to shut up. He
himself loves to pause the action while he slowly tells you every aspect
of the score after every service game with all the cadence you’d expect
of mid-90s voice lines stitched together. It all badly affects the flow of
the game and makes the proceedings as needlessly erratic as they are
dull.


Bizarro mode aside, there’s very little to keep you coming back to the
game, especially as you’ll likely beat the World Tour in an hour or so.
Even the Wikipedia page – likely never checked by anyone because
nobody is going to care about this game anymore – casually states
how easy the game is as if it were fact. Agassi probably wrote the entry
to distract everyone from his own pixelated detritus. Sampras’ game is
miles better than Andre’s, but it’s not the best tennis experience you
could have in 1994 by some margin.
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When you come to review titles that you haven’t played in years, you
often find that those tricky parts which had you stumped as a kid aren’t
really that difficult. If you have kids and a mortgage, that pain in the ass
jump in Ghouls and Ghosts doesn’t seem that hard with the benefit of
perspective and a wiser head on your shoulders.


On the other hand, much as you might want to admit it isn’t true, the bits
you could do with the reaction times of a person 25 years younger, are no
longer possible, or at least much more difficult. Trying to track down and
lock on to an enemy jet in Tomcat Alley is like trying to thread a needle on
a rollercoaster – most of the time, it ain’t gonna happen.


Don’t get me wrong, I’m not criticising the game at all. It looks amazing
today, never mind how revolutionary it must have felt at the actual date
of release and the tension of trying to complete the missions will have
you leaning in until you’re within a few inches of the telly, but Christ alive
they’re challenging.


It would be fairer to describe Tomcat Alley as a playable movie, rather
than a game. The level of immersion is incredible and the FMV scenes are
brilliant even by today’s standards. It is captivating from the very
beginning as your commanding officer talks to you directly, explains what
yourmissions are and what he’s expecting of you.While you’re actually in
the air, the game has several different scenes depending on what way
you turn, whether you hit or miss your target and their evasive action. It’s
very deep and makes for an incredible, almost virtual reality-esq style
experience.


With the modern-day successes of games such as Life is Strange, Dear
Esther and any of the Telltale games, you could easily argue that Tomcat
Alley was two decades ahead of its time. The choices youmake affect the
game and its outcomes, even if your overall input is relatively minimal. It
is a little reminiscent of Black Mirror’s Bandersnatch episode which came
out on Netflix in 2018, a full 24 years after this gamewas released. Basically,
a feature length movie with some viewer agency.


But while it is an amazing thing to experience, if you really hold Tomcat
Alley under the microscope, you start to wonder if you’re getting a lot of
bang for your buck. If you do everything perfectly, the game runs at just
over an hour long and the portions you actually have any control under
are probably ten minutes at a push. The levels are very repetitive and the
cutscenes numerous.


It is worth a playthrough and is quite something the first time around, but
when you’ve finished it, youmight wonder if yourmoneywas better spent
on something else. Then again you might spend hours actually trying to
hit one of the bloody enemy jets and get days of playability out of it!







Despite the fact that the first console I owned was a Sega Multi Mega, I
didn’t really play a lot of Mega-CD games as a kid, as pocket money
didn’t really cover the cost of upping my games collection from the
ones that came with the console. I also wasn’t allowed to watch
naughty grown up films like The Terminator as an eight-year-old in 1994.
Put these two points together and what you get is a man who had
never played The Terminator on Mega Drive or Mega-CD.


As I blasted my way through dystopian 2029 in the game’s first level I
had a nagging thought - didn’t we already review this game? I checked
back to Issue 3 and there it was, but something didn’t look right. Last
issue I covered Batman Returns onMega-CD, and it was confined to our
excellent and beautiful mini-guide due to being a straight Mega Drive
port with some driving bits. With this in mind I wondered why The
Terminator was now bumped up to full mag. Then I finally realised - this
was something very different. Come with me if you want to live… in a
world of better Terminator games.


Totally against the style at the time, The Terminator for Mega-CD is
basically an entirely new game. It follows roughly the same structure
and format as its Mega Drive counterpart, but this is no mere port at all.
It’s rebuilt from the ground up and is vastly superior in absolutely every
conceivable regard. If the Mega-CD version is the equivalent of
Terminator 2 - the best of the movies and I’ll never hear otherwise -
then the Mega Drive version is that lighting guy who got shouted at by
Christian Bale for walking into his scene.


It’s not just the graphics that are improved in this version, but my word
are they so much better. We get some lovely foreground and
background scaling effects (and one really weird one where a big pile
of skulls takes up a third of the screen), a surprisingly vibrant colour
palette, bigger sprites with better animations, and farmore detail to the
environments. I’m still shocked, even now, that this isn’t just a lazy port.


So many other ported games shame the Mega-CD, but this is the gold
standard for what we should have seen every time, and Virgin Games
squeezed a hell of a lot out of the increased power of the newmachine.


I did go back and play Terminator on Mega Drive after this version, and
how anyone could think that game was good I’ll never know. The
locked-in, stunted, Ghouls and Ghosts-style jumping arc is horrific, the
enemies are slapped everywhere and constantly respawn ad nauseum,
the levels are all a labyrinthine mess, it takes about 20 minutes to beat,
and Kyle Reece can’t even shoot upwards. None of those issues are a
problem in the Mega-CD version. You could say hindsight played its
part here, but the Mega Drive game is objectively abysmal, and to
remake that pile of gubbins into something as solid as this is truly
commendable on the part of the developer.


Everything just feels so much smoother to play. The Mega Drive game
looks like you’re playing it on CCTV footage as Reece stutters and
stumbles his way through levels, but not so here. The playermovement
is much more naturally perpetual, and the shooting is improved
through the addition of being able to aim upwards. Unfortunately, it’s
not quite on the level of a Super Metroid in terms of the number of
aiming directions or the ability to lock your sights in place while
running, but it’s still a huge improvement.When the difficulty of a game
is as high as it can be in this one, slight discrepancies in the controls can
feel all the more frustrating, and it’s here where The Terminator
probably falls flattest.


In the early levels, almost every enemy encounter will end up with you
ducking and shooting on the spot, largely because the enemies barely
react to being shot and soak up your bullets enough to stop your
momentum dead. The impressive number of weapon upgrades make
things a bit snappier towards the end, though, and you can eventually
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add some runnin’ to your gunnin’. There are still a fair few maze-like
levels (well, all of them, actually), but the abundance of extra lives,
health packs, shields and the aforementioned permanent upgrades –
usually found off the beaten path – actually make exploration/getting
lost worth it. It’s a huge upgrade on the mind-numbing annoyance of
the Mega Drive’s barren and repetitive levels filled with little more than
frustration and regret.


On the occasions in the game where you meet the eponymous
Terminator, he cannot be killed and will kill you instantly just by
touching you. I will reluctantly accept this mechanic with generous use
of my imagination because he’s the f’n Terminator. If you’ll endure my
innerJerry Seinfeld for amoment (hey, it’s a 90smagazine after all), I will
conversely not accept that all the game’s other normal men, albeit
men who are utter wrong’uns, can cause damage to a marine from the
future merely by being walked into. What’s the deal with that?! I
suppose we can pretend these enemies may have hidden knives
strapped to their kneecaps or something. However, the insta-death
that comes from touching Arnie’s pixelated pecks adds a deserved
level of terror whenever he’s on screen and ominously approaching.
The panic you’ll feel while desperately trying to gun him down and
escape is a sometimes-infuriating highlight.


The game’s story loosely follows that of the film, with early levels
centred around Kyle Reece fighting his way past burly, shirtless dudes
and a variety of robots on his way to the teleporter that takes him to
1984. He thenmakes his way through the streets of LA, serving up some
serious gunishment to endless Steve Tyler clones and some guys from
aNOFX gig on his way to Tech Noir to save Sarah from the T-800. There’s
a level or two set in the police station, with the film’s ‘crushing’ factory
conclusion playing out in the final few stages. Much like the Mega Drive
version it’s not all that lengthy, but it fits in as much reference to the
film’s action as it feasibly could, really only missing the truck chase
sequence and some John Conner conception.


It’s all accompanied by an excellent, shred-tacular soundtrack and
broken up with some of the worst FMV in the history of ever (see our ‘I
need your clothes, your boots and your reading glasses’ boxout for
more). Even with its terrible FMV, nothing can take away just how
impressive it was forVirgin Games to have a proper redo attempt using
the new hardware. The Mega-CD is often knocked for having an
abundance of lazy ports with a CD soundtrack slapped on, but The
Terminator puts all of those to shame and shows how it should have
been done. It’s not a perfect game, but this is absolutely worth
checking out for fans of the film, especially those who wish they’d been
terminated after playing that Mega Drive version.


You’ve got to love a movie licence game that desecrates its source
material with horrendous FMV clips. They are shrunk down to a box
about a third of the screen’s size and seemingly smeared in lumpy
vaseline. Reece looks like he has jaundice and chickenpox all at
once, and some scenes are completely illegible. Look at the first
image belowand tell me what you see. No, it’s not a magic eye trick
or a Rorschach test – that’s supposed to be a genuine shot from the
movie.Without anydialogue or even sound other than an excerpt of
the movie’s theme, it’s close to impossible to tell what’s going on
between levels. Did James Cameron actually give this his seal of
approval?


*Yeah we know, wrong film…but it just about works…


I need your
CLOTHES, your


BOOTS AND YOUR
reading glasses!*
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Jurassic Park
Nobody will be shocked when I say that the vast majority of early ‘90s
movie tie-in games were shit.


This is likely to do with the fact that games as a medium weren’t taken
as seriously as they are today, and treated more as an afterthought.
However, when it comes to Jurassic Park I would have thought things
would be different. If I was in charge of the biggest and hottest
franchise in the world I would do everything in my power to protect its
reputation from end to end. Whether it was a design on a lunchbox or
a 16-bit video game, I would have made sure that it was tight and on
point.


Jurassic Park on Mega-CD almost passes my stringent quality control.
Almost. Sega purchased the license to the franchise for a cool one
million dollars so that its first party team could work on a treatment as
true to the source material as possible for their new CD-based wonder
console.


The beginning of the game sees the player’s helicopter crash-land on
the infamous Isla Nubar from the first film. Played from an entirely first-
person perspective, you start with very little in the way of objectives
and must use the game’s point and click-style interface to look around
and get your bearings.


Each screen consists of an ultra-wide and highly detailed environment
you can explore and interact with. Clicking on objects either adds them
to your inventory or allows you to take a closer look.


Moving from area to area is always accompanied by an FMV showing
your travel. Be it navigating through a cave or using a well-paved road,
they are always different and some of the highest quality videos I have
seen on the system. It’s a really nice touch and the game reminds me
a little of Myst, but far more fluid and immersive, even if the resolution
is significantly lower.


It doesn’t take long before you make your way through the island’s
famous gates and to the visitor centre. Accessing the main computer
terminal presents your first true FMV cutscene and reveals the story.
You were sent to the island to collect six dinosaur eggs, one from each
species. Then, and only then, will an extraction be made. It’s basic and
simple, and of course is designed to make sure you see all the island
has to offer, but I did find it a bit odd that your boss didn’t seem to care
at all that you’d been in a crash. No concern at all, just get on with the
job.


Stepping away from the visitor centre, you are free to go where you
please. Each environment has either a species you need to steal from,
a prop from the film (the upturned car by the breached T-Rex
enclosure is a nice touch), items to collect, or a small puzzle to solve.
There are also information points scattered about the island which play
a series of small clips giving you detailed info on a dinosaur and its


behaviour. These are quite well done and interesting to listen to, but
they also serve to give hints on how best to approach the
creatures…and steal their eggs.


Interacting with the dinosaurs, however, is where I had to think twice
about giving the game the Tim seal of approval. For the most part the
game is incredibly chill. It’s a relaxing experience moving from area to
area, solving rudimentary puzzles, collecting items for later use and just
taking in the atmosphere. You’re also learning as you go which is never
a bad thing in my eyes. Stealing the eggs, however, is where things take
a rather disappointing turn.


You are equipped with a tranquilizer gun and, in some scenarios,
required to start blastin’ in order to subdue the dinosaurs long enough
to make off with the loot. This doesn’t always work out that well and
ruined the experience forme a great deal. For example, coming across
the Triceratops for the first time was a confusing moment. They were
visibly angry at my presence, and the tranquilizer gun seemed like the
logical choice. I shot them once, heard a roar and the screen went
black. Game over. This doesn’t feel like the kind of game that should
have death as a possibility. However, it seems Sega just could not resist
and they added a stress element. Not only can the dinosaurs kill you,
but there is a hard limit of 12 hours to complete all your tasks as well.


I really wish they hadn’t gamified what is otherwise a pleasant and
immersive stroll through the franchise’s iconic island. At the time this
was a pretty revolutionary experience and nothing else quite like it
existed. Sure, it may look janky today, but being able to visit and move
around the environments from a major film like this was a pretty big
deal, and on its own would have no doubt satisfied many. I guess from
Sega’s point of view there was always the risk that it wouldn’t appeal to
the market without some kind of shooting and action. I can’t prove it,
but it I feel like this was a last-minute change. The controls are
incredibly slow and unresponsive and many of these action scenes
require fast reactions and good timing – something that I found quite
difficult to pull off.


Compared to the other Jurassic Park games that graced Sega’s
systems, it’s not possible to say if it’s better or worse on the basis of it
being so very different. As a standalone product it’s arguably one of the
Mega-CD’s better titles. Unlike the vast majority of games on the
system, it doesn’t just take a pre-existing game and add a better
soundtrack, and it also doesn’t frustrate the user by being nothing
more than a QTE extended video. There’s enoughJurassic Park content
here to satisfy fans (although John Williams’ score is once again sorely
absent) and it’s highly enjoyable, if perhaps a little too slow for
adrenaline junkies.


If you pick it up today, I would strongly recommend you use a guide to
get past the action parts as quickly as possible so that the best parts of
the game can be enjoyed without the stress.
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Spawned from the creative mind of former Disney animator Don
Bluth, Dragon’s Lair is probably themost prominent of the interactive
movie genre of video games, and now it’s being ported to the Mega-
CD. If you’re unfamiliar with the exploits of Dirk the Daring, he’s the
brave knight with the skullcap, red tabard and strong jawline; the
hero of the piece and the saviour of animated heartthrob Princess
Daphne. The game follows Dirk as he enters the titular Dragon’s Lair,
negotiating traps and avoiding enemies, and players interact by
inputting commands in a timely manner. Press the right buttons at
the right time and watch as Dirk skilfully avoids plumes of fire or slays
nefarious minions. Fail, and look on in horror as the brave and pure
knight suffers one of the many unpleasant and imaginative dooms
that await him.


It looks and sounds great, but this type of game isn’t for everyone. If
you’ve played the likes of Road Avenger or Time Gal on the Mega-CD
then you’ll already have a decent idea as to whether you’ll like this or
not. It’s more like a theme park ride than the games we’re used to, or
playing a Saturday morning cartoon with limited interactivity. It’s a
very cool cartoon, though. Mr. Bluth’s Disney experience shows in the
artistry and animation quality, and Dragon’s Lair is a littlemoreviolent
than Don’s previous works. I don’t recall seeing many stabbings,
burnings or drownings in An American Tail or All Dogs Go to Heaven,
for example. You might be seeing Dirk's imaginative death
animations a little too often, though, as the whole thing is trial and
error-based. There are no clear on-screen prompts like in Road
Avenger, and some of the windows of opportunity are excruciatingly
tight. Unless you’ve got incredible ninja reactions, Dirk the Daring
might as well be renamed to Dirk the Dying.


TheMega-CDversion is one of the better ports ofDragon’s Lair. It’s up
to standard visually and all of the animations are intact. The
developers have seen fit to grace Mega-CD owners with unlimited
continues, which takes some of the heat off of what many will see as
frustrating, trial and error-based gameplay. If you’re enjoying the
spectacle of the game but don’t have the patience to start from the
beginning every time a sudden skeleton attack takes you by surprise,
you'll eventually get to the end and eke out your money’s worth, but
at times itmay feel like bashing your head against a wall. I hope you're
wearing a helmet.


Does Dragon’s Lair for Mega-CD come with a Sega Mania
recommendation? Probably not. There’s no doubt that the game is a
spectacle. The monster-infested caverns and trap-filled rooms are
awesomely atmospheric, Dirk is hugely likeable, and Daphne is
definitely a princess worth saving, but there's just not enough here to
make you feel like you got value for money. If you’re some kind of
savant or whizz-kid and you blast through it, it won't take you long. If
you’re the type of person who’s likely to get fed up after the 25th
death, you’ll probably not see very much of it at all. Either way, your
time with Dragon's Lair will be short. It’s definitely iconic, and the
production values are through the roof, but it might be a better idea
to hoard your gold instead of spending it on this.


Dragon’s Lair … in Space!
Well, not really. Space Ace is Don Bluth’s second gaming project
following the success of Dragon’s Lair, and it’s another interactive
experience with high-quality animation and timed button-pressing
gameplay. Despite its futuristic setting, the similarities between
Space Ace and Dragon’s Lair go deeper than the obvious visual style.
Dashing hero Dexter replaces Dirk, damsel in distress Kimberly
replaces Daphne, and evil alien Commander Borf stands in for the
dragon. This blue-skinned brute is intent on rendering earthlings
defenceless by reverting them all into small children. Alas, the Mega-
CD version of Space Ace doesn’t look like it’s going to make it to
Europe any time soon, so if you want to save future earth from being
turned into one huge kindergarten, you’re going to have to drop


more than a few space bucks on import charges.
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Toejam & Earl is the only game from my childhood that I can recall the
very first time I held it. A ritual precursor to a Friday night sleepover was
a trip to local rental store Klub Video, where my friend (either Russ,
Chris, or Neil - sorry guys, you’re not as memorable as the game), and I
stood for some 10 or 20 minutes, trying to work out just what the hell
this gamewas, and whetherwe should take a chance on it. It didn’t look
like anything we’d ever seen before, so we had no idea if it was our bag.
It was a risk, no doubt.A dud game can really down yourweekend when
you’re 11 and on a budget. In the end, we decided that we would regret
it too much if we didn’t try. It remains to this day, the single best
decision I ever made. Which is as much a ringing testament to the
game, as it is a damned indictment on my life choices.


The inventiveness, humour, fun, and ingenuity of TJ&E has been well
covered over the years, but what rarely gets mentioned is just how well
designed and executed the mechanics are. You’ll really have to be on
your game to get far with it. Even from a contemporary standpoint, it’s
surprisingly complex, with real strategy needed to progress. Fighting
your way back to a decent position from a terrible start is amongst the
best gaming experiences, and absolutely nothing will test your nerves
as much as needing to take a chance on a present on a higher level
with a Randomizer still at large. Earthling attack patterns and behaviour
are individual and unique. Sure, other games offer more action, but
they never made you feel as though you were being slowly hunted
across a vast world. Albeit by chickens, tornados, and dentists.


For a game that is centred around fun, it can get incredibly intense.
Even the threat of danger can increase the heartrate beyond
reasonable levels if you really set out to beat it. It’s the most laid-back
adrenaline rush you’ll ever have. TJ&E gave me more hours of fun
shared with loved ones than any other game. The game most likely to
crop up in conversation when bumping into an old friend down the
pub. I’m not saying it’s the best game ever made. But it’s probably
somewhere in the top one. In a time when 2D platformers ruled the
world, TJ&E gave us a truly unique experience. Though not possessing
the broad appeal of more linear offerings, it slowly found its market
through word of mouth.


Even though as kids we had never come close to beating the game, we
anticipated a sequel keenly. It really couldn’t fail as far as we were
concerned. Even a lazy effort would’ve been greatly received. More of
the same please, Sega. But Sega had other plans. Rather than realising
what a rare gem they had on their hands, they were more interested in
hegemony for business’ sake. Sega wanted something different, and by
something different, I mean something exactly the same as everything
else. Developers GregJohnson and MarkVoorsanger’s original plans for
this sequel were an experience much closer to that of the first. Their
publishers alas, were not as excited by this idea as they were, wanting
instead, another standard platformer. Greg and Mark threw out their
plans and went back to the drawing board much to Sega’s delight.


However, doing things by the numbers was not something these guys
did. Embracing the positives that the change could bring, the game
switched from a return to a more detailed, but no longer randomly
generated Earth, finding the CD’s they had left behind, to our heroes’
home planet, Funkotron, where the earthlings had invaded and had to


be sent packing. The flat aesthetic, scrolling backgrounds, and larger
sprites really being put to work to create this awesome cartoony alien
world. Panic on Funkotron was not a game to please the fans. It was a
game to draw new ones in.


The majority of us who loved the first game were undeniably
disappointed. It was a massive, missed opportunity. If I could conjure
one gaming wish, it would be to play the sequel we never got, on my
trusty Mega Drive. For no other crime than not being the first game,
Panic on Funkotron will never live in my heart as much as it deserves to.
Taken entirely on its own merits, the title is simply excellent. With the
same art style, character, and humour of the original, it was always
going to be a hit with newcomers. The team did well to innovate within
the parameters of a much more rigid system than before, and they
wrapped it all up in a gorgeous package, that sounds great, and
handles really well. It was a bitter pill to swallow, but it was well coated
with lots of good stuff.


The earthlings are as absurd, abstract, or on the money as ever. Greg
and Mark’s world is as always, at a slight angle to the universe: revelling
in the daft, with a nugget of social commentary. This game is so sure of
its place and its identity, its hard even for disappointed fans to, if not
exactly fall in love with it, greatly admire it for all it does right. It carries
the heart and the spirit of the original. And it has a ton of completely
unnecessary, but fantastic little touches, that shows just how much
time, care and love has been put into it. Annoying the hell out of fellow
Funkotronians by repeatedly ringing their doorbells being a particularly
good example, that I can attest, stacks up as well with kids today, as it
did 28 years ago. Especially with Earl’s “what’s going on here?” look
slapped all over his Chevy Chase.


To compare this to its predecessor is both unavoidable and inherently
unfair. It’s apples and Icarus wings, oranges and funk vacuums. If, unlike
me, you don’t have almost three decades of resentment built up and
festering at the bottom of your guts like a bad kebab that’s about to
erupt, you’re going to have a great time here. Aside from the Boogie
Man, it’s an entirely new roster of humans to deal with this time, and
they translate beautifully to the new format, with the larger sprites
really showing off the artwork by Kirk Henderson. Animation is smooth
and full of swagger. Yet, it’s Funkotron and the locals that are the
showpiece here. Though when you get to the later stages, you do
sometimes feel you’ve been looking at purple a bit much.


The game is packed with loads of beautifully unnecessary shit for you
to arse about with, and there are distractions aplenty. The game is
massive, with plenty of exploration and side missions. Sadly, this is
where the format lets down the ideas. Backtracking is more frustrating
in two dimensions, and cooperative mode is no longer free. The split
screen of the first game was instrumental in its success. Here, when one
of you wants to do one thing, go one way, progress, or arse around, and
the other player wants to do something else, it can start to frustrate
that you are both tied to the same 4:3 box. Though admittedly, it’s that
kind of eye-rolling, humorously annoyed, painfully glorious kind of
frustration, like getting a mate home after he’s downed his twelfth pint
of snakebite and puked down his tits.







Special mentions have to go to: being possessed by the ghost of a cow (that is special), Mac Daddy
Meadow (one of the finest vignettes in 16-bit history), sucking the air out of puffer fish in the underwater
segments, and MacDaddy Meadow again. It really is that beautiful. I want to live there, but knowing my
luck, I’d be allergic. This game straddles the divide between stupid and genius like an Adonis. And you
know what, its wholesome. Being funny without trying too hard is as rare as being positive, cool, and
genuine at the same time. There’s just something about this package: the world, the characters, the
message, that we could all do with a bit more of. I hope that my daughter gets as much fun sharing it with
her children, as I have with her.


It’s not without its faults, but who of us are? Panic on Funkotron is probably comfortably within the top ten platformers on the system, and
something everyone should try. The tragedy of the gamewill always be themissed opportunity for greatness. Sega wanted tomake it an easier
decision for the kids stood in their local rental store, like my friends and I, when deliberating what game to spend their coins on. In that, they
certainly succeeded. But in doing so, they missed the point of what it was to have something truly unique. They should probably have
concentrated a bit more on what the experience was, after we took it home. If only those who had the money placed a bit more faith in those
who helped make it for them, I could be telling you about the real TJ&E2 for the Mega Drive here. Damn you Sega, damn you to Hull! Greg, if
you’re reading, it’s not too late…







To me the word ‘Gunship’ is intrinsically linked to the day I worked out
that Santa wasn’t real.


Back in the early ‘90s my dad was heavily into games and tech, and he
had a friend who lived a few streets away who was the man who had
everything, including an Amiga 1200. Going around to his house was
always a treat, as I’d get to try out games I’d never heard of on a
machine that was different and alien when compared to the Master
System I had at that time. One game I loved to play was Gunship 2000.
The controls and concept were a little too much for tiny mind, but I
adored the music. Seeing as this guy was also an audiophile, his Amiga
was naturally wired up to a TV with incredible auxiliary speakers
(apropos achieving surround sound) and the intro music would boom
through it like nothing else.


Throughout that year my dad was always asking me if I wanted to swap
my trusty Master System for an Amiga, and I recall being a little
resistant, but the excitement in his voice suggested it would be a gift
for both of us. I would play games and he would get to nerd out.


Christmas eve 1993 soon came about, and while lying in bed
unsuccessfully trying to sleep, I heard our neighbour downstairs in the
house chatting to my dad about this and that and then after some
banging and crashing, the unmistakeable sound of Gunship 2000
came blaring through the floor at what I assume was an accidentally
selected max volume.


The next morning was probably the first time in my life that I ever had
to feign surprise when opening the largest present in the room. An
Amiga 600 lay waiting forme with an abundance of copied floppy disk,
all of which seemed to match our friends’ original games one to one.
Dots were connected and Santa was dead.


Anyway, due to that memory, I was eager to volunteer for Gunship on
the Mega Drive when it popped up in the planning list. Unfortunately,
there are now two incidents of extreme disappointment in my life as it
isn’t the same game.


There is a reason I have wasted so much of my allotted word count
telling you the story above, and it’s because there isn’t a whole lot that’s
positive to say about this game. The best I can say is that it starts up
when I switch on the Mega Drive.


You begin by reading a mission briefing followed by an initially
confusing, and yet quite interesting,map to interact with, on which you
can plot waypoints towards your final objective. It’s a neat touch and
gives the illusion that there’s a degree of strategy to be had. For


example, you can choose to stop off at a fuel or weapons cache to
restock your helicopter before moving on. In fact, you can set as many
waypoints as you like and go in a big circle just for the fun of it if you
wish, but with no real idea as to how much fuel or weapons you will
need, the whole map plotting is mostly a gimmick.


Starting the game for real, however, is when things really start to go to
shit… literally.Well, not literally but the game is so brown it does look like
shit. You will find yourself in a cockpit view with very little in the way of
direct control. I cannot say for certain, but I believe your chopper is
basically on rails, moving towards a way point you set earlier while you
shoot enemy tanks, planes and helicopters as best you can. It is
incredibly tedious and unbelievably boring. The sound doesn’t help
much either; it’s just an endless grating of low-quality engine and
explosion noises.


In all honesty I was seconds away from switching my Mega Drive off in
disgust and calling it a day, but if I’d done that, I wouldn’t have
discovered the twist that happens upon reaching your objective. The
game changes entirely to a side scrolling shooter.


And not a good one. The game could have redeemed itself at this
point, but no. Ironically the pseudo 3D first person section of the game
offers you nothing in the way of traditional helicopter controls, but the
2D section does and it does not play well. Trying to control rudder, lift
and acceleration in a 2D space is a nightmare. It’s not like those things
are mapped to different buttons and there’s a learning curve, it’s just all
D-Pad controls translating up, down, left and right into something way
more complicated than it should be.


To top it off, the number of enemies on screen is insane and the one
you must hunt down to finish the mission is free to move left and right
off the screen just as you are, and you always overshoot them. Added
to this annoyance is the fact that it takes an absolute age to turn your
chopper around, and by the time you’ve done so your enemy has
magically and instantly gone the otherway again.Meanwhile,more and
more generic enemies keep popping up, and before you know it you’ve
ploughed into the ground in a ball of flames.


If I had to liken this game to a real-life scenario, it’s like driving for an
hour on a dirt road with broken suspension while youths throw
concrete blocks at your car, and your only defence is a water pistol.
Once you reach your destination you must do seventeen three point
turns into the world’s smallest parking space, with a broken steering
wheel, while a state-of-the-art tank chases you. Oh, and you’re on fire,
and you’ve shit yourself… and all your pets are dead.


The developers made this game 99% brown for a reason. They knew.
They knew.
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Long, long ago, way beyond mortal living memory, there was a time
that Peter Molyneux was known as an amazing game developer. Before
he came to be recognised as the world’s number one purveyor of the
finest artisan horseshit that we all know and love. Molyneux looks like
someone being haunted by himself these days, but for a good few
years his talent was what propelled him. He essentially created the God
Simulator genre with 1989’s Populous on the Commodore Amiga (may
it rest in peace). This follow-up is based on an advanced version of the
same engine, to accommodate a shift from isometric 2D to limited 3D
Polygon environments, and arrived the following year.


Real time strategy games were still in their infancy when Populous
landed and offered an exciting new twist. With a less hands-on
approach than an RTS, you were not able to directly command or
control the citizens in your world, but rather, through divine
intervention, alter their habitat and environment to exert an influence
on how they behaved. It was a revelation, and a megaton of praise was
rightly heaped onto the game and its developer. Sadly, Molyneux’s
already frighteningly enlarged head was not built to receive such
acclaim safely.


Powermonger followed up this unmitigated success by incorporating
back into the mould a more hands-on approach. Indeed, it’s a quite a
leap from its predecessor, but it is not one you will find as immediately
accessible. Unless you have the patience of a Peter Molyneux
Kickstarter backer, you’ll need the manual on hand to make any decent
headway early on. The game will almost certainly frustrate as much as
it will intrigue before things start falling into place. Those who
persevere will be rewarded and slowly drawn in to the complex and
ever evolving world. Sadly, few will get that far.


Your job is to conquer this map, one island at a time. You can enlist
soldiers from any of your established settlements, and it is possible to
recruit defeated troops also. Though how many are left will depend on
the manner of your victory, determined in part by the level of
aggression that you engender your captains with. Bodies can also be
put to work on the land or inventing new weapons, tools, and boats.
Supplies and resourcesmust bemanaged, which will affect morale and
how your land evolves, respectively. The world also undergoes seasonal
change, which will directly impact the struggles of your people.
Powermonger is an intricate and nuanced gaming experience. To cover
enough of the mechanisms to do it justice would take up almost as
many column inches as it would to cover the downfall of its once
legendary developer.


The game relied on the grunt of the Amiga, so conversions to console
were always going to prove problematic beyond the clunkification of
the control system. The Mega Drive received a decent, if somewhat
jittery, port the year prior. This version has been modestly enhanced,
but in doing so is asking for more from the console. The results are a
mixed bag. Whilst certainly improving in many areas, the offset
performance issues that these improvements bring with them actually
makes the game run slower on the add-on. This divides opinion as to
what the best console port is. Despite its obvious deficiencies, the disc
conversion wins out for us. The superb sound design plays such an
integral role in immersing yourself in this world that its importance
cannot be understated.


And you will need to become immersed because the game is
torturously slow. RTS games are not exactly known for their action, but
this is different gravy. Make sure you’re sitting comfortably, with all the
essentials within reach, because this one is going to tuck you in for the
night. The presentational upgrades from Mega-CD revisions of existing
cartridge games are all as present and unnecessary as we’ve come to
expect at this stage. Those who own the system will have a marginal
reward, but one they’ve waited a year for. Any desperate to play this
game will already have it, and have little incentive to upgrade. And with
better places to play it, it certainly won’t be bringing any new gamers to
the system.


That being said, it’s a wonderful piece of videogaming history. Just how
inventive and unique the early Molyneux games were, you can see why
people got strung along for so long by him. Many held patience with
him as long as they could bear, but slowly, one by one, they gave up. If
this is your kind of game, it’s certainly worth checking out. For me, on
console at least, Mega-Lo-Mania from Sensible Software on the Mega
Drive did it better with more action, personality, and progression.
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Nowadays, everyone hates Konami. They’re run by cynical, greedy
shitehawks who either shun making video games in favour of
predatorymobile nonsense and pachinko machines, or theymake
games that shamefully stain their once-revered franchises. Back
in the early 90s, however, Konami were amazing. At the very top of
their stable of IPs was Castlevania, and so the only people who
hated Konami back in 1994 were Sega devotees who desperately
wanted to give Dracula a good twatting.


Aside from a few sojourns to the arcades, PC Engine and MSX2,
Castlevania was solely a Nintendo-based franchise. Starting life
on the Famicom Disk System back in 1986, the series had seen
threemainline entries on theNES, two titles for theGameBoyand,
most recently in 1991, an all-time classic on the SNES. Virtual
vampire blood had nary so much as trickled onto Sega hardware
before 1994, and would only ever see one further Japan-only
release of Symphony of the Night for Saturn thereafter.


Castlevania: The New Generation – renamed from the North
American Castlevania: Bloodlines because it was forbidden for
European games to have the word ‘blood’ in the title – is therefore
something of a rarity in Sega history. Such is Castlevania’s
synonymy with Nintendo systems, it often feels like The New
Generation has lived a life of the forgotten stepchild; a mythical
rarity that would never break through the ‘hidden gem’ panels of
the glass ceiling.


Even as a big fan of the franchise, I vividly remember only hearing
of this game in the last decade and scarcely believing there was a
Mega Drive Castlevania I’d never played. It may well be a hidden
gem, but that description does this game a disservice. This is a
bona fide masterpiece absolutely dripping with inventive ideas,
gothic European imagery, movie-style monsters, a killer
soundtrack, and buckets of gore. The New Generation (although,
admittedly, it’s a lot cheaper to buy the more widely available
Bloodlines for Genesis, which is the better version anyway, and is
what I played for this review) is a credit to the Castlevania name
and is easily amongst the best games in its catalogue.


The game follows the story of two playable vampire hunters as
they trek across Europe to stop the resurrection of Dracula by his
niece, a despicable little jezebel named Elizabeth Bartley. Loosely
based on real-life serial killer Elizabeth Báthory, a Hungarian
countess accused of torturing and killing hundreds of girls
between 1590 and 1610, Bartley is said to have been a key shadow
figure in the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand and
subsequent outbreakofWWI.Themethodhere, apparently,was to
use the souls of those killed during the war to resurrect the dark
lord himself.Which is nice.


The return ofDracula is almost universally regarded as a total ball-
ache, so in step our heroes John Morris and his best friend Eric
Lecarde to un-return him.John is the Texan son ofQuincyMorris –
the man credited with destroying Dracula in the original Bram
Stoker novel – and wields the legendary Vampire Killer whip. As a
result, he plays quite a lot like Simon Belmont from Super
Castlevania IV. Eric Lecarde is a Spanish noble who fights using the
Alucard Spear, crafted by none other than the son of ol’ Draccy.


Both of the playable characters are really fun to control. Thanks to
his whip, Morris will feel themost familiar to Castlevania veterans,
with a few subtle tweaks. Unlike his ancient ancestor (this game is
set in 1917 whereas the events of Super Castlevania IV happen in
1691), he can’t whip upwards, instead being granted the ability to
whip downwards while jumping. He can whip diagonally upwards
while in the air, too, and this allows him to swing on his whip from
basically any surface, unlike Belmont who could only attach to
specific hooks.


Lecarde represents a pretty radical change in playstyle. His spear
can be thrust upwards (and diagonally) to take out airborne
enemies, but he can’t strike upwards while jumping; the former, I


assume, being a payoff for the latter. He can also use his spear to
pole vault himself high into the air, and there are moments where
the game will force you to utilise this to progress vertically
through alternate areas to those Morris can traverse by swinging
across. It’s a neat touch, albeit one that isn’t overly used, that
makes a playthrough with each character worth doing. Both main
weapons can be upgraded multiple times until they turn into an
ultimate flaming version, which is infuriatingly lost the next time
you take a hit.


As with most ‘Vania games, there’s a selection of sub-weapons
that can aid your fight against the armies of evil. Each one uses up
gems found via the tradition of candle-smashing (similar to the
hearts used in previous games, but far less likely to bemistaken as
health pickups). They’re pretty standard fare for the series – axe,
boomerang, holy water – but holding up on the d-pad while using
themunleashes amore powerful version for a higher cost of gems.
Helpfully, these sub-weapons are contained in single candle-
holders to help identify them and stop you accidentally switching
to a weapon you don’t want. Hey, we’ve all been there.


Castlevania games pre-Symphonyof theNight have averydistinct
way of controlling that will definitely take getting used to for
those new to the series, or taking amaiden voyage back in time to
before the Igavania era. To call it stiff feels harsh because once
you’re used to the locked-in jumping arcs it feels less restrictive
than it actually is. The game has a real considered pace about it.
The platforming is tight and mostly unrestricted by spammy
enemies – a usual Castlevania trait – and although the game isn’t
speedy by any means, it feels steady. Like you’re really marching
through Europe on a vampire hunt.


Your European tour takes in a small-yet-impressive variety of
locations. Beginning in Romania at the dilapidated remains of
Dracula’s castle, it initially feels like pretty standard fare. You’ve
got your typical hallways with giant windows, a hellhound
miniboss, dungeons with giant skeletons and blood dripping from
the ceiling. In a neat touch, you can see Dracula’s broken, opened
coffin in the background of the boss fight at the end of the level.


From there is where the game really gets wild. Heading to Atlantis
in Greece allows the game to showcase some gnarly water
reflection effects. You’ll be decapitating giant Grecian statues to
create makeshift platforms above the murky depths, before
escaping rising and falling water levels. The Italy level takes place
in and around the Leaning Tower of Pisa, featuring some really
funky, twisted backgrounds where everything’s at a 45-degree
angle. The final battle with a gargoyle on the top of the tower is
cool as hell.


I won’t go deep into every level, but your remaining trips to France,
Germany and England all carry with them their own ingenious
pieces of level design trickery. Best of all is the final stage in Castle
Proserpina, where the early rooms have this bizarre effect that
sandwiches a background layer right through the middle third of
the screen. It takes some getting used to seeing your character’s
head and feet in the foreground, and his torso way out the back. It
makes jumping over gaps even trickier as you try to gauge which
dimension you’re in at any given time.


Konami really had some fun making this game. It’s full of clever
touches in every level, the characters are distinct and equally
satisfying to play as, and there are some seriously impressive
bosses to take down. Considering the reverence that Super
Castlevania IVhas,TheNewGeneration is unfairly overlooked.This
is peak 16-bit Castlevania, and my personal favourite game of the
era when put up against SCIV and Rondo of Blood. Topping such a
classic trio of games should speak volumes; if you haven’t before,
you need to pick this up and try it – just make sure you play the
Bloodlines version… if you dare.







Do the Monster Smash
1. The Princess ofMoss attacks at the end of the Versailles Palace stage. She first appears as the ghost of Marie Antoinette before a giant
moth rips through her back, flies around the screen, and tries to cover you in poisonous dust.
2. The giant Golem, created by a wizard who earlier tried to drown you, guards the Atlantis Shrine in Greece. You’ll need to break away all
the parts of its torso before you can do any real damage.
3. The Gargoyle sits atop the Leaning Tower of Pisa. Initially flying in and out to whip you with its tail or shoot projectiles, it’ll eventually
bounce about on the roof and try to turn you into a human Pisa pizza.
4. Obviously Death is here, the bastard. Dracula’s old pal makes his customary appearance, this time guarding Elizabeth Bartley in Castle
Proserpina while she tries to revive Dracula. His fight has multiple stages that are dependent on which of his giant floating cards you hit.
When they run out, he floats about attacking you with his trusty scythe.
5. The Gear Steamer awaits you where I assume it was created – the Munitions Factory in Germany. By rotating the gears that make up its
body, it can change forms throughout the fight. Sometimes it looks like a choo choo train. Only its central core can take damage.
6. Elizabeth Bartley is part of the Castle Proserpina final gauntlet, and immediately transforms herself into a fire-breathing gorgon
medusa. Once defeated, unless you’re playing on easy, she returns to her human form and fires a bunch of elemental orbs at you.
7. The Armour Battler is the first boss of the game, residing in Dracula’s ruined castle. It’ll leap about the screen swinging a spear and axe.
Dealing damage to it simultaneously severs its limbs.
8. Count DraculaVlad Ţepeş is, of course, your final foe in this epic adventure. His fight begins as it does in most Castlevania games, with
him opening his cloak and shooting fireballs at you. He later transforms into a demon that grows larger and more distorted until he almost
covers the entire screen.
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One of the few 2D fighting games designed specifically for the
console market, rather than being ported for an already established
arcade game, Eternal Champions was developed and published by
Sega in the wake of the enormous success of Street Fighter II: Special
Champion Edition and Mortal Kombat, both released in 1993.


Let’s start off by addressing the elephant in the room, for almost
three decades Eternal Champions has been accused of being an
unashamed rip off of Mortal Kombat. When Mortal Kombat burst
onto the arcade scene in 1992, it set itself apart from the competition
by adding previously unseen levels of gore in the form of gruesome
Fatalities. Eternal Champions follows this lead by having “Overkills”,
which are, essentially fatalities. The big difference being that the
overkill is tied to the stage you’re fighting on, rather than the fighter
who performs it.


So, is this ‘Mortal Kombat clone’ nothing more than a lazy cash grab,
or is it a worthwhile game in its own right?


Upon slotting the cartridge into the Mega Drive and firing Eternal


Champions up, it’s immediately clear that care and attention has
been paid to the presentation with one of the fighters, at random,
destroying the Sega logo. This is followed by scrolling text,
accompanied by rocking music which complements the story being
told on the screen perfectly.


The Eternal Championmaintains the balance between good and evil,
light and dark, hope and despair. This balance has been lost so he has
selected nine of the greatest fighters from nine periods in time, all of
whichwere killed too soon.These ninewill compete in battle and one
winner will be returned to their life seconds before their death,
allowing them to avoid dying, fulfil their destiny, and help restore
balance to the world before it is torn apart.


The nine selected for the contest are:


• ShadowYamato: AJapanese ninja assassin, killed in 1993.


• Trident: An artificial being created by the people ofAtlantis, killed in
110 B.C.


• Jonathan Blade: A Syrian bounty hunter, killed in 2030.


• R.A.X. Coswell: An American cyber-kickboxer, killed in 2345.


• Jetta Maxx: A Russian aristocrat, killed in 1899.


• Larcen Tyler: A cat-burglar from Chicago, killed in the 1920s.


• Slash: A prehistoric, club-wielding, hunter, killed in 50,000 B.C.


• Xavier Pendragon: An alchemist, killed in 1692.


• Midknight: A blood-sucking mutant, killed during the Vietnam War
in 1967.


This cast of characters is joined by the Eternal Champion himself, as
a non-playable boss, and they are all well designed, with compelling
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back stories, and unique fighting styles. R.A.X is almost certainly a rip
off of Jax from Mortal Kombat 2, which was released into arcades a
year earlier, but beyond that there is unquestionably a lot of
originality and creativity on show. A large part of this is down to the
involvement of veteran comic book artist Ernie Chan, who had
worked extensively for both Marvel and DC, and created the
characters in Eternal Champions.


Beyond the intriguing story, the game included a number of clever
gameplay mechanics most of which hadn’t been seen in Mega Drive
fighters that had came before, such as a ‘special attack meter’ which
had to be charged up before a fighter’s most powerful attack could
be used. Eternal Champions was also one of the few games that was
fully compatible with the Sega Activator, an octagon-shaped ring
that plugged into the controller port, and was placed on the floor.
You would stand in the ring and kick and punch, your actions being
mirrored by your fighter on the screen. The Activator had been
released in 1993, and was the first full-bodymotion controller for any
games system, but, well it wasn’t very good, so unsurprisingly, was a
huge commercial and critical failure and was quickly discontinued.


Eternal Champions, however, wasn’t a flop by anymeans, and when it
was released in February 1994 it was the best sellingMegaDrive game
in the UK. Reviews were mostly positive, with Mean Machine Sega
giving it an incredible score of 97%, describing it as “at least as good
as Street Fighter II”.


Mean Machine Sega was my magazine of choice at the time, and it


was on the strength of this review thatmy brother and I chose to rent
it from Blockbuster Video on a trip to the shops with our mam. We
alreadyhad both Street Fighter II andMortal Kombat at home, but we
had a great time with it. The graphics were very stylish, with the look
of a comic book. The backgrounds were moody and atmospheric,
with Xavier’s standing out to me, even now. The music and sound
effects matched the setting, and action on the screen, well.


The downside was that many of the moves were difficult to pull off,
and in single-player mode the game was just too hard. The Overkills
are, dare I say it, farmore creative and gory than what we had seen in
Mortal Kombat, but were frustratingly tricky to trigger successfully.


Eternal Champions became a regular Blockbuster rental for my
brother and I, and we loved battling through the single player
campaigns to get to see the endings of each characters and how
they avoided their death and what they would go on to do in their
period of history. This was far more fascinating than the back stories
of any character in any of the other better-known fighting games at
the time.


Revisiting this in 2022, anyone who didn’t play it first time around will
find Street Fighter II or Mortal Kombat far more accessible, and
instantly gratifying, however given some practice and patience
there’s a solid title here, well worthy of your time.
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Marko’s Magic Football was a curious title to end up as a Sonic the
Comic strip (it was also the only 3rd party game to evermake it into the
comic as well – marketing deal perhaps?) but its presence was
enough to make mymate Dan’s parents buy it for him as a Christmas
gift.


An odd choice really as, and I’m sure Dan won’t mind me saying this,
Dan couldn’t kick a football to save his life and had no interest in the
sport. I on the other hand could kick a ball and followed the game,
and yet, Dan was an expert at playing Marko whereas I sucked balls.
So, when sitting down to do this review, I vowed to learn its tricks and
really put some graft into it rather than Game Genie-ing my way to
the end.


Marko’s Magic Football (MMF from now on because I really can’t be
arsed to type that every time) is a really interesting title. I mean this
without hyperbole when I say that it may actually be the Mega Drive’s
most graphically impressive title. It is absolutely stunning and
beautifully animated in a way that almost doesn’t seem possible on
the system. The ball mechanics are also incredibly impressive. I
wouldn’t say there’s a full-on physics system at work, but there’s a
huge range of moves you can make, all with a simple combination of
the C button and the directional arrows.


I highly recommend that any new players take advantage of the
training area before play as well. Not all of the moves are easily
discoverable, and you could find yourself scratching your head quite
early on when facing oddly placed enemies, or when you try to get to
some hard-to-reach places. Marko moves with relative ease and
fluidity, and the hit detection is also pretty fair. I did struggle with


some of the jumps and the timing surrounding them, and the first
section of the second level is a good example of this. No matter how
hard I tried I could not get across the spike pits without falling and
taking damage.


The music in this game, while nothing to write home about, is really
pleasant. No track stands out but the overall score is, as Simon would
say, “jaunty” without being annoying, and never really gets in the way.
Sound effects are also serviceable and unobtrusive.


Up until this point I’ve not really said anything overly negative about
the game, but I’m not going to recommend MMF to anyone, and the
primary reason for this is that it’s very poorly designed. I know from
reading a bit about its history that the football was always there
during the early concept stages, but when Domark were finally given
the go ahead to produce it, it seems like the whole premise was
ignored in its entirety. Sure, the ball is the only way you can damage
enemies and occasionally it’s needed as a jumping off point to reach
higher areas, but for the most part, I left the damn thing behind and
forgot all about it (you can recall it to your feet at any time, hence
magic!).


Instead, MMF is a run-of-the-mill platformer with an extremely high
difficulty level and a half-arsed gimmick attached to it that becomes
more of an annoyance than a valuable tool when needed. If we were
to pretend that the football wasn’t there at all, it wouldn’t even be a
great platformer. The levels are incredibly generic. I could swear
there’s four sewer-like levels, and whilst one of them is obligatory for
a ‘90s platformer, any more than that is a sin. They’re all nicely
animated, and feature some great set-pieces, but as a game that
needs space for a ball to be kicked around, most of them are
incredibly claustrophobic.


As for the Mega-CD release, you’d struggle to tell the difference
between the two versions. The soundtrack is better quality, which is
standard for the platform, but other than a handful of nonsensical
non-FMV cutscenes between levels there’s
not really a whole lot to it. Oddly, Good
Deal Games decided to start selling
unlicensed versions for the Sega CD to
the US market (where it was never
released) sometime in the early
2000’s. It’s unclear why as it’s not
that popular a game.


Ultimately, I wouldn’t avoid MMF.
There are far worse games on the
Mega Drive, and it will provide
some entertainment, but it’s very
middle-of-the-road and your
time would be best spent
elsewhere.







I’ve always found there to be something fascinating about the game
of pinball. There is just something so compelling about the bright
flashing lights, the slot machine sounds, the physical satisfaction of
hitting the buttons to make the flippers ping the little ball into a
hidden area of the machine. When I was younger, my family and I
stayed in a chalet on one of those budget UK holiday parks and I can
still distinctly remember the Addams Family-themed machine in the
corner of the refreshment bar. I spent almost all of my holiday money
on it. There were no prizes, no rewards, just the fun of playing it.


While the physical gratification of smashing the table buttons and
tilting the machine a bit obviously cannot be replicated on a
handheld controller, that doesn’t mean the satisfaction and pure joy
gained from a rollicking game of pinball is lost on the console. You
should find yourself enjoying hours of fun with this one.


Writing a few hundred words on a relatively simple game was a bit of
a daunting prospect before I realised just how vast Virtual Pinball
actually is. For starters there are a myriad of levels, all with different
themes. You can play on a blueprint, a techno theme, in a dungeon or
even experiencemore gory levels like Blood Bath where the bumpers
will scream at you when you hit them. Each level has numerous
settings you can control like the pace of the ball and how unkind you
want to make the ricochets. You can even swap the music around so
you’re listening to a lively techno beat while bouncing your balls off
pieces of ribcage.


Once you’ve exhausted all the levels that come with the game and
beaten all of those high scores, you can turn your hand to creating
levels of your own in order to vex your pals and frustrate your family.
You can choose from various pieces of scenery and put together a
Frankenstein’s creation of your favourite parts that would make Lurch
proud.


This is a brilliant touch and a clever way to make the game last much
longer than it should. It is reminiscent of Mario Maker or Age of
Empires where you can also make your own levels.


Virtual Pinball has its limits though.As cool as the freedom it gives you
is and as varied as the levels are, there is only somuch satisfaction you
can get out of beating the high score of each stage, and only somuch
you can get out of designing the levels before the options dry up and
it becomes stale. It’s a great game to casually pick up and play but by
its very nature there is no real sense of progression to be had.


Personally, I did manage to get the ball completely stuck between a
wall and a bumper on one level. Theoretically my high score was
infinite. But if the game never ends, does the score even count, no
matter how high it gets? One for the theologians.
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Welcome, dear readers, to Viking times. After enjoying a successful
hunting trip, three valiant Norsemen return home for a well-earned
Viking sleep. Alas, things are about to take a turn for the extra-
terrestrial, as the village receives a somewhat unexpected alien
visitation, and the titular Vikings are beamed up into a gigantic space
vessel. Now they're lost, and the game begins.


The player's job is to guide the three Vikings as they try to get back
home. Each Viking has specific skills, but each one is also entirely
lacking in other areas, meaning that teamwork is the key to victory. Erik
the Swift is the speedy one, Baleog the Fierce is the fighty one, and Olaf
the Stout can use his shield to guard against anything, from tentacles
to laser-beams. The gameplay is less about action and platforming and
more about switching between the three heroes, using the right Viking
in the right situation, and figuring out the tricky puzzles that bar
progression. For example, you might have to use Erik's speed to bash
down a wall after positioning Olaf to guard against an enemy on the
other side, and then switch to Baleog to wade in with sword and bow
and eliminate the threat.


The game has a comical tone, with funky, upbeatmusic and occasional,
amusing exchanges between the three Vikings as their personalities
clash. The setting could have been played seriously, but the developers
chose to keep thingsmostly light-hearted.As the game progresses, the
spaceship locations are replaced with levels set in various time periods,
so if you always wanted to see Vikings in ancient Egypt, this is your
chance.


The goal of each level is to get all three Vikings to the exit alive. The
puzzles can be tough, and often require a bit of trial and error, but the
levels are fairly short and there is an uncomplicated password system
to help you progress. Switching and moving the Vikings around,
especially if one or more of them have fallen behind, can be a bit of a
drag if you're impatient to get things moving, but it's a necessity of the
game design. You can also restart a level at any time, and you have
unlimited tries. This offsets the trickiness of the levels and the fairly
common occurrence of deadly obstacles coming out of nowhere and
resulting in a sudden, grizzly demise.


The graphics are bright and appealing, and each of the three Viking
sprites have charisma. The sprites are very small though, and the
enemies in particular lack a bit of style and personality compared to
what we've seen on the Mega Drive recently. There is definitely some
variety to the levels as you progress through the game, but each area-
type still starts to outstay its welcome, especially if you're finding the
game slow-going. A bit more level variety wouldn't have gone amiss.


Having said that, if you're looking for something that's a bit different
from the usual platformer fare, then The Lost Vikings is definitely worth
a look. Switching between the three bearded boys and using their skills
in tandem to progress is satisfying, and you'll develop quite an
attachment to the feisty little fellows before the end. It's a fun and
thoughtful puzzle game that has plenty of personalty and definitely
deserves its place in Valhalla. Just don't expect much raiding or
pillaging.


Crippling
Overspecialisation


The three wayward Norsemen are
obviously the stars of the show, but


we have to raise some questions
about their Viking training. Let's
take a closer look at Erik, Beleog


and Olaf as we celebrate their
individual strengths and point out


their catastrophic weaknesses.


Erik the Swift
As his name implies, Erik is the fastest
Viking around. He's the only character
that can jump, so you'll be calling on
him a lot when you need to reach a high
platform. He's the most level-headed of
the bunch, and keeps the others in line
when things get heated. He's basically a
Scandinavian version of Asterix.


Baleog the Fierce
Baleog is the weapon-master of the
team, and has the fiery personality to
match. He's a deadeye shot, able to hit big
red buttons with an arrow from the
other side of a room. Bellicose and
argumentative, he's the closest of the
three to the Viking stereotype. His
combat style is all-out attack, with no
thought whatsoever given to defence.


Charge!


Olaf the Stout
The big guy of the group, and a very
happy fellow, Olaf always has a smile
on his face. His shield is capable of
fending off pretty much any type of
attack, and can also be used to slow-
fall. While Olaf's defensive skills are
unmatched in all of Vikingdom, he has
no offensive capabilities at all. Would
it have killed him to do some basic
sword or axe training? Maybe he's a
pacifist.
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49 – REVIEW: Mega Drive – ALEX ALDRIDGE


I actually had some Crash Dummies toys when I was a wee lad. I
definitely didn’t need to own breakable toys to know to wear my
seatbelt, but had I played this video game back then I probably would
have never wanted to wear one ever again; hoping to suffer some kind
of impact lobotomy and forget it ever existed. No wonder a friend of
mine used to smash the toys into the wall as hard as he could. Maybe
he’d already played the Mega Drive game and this was his only viable
outlet of revenge. I understand now.


The Incredible Crash Dummies is genuinely one of the least enjoyable
experiences I’ve ever had playing video games. It is a truly awful piece of
trolling, boring nonsense, and it makes both ‘don’t lose your head’ and
‘need a hand?’ puns about severed limbs in the first fewminutes. One of
the static animated scenes between levels tells you to look both ways
while crossing the road. Another tells you to, yes, buckle up for safety.
Truly an epic tale of adventure.


The game is the absolute epitome of ‘terrible attempt to make a 16-bit
platformer in the 90s.’ Everyone has played at least one of these games,
and the issues with them were almost always the same. Blighted by a
desperate attempt to cash in on the Mario and Sonic phenomenon
combined with a complete dearth of talent or original ideas; most 90s
platformers amounted to screens filled to the brim with enemies,
powerups, projectiles and platforms. No level design needed, just slap a
whole bucket of assets all over the screen, add some gaps to fall down
and bada bing bada boom you’ve got yourself a game, partner.


Crash Dummies takes this blueprint for bollocks and makes everything


bigger. Don’t misconstrue this as a good thing though, because it
very much is not. Everything is so massive on the needlessly
zoomed-in screen that you can see little-to-nothing of what’s
going on at any given time. The result is that every inch of
progression is filled with unseen danger. Projectiles will fly in out
of nowhere, enemies will fall from the ceiling without warning,
obstacles will present themselves without even a sliver of
reasonable reaction time.


The terrible collision detection (arguably the biggest sin for a
game based around, y’know, collisions) and pathetically short i-
frames means that despite the desperation to get this nightmare
over with, doing anything faster than a snail’s pace will absolutely
wreck your dummy in a matter of seconds. There are so many
enemies and obstacles that your only option for any kind of
speed is to constantly jump or throw wrenches at nothing
because you can guarantee that at every turn you’ll be hit with
something you can’t see until the very last second.


Other than the horrendous platforming – which is made worse
with some incredibly loose character movement and inaccurate
jumping – you will have the joy of boss fights, which usually take
the form of some kind ofmachine driven by a Crash Dummywho
clearly doesn’t like our, ahem, ‘heroes’. Again, this will be an
exercise in your level of patience as you will quickly run out of
wrench ammo and will be forced to try jumping on the enemy,
hoping that the game will count your jump as on them rather
than just into them and penalise you. Beating a boss grants the
‘reward’ of driving a car through a crash test course. All this
amounts to is jumping over objects while the car drives itself.
Even when you’re driving a tank in a later example, it will still crash
into such paltry obstacles as a box.


The layout of the levels, then, is an absolute cluster of crap.
Perhaps this was an attempt to allay complaints about the
monotonous design of the levels themselves. Mostly grey and
brown factory backgrounds, brick walls or generic-looking roads
is all you’re going to get here. It makes progression so
unrewarding that the next level you’re going to see will be more
boxes, shelves and bits of metal. It doesn’t even have a good
soundtrack. Scratch that, you can’t even really hear the
soundtrack as it’s so low in the mix, ending up as little more than
an annoying buzzing noise.


Incredible Crash Dummies is not incredible. It’s not even credible.
This is a bizarre licensed game that never needed to exist, and the
entire line of toys was discontinued the very same year. Having
ruinedmyentiremorning by suffering through this abysmal video
game, I can take some modicum of solace from the notion that
this game potentially killed the entire franchise and hopefully
made everybody involved feel bad about themselves. Wearing a
seatbelt is important – playing a video game about it is insulting.
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Mega Drive platformers are such an enigma. Of course, everything
is in the shadow of Sonic, and most of that shadow is a dark cloud
of death gas that swallows and destroys any who dare enter it.
There are some that can pierce holes in the darkness – Castle of
Illusion, Rocket Knight Adventures, Aladdin (I guess) – and there
are some that are so terrible theymake everything else appear to
be merely adopted by the dark. Games like Incredible Crash
Dummies and DecapAttack were born in it. Moulded by it.


Then there are the outliers in this whole slightly convoluted
metaphor-cross-Batman-reference; games that are so
inoffensively forgettable that they require a significant amount of
wordsmithing to avoid writing ‘fine’ 800 times to hit the word
count. ChuckJunior and his equally bland father, Chuck Rock, have
now created the ultimate father-son duo of mediocrity. Unlike,
say, George Best or Billy Ray Cyrus, Chuck Rock’s offspring isn’t an
embarrassing stain on his name – it’s more a case of the average
apple falling right next to the trite tree.


Chuck Rock II: Son of Chuck represents this conundrum with
aplomb. I don’t hate the game. It has some nice visual effects (at
times), some decent animations, and is a zippier experience than
its predecessor. The biggest issue is that I beat the game a day ago
and have forgotten almost everything about it, such is the
miniscule effect it had on me. It’s a humdrum hop about a variety
of short levels with the occasional boss fight or bonus game
thrown in to frustrate.


The story goes that Chuck Rock, fresh from his victory against the
unfortunately-named Gary Gritter (yikes), got so good at
walloping rockswith a club that he could one-shot a boulder into a


working car (this is only revealed in the Mega-CD version, mind,
which features an admittedly decent animated cartoon at the
start). Chuck has a rival named, for fuck sake, Brick Jagger. Brick
gets so wound up at Chuck that he kidnaps him, forcing Chuck’s
baby son into the role of saviour, whilst his big-titted bride has a
prehistoric panic attack at home.


Unlike his ol’ man, Chuck Junior understandably can’t pick up and,
sigh, chuck rocks around levels. He does have a little club he can
swing – which is much better than his dad just thrusting his gut in
the direction of those he wanted dead – and he can apparently do
this hard enough to smash up everything from Pterodactyls to
Cavemen. It interchangeably hits hard enough to move boulders
that can be used as platforms, and soft enough to gently nudge a
banana towards a friendly monkey. Such a deft touch for one so
young.


A dab hand with a whacking club and also with human-animal
diplomacy, it turns out. Every so often you’ll be able to ‘enjoy’ an
all-too brief partnership with an animal, Donkey Kong Country-
style, to aid your progress through a level. Whether sprinting past
enemies on an ostrich or leaping upwards on a mountain goat, it’s
never as satisfying as it should be. I mean, comparing it to Donkey
Kong Country wasn’t exactly going to shine this game in anything
other than a terrible light. Sorry about that, little fella.


Every so often you’ll come up against a boss to dispatch. These are
typically dinosaurs and almost all of them attack in the same
manner. A long wind up to try and bite you with some extendable
neck thrusting and… that’s it. One of them, Dippy the Dinosaur,
actually bites himself most of the time he attacks, but he doesn’t
seem to mind. I guess they don’t call him Dippy because he really
loves hummus.


Although I said earlier that this game has some nice visual effects,
that doesn’t necessarily domuch to alter the fact that someof this
game’s artwork is piss poor.Worst of all is the nightmare-fuel that
is the remaining lives indicator in the bottom left of the screen.
ChuckJunior’s dumpy face is just… there.All the time piercing into
your soul with his sunken eyes, planning on how best to eat your
skin while you sleep. It’s also blown up to fill the screen before
every level, and it’s probably the ugliest sprite I’ve ever seen. Truly
a face only amother could love.


The rest of the sprites aren’t exactly lookers either. I think the
game is going for a light-hearted goofiness with its art direction,
but it ends up looking cheaper than Chuck Rock’s wife on a Friday
night. There are some decent backgrounds, but everything in the
foreground is just weirdly shaded andwith an overly high contrast
level. There’s way too much on the screen at most times, with the
Butterfly Grove level taking the award for most the migraine-
inducing experience I’ve had since my last Magic Eye picture
marathon at the pneumatic drill factory. What a Valentine’s Day
that was.


When you add all this visual vomit to a terrible ‘acid jazz’
soundtrack and multiply by a mixture of uninspired level design
and occasionally clunky controls, you’ve got a game that I’ve
clearly grown less and less fond of since I wrote that whole
opening spiel about it being fine.What a difference 663 words can
make. There we have it, ladies and gents, Chuck Rock II is a game
that youwill finish in a couple of hours, almost instantly forget and
subsequently label as fine, then on closer reflection realise it’s
actually not fine but quite a bit shite. Seriously, BRICKJAGGER.







We're used to top-down, run-
and-gun shooters here at Sega
Mania Towers. They're bright, loud
and explosive. Muscular,
sweatband-wearing, cigar-
chomping heroes, who are
definitely legally distinct from
Arnold Schwarzenegger and
Sylvester Stallone, mow down
grunts, blow up tanks and maybe
even rescue a hostage or two.
Nothing is treated too seriously.
Everything is an excuse to live up


to the action movies that inspire the genre, and the developers just
want to throw bigger bosses and more chaotic gunfights at the player.
The Chaos Engine for the Mega Drive comes along and kind of turns
all of these things upside down. It's a top-down, run-and-gun shooter,
sure, but it has a more thoughtful pace and a darker tone. It kind of
feels like it's for grown-ups. Even the name is esoteric and ambiguous.
The Chaos Engine.What even is that?Well, let's look into this decaying,
sepia-toned world and see what we can find out.


In The Chaos Engine, things are looking bleak for good old England.
The island has become a wasteland, and the titular Chaos Engine is a
computer that has taken on some kind of sinister sapience, somehow
turning the UK's inhabitants into slavering, mutated beasts. Thanks to
some time travel shenanigans, the computer was reverse engineered
by a man called Baron Fortesque, who one really would expect to
have an evil, twiddly moustache. Alas, he is disappointingly clean-
shaven (don't worry, though, the Navvie has a big bushy one to make
up for it). The game has a baroque, steampunk vibe, and the
environments feel bleak and decayed. There are a large variety of
genre influences on display here; science fiction and fantasy mix with
Victorian steampunk and even Western elements, all with an adult,
comic-book vibe. Thematically, there's nothing on the Mega Drive like
it.


The player characters aren't
heroes out to save the world
through the goodness of their
hearts. They're mercenaries, and
they're in it for the profit. At the
start of the game, each player
must select a character (or a
player-controlled character and a
CPU-controlled character for
single player), and each one costs
cold hard cash. The Navvie is the
big guy, his weapons pack a
punch, and he can take some hits,


but he's slow. The Gentleman is more delicate, but suave, stylish, and
quick to fire. The Scientist is fragile, but his first aid abilities are
indispensable. The balanced Mercenary, sharp-shooting Brigand and
straightforward Thug round out an interesting roster. I wouldn't trust
any of them as far as I could throw them, but if these are the only guys
available to get the job done, then I suppose you take what you can
get.


Once gameplay starts, it's
immediately apparent that this
isn't a fast-paced, arcade shooter
in the vein of Mercs. The maze-like
levels scroll in all directions and
traps, switch-finding puzzles and
secret areas are abundant. The
character sprites are large and
chunky, and the environments are
clear and well-defined, reflecting
that grown-up comic-book style.
The opening level is especially
memorable, featuring twisted


trees and creature-infested islands amidst bubbling swamps,
connected by rickety bridges and looked over by jagged cliffs.
Mutated frogs and hunched, humanoid abominations skulk from the
trees and the waters, threatening to overwhelm the players. It's really
well realised and feels unique on the Mega Drive. Later levels don't
have quite the same impact, but don't worry, you're not all that likely
to see them anyway.


The game is tough, and not just due to the tricky enemies and
projectiles it throws at you. The puzzles often require back-tracking,
and secret, enemy-dispensing doors will often open in inconveniently


close proximity to your character as you stroll through an area you
thought you'd already cleared. Successful players will need to
remember such instances through multiple attempts in order to
preserve health. They'll also need to understand their chosen
character's strengths and weaknesses and know which secondary
skills to use and when to use them.


The music is urgent and tense,
matching the atmosphere -
although a fantastically smooth
and chilled-out track plays during
the character upgrade screen to
calm things down a bit - and the
voice sample that regularly keeps
players up to date with gameplay
information is suitably deep and
important-sounding. The goal of
each level is to activate every
“node” so that the door to the exit
opens, but expect traps, hidden


entrances and back-tracking to regularly hinder your progress. Money
can be found throughout the levels, either dropped by enemies or just
lying around, and you'll need all that you can get to upgrade your
chosen mercenary's stats between levels. Special weapons can also
be purchased, giving the game an extra role-playing layer that is
definitely welcome.


The Chaos Engine is a unique and
worthwhile experience. It's a great
game to play with a friend, as you
and your buddy will find plenty of
opportunities to have each
other's backs. If you're going solo,
though, the CPU-controlled merc
will do an acceptable job of
helping you out but has a
tendency to go missing when you
really need it. The game gets
seriously difficult as you get
further in. Enemies get faster and


more relentless, and the player-characters just don't have the speed
to deal with them, so unfortunately later progress does become about
memorisation and edging forward, trying to attract foes one at a time.
Although it is possible to upgrade the characters' primary weapons,
there is a definite impression that the developers could have let loose
and given the players flashier guns to play with without hurting the
game's feel or challenge too much. That's probably the console
gamer in me talking, though.


The Chaos Engine excels in its atmosphere and ideas and is more than
adequate in the gameplay and visuals departments, too. If you want to
switch your brain off and blast through swathes of enemy mooks,
there are probably better options out there, but if you want to
challenge your brain as well as your twitch reactions, then you could
do a lot worse. Now, I'm off to put on a long coat and a pair of goggles
and live out my steampunk mercenary fantasies. Where's the nearest
blimp station?


Science vs. Religion
For the Western Sega and
Nintendo ports of The Chaos
Engine (known as the more
generic-sounding Soldiers of
Fortune in America), the
Preachermerc was changed to
the Scientist, and the
character's clerical collar was
removed from the artwork. This
isn't an unusual occurrence,
with series like Dragon Quest
and Castlevania having


religious iconography removed for the Western audience. However,
those games originated in Japan, while this game was originally
published on the Amiga by British publisher Renegade Software,
Preacher intact.


What's the difference, then? I guess Amiga owners were viewed as
grown up enough to know it's only a game. Either that, or Sega and
Nintendo were terrified of upsetting Western bible enthusiasts. It's a
shame, because a bad-ass mercenary preacher is definitely an
interesting character. Having said that, his original character
description mentioned a "perverse nature" that is "not to be trusted".
Oof, maybe best to leave that one alone, then.
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In 1994, when I was 12, I was
busy putting together the
third instalment of a board
game that I had been
working on. The game
originally started out as a
slight variation on a well-
established series. It was
effectively Top Trumps with
WWII navies. The sequel was massively
improved, and farmore complex. At the time, it
was probably my finest achievement to date. I
should have left it there, but the urge to make
another follow-up was overwhelming. I kept
tinkering and adding needless crap until I
completelyballsed it beyond all recognition.Year foryear,mybrief
dalliance in game development perfectlymirrored Sega’s flagship
beat-‘emup series. Though not too far removed from the 2nd game
that I was so proud of, the disappointment was enough to kill my
desire for a continuation.


And that brings us straight to Streets of Rage 3. Less of a follow-
up, and more of a follow-through. The second game in the series
was such a technical leap over the first, any kid hoping for another
such jump in quality was already setting themselves up for
disappointment. However, the problem with SoR3 is not even the
anti-climax of expectations vs reality. SoR3 somehowmanages to
fall short of both its prequels. It’s the black sheep of the family.
The bog-eyed cousin who works for Pontins. From the moment
you power up your Mega Drive, it’s evident that the game is based
on the same engine and assets as its high achieving predecessor,
so the very least you should expect is more of same. But that’s not
what it’s like. Playing Streets of Rage 3 is like meeting up with the
ex you never quite got over, and realising she’s now got a crack
habit. And a cock.


Sega had an open goal to shoot at, blinked, and shat themselves.
The warning signs that something is amiss smash you in the face
almost immediately. Both previous entries opened with an iconic
scroll against a simple, yet evocative scene of the city skyline at
night, each accompanied with their own classic Yuzo Koshiro
score. At once, both haunting and energising. Here, you get
nothing. As you’re thrown onto the title screen you can’t help but
wonder if Sega just couldn’t be arsed this time. Or maybe, you try
to convince yourself, they’re just so confident with their game, we
won’t even need to be eased in. Koshiro’s name resides at the
bottom of the menu. All will be well, you tell yourself, as you
continue to the character select screen.


Then, oh no. Oh dearGod!What have you done? Lookwhat they’ve
done to my boy. They massacred him. It’s like watching your
favourite pub go up in flames. We all know by now that Streets of
Rage is god tier audibly. Even the melodic lobby music is
exemplary. But here, sweet Jesus, it sounds like it was thrown
together at the summit of a double drop evening, off his mash on
ecstasy pipes. And the characters, they’re even worse. Themodels
are exactly the same quality as SoR2, but for no reason other than
to give you a sense of unease, they’ve palette-swapped all our
heroes. It’s like the Lemon Tree episode of The Simpsons when
they visit Shelbyville and everything’s just off. I don’t know where
we are, but wherever it is, they definitely drink Fudd here. It's like
walking in on Scorpion, Sub-Zero and Reptile, only to find they’re
all wearing each other’s clothes after hastily abandoning a
gangbang when they heard your key in the door. FFS Ninjas, not
again!


Once you get over the shock, compose yourself, and manage to
stop thinking about Sub-Zero’s power bottom move, you select
your fighter. There are four to choose from once again. Axel and
Blaze return as always, joined again by Skate, but giant wrestler
Max misses out. It seems like an odd choice, having only been
introduced in the previous game.Whilst few players’ favourite, his
slow but powerful style certainty offered a different gameplay
experience.You can understand the desire to add a new character,
but did it have to be to at the expense of one we had already
enjoyed?To be honest, I’m still pissed aboutAdamgoingAWOL for
two straight games now, and this time, he’s not even kidnapped. I
kid you not, the reason he’s not there this time is simply ‘he’s busy’.
Surely roomcould have beenmade forMax on the cartridge, at the
expense of a few robots or the bloody kangaroo. (More on that
crap later).


Most new players are going select the new character first, so with
old man/cyborg (*yawn), Dr Gilbert Zan, their first experience is
going to be garbage. But beforewe get to the fight, the game then
tries to draw us in with a story. Uh-uh, not now, you had your
chance. I’ve pressed start, so I want to start mate. That’s why it’s
called that. I appreciate the effort, but it is ill-timed. Something
about bombs and robots.Gotcha.Getme to thebleakneon streets
of the underworld. Oh no, wait, where am I? A damned warehouse


or something. I know this
shouldn’t bother me so much
already, but it bloody does. A
major part of what made the first
two games so amazing was the
way it portrayed the world it was
set in, right from the off. The art
direction in the first game


generally outpaces the third at every
step, despite the age and memory constraints of the
4 Meg (512k) cartridge.


Zan has no right to be in this game. He adds nothing
ofvalue. He’s a nonsense character that devalues the


game by his mere presence. And he plays like dogshit.
The way he jumps and throws enemies is just daft. His move set is
restricted, and he automatically transforms any weapon he picks
up to some naff energy ball. Someone at Sega must’ve got drunk
and accidentally erased the character we were meant to get, and
he had to be airlifted in from a different game at the eleventh
hour. You’ll soon decide to ditch him, if the general
disappointment hasn’t already hit you too hard, picking one of
Shelbyville’s finest instead. With either Alex, Blaise or Skates
McGee the game is certainlymore palatable. And finally, you’ll see
some actual attention to detail and even improvement.


Previously reserved only for Skate, now all fighters can dash. The
shared move set now includes an evasive roll. The whole fighting
system has been tweaked and upgraded, albeit subtly, and
gameplay is a fraction faster. Blitz attacks can nowbe upgraded by
reaching milestone numbers of points, and you have a
rechargeable meter which, when full, allows you to perform
specials without sacrificing health. Even some weapons have
special moves of their own. The AI has had a general upgrade:
more enemies can use weapons and can now pick up items from
the floor, including stealing your food. They can block and employ
co-operative attacks. It’s altogether a more complete experience,
and yet somehow, still manages to come up short.


It lacks the atmosphere of the first two games, leaning more
heavily on the cartoony side than before, and not for the better.
What dickhead came along and said “you know what this needs,
right? More robots, clowns, and kangaroos”? The atmosphere is as
much part of the series as the action, and here it’s all off. It’s the
Terminator 3 of the series. Few of the backgrounds get close to
evoking the samemood as previous games, though an honourable
mention has to be given to the shifting colour palette at the quay
side, which gives a well-executed passage of time. The music is a
technical marvel, though it gets a lot of stick. Koshiro replicated
the Detroit hard techno scene of the Tokyo nightclubs at the time
by developing a new mechanism to incorporate heavily
randomised sequences, creating an entirely new sound beyond
the natural capabilities of the sound chip.


It can be jarring at times, but you can hear what he’s reaching for.
Experimental and abstract as often as not, it’s more of an
experience than a soundtrack. It might well be considered
amazing, if it didn’t have two of thevery best soundtracks ofvideo
game history to stack up against. But it does. Making it almost
impossible not to feel let down. It’s still Streets of Rage under the
hood, so could never objectively be considered a bad game. It
plays as should for the most part and feels reassuringly familiar
when not resorting to annoying gimmicks, like the bulldozer. It
even carries the same little niggles: being left vulnerable by item
cycling or unwanted pickups, due to the shared use of the attack
button, and the one enemy problem, whereby enemy attack
patterns designed for gang combat become too drawn out when
left one on one. Hidden areas and secret passages are introduced,
and there’s more content including unlockable playable
characters that turned up as in-game bosses.


Shiva is cool, but the others are that pissing kangaroo, straight out
of Nintendo, and a borderline homophobic stereotype that for
good or for bad, was cut outside of Japan (though is still in the
game code, so can be recovered using a Game Genie). None of
them possess a full move set, and can’t pick up weapons, so they
feel incomplete and littlemore than aquick novelty.Much like Zan.
We would much rather have had Max or Adam back, than any of
these options. They’ve tried to fix what wasn’t broken. The game
received some criticism before release for looking too similar to
SoR2, when in actual fact, it’s what’s changed that’s the problem.
There was no reason to purchase this at the time, because you had
better options for cheaper, and due their being less copies made,
the same thing is evenmore applicable today. Taken entirely on its
ownmerits, out of the shadowofwhat came before, it’s one of the
very finest examples of the genre, easily matching anything the
competition had to offer.


Streets of Rage 3 is a thoroughly amazing beat-‘em up. It’s just a
really crap Streets of Rage game.
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Dune II: The Battle forArrakis isn’t actually the sequel to Dune, but
I explain the odd development both games went through in my
Dune onMega-CD reviewelsewhere in this issue, sowon’t revisit it
here. What Dune II is though, one of the few real time strategy
(RTS) games on the Mega Drive, and a title, often overlooked as
being incredibly important to the evolution of the genre. It’s
hardly surprising that Westwood Studios, who developed Dune II,
would later create the Command &Conquer series.


Following the plot of the book, the focus of Dune II is the
harvesting of the valuable melange (also known as spice) which
enables intergalactic travel, and is only found on the planet of
Arrakis.


The emperor, desperate for the harvesting of spice, allows three
rival houses to set up base onArrakis and starting collecting spice.
The player chooses one of those houses, either House Atreides,
House Harkonnen, and House Ordos. In the book and the movies,
the game is based on, Atreides are potrayed as the good guys,
Harkonnen are the baddies, andOrdos aren’tmentioned at all. The
only mention of them, prior to this game, was in the non-canon
Dune Encyclopaedia published in 1984.


Each faction has weapons and units unique to them, including the
Harknonnen’s Devastator Tank, the Atreides Sonic Tank, and the
Ordos Deviator.


At the beginning of the game you set up base and harvest spice.
You then refine the spice, earning you credits, and with these
credits you can build additional units to help you harvest more
spice, and fight to defend your territory from invaders. These
invaders can be units from the two opposing houses, or the
Emperor’s Sardaukah troopers, a more formidable foe which is
identified by their purple uniform. As if that isn’t enough to
handle, occasionally an enormous sandworm, synonymous with
Dune, might happen upon your buildings or units, swallowing
themwhole.


After the first two missions your objective increases to capturing
enemy territories, taking overmore ofArrakis as you go.


Dune II, although influencedbyHerzogZweiwhichwas releasedon
the Mega Drive in 1990, does a lot of RTS firsts that would go on to
become a staple of the genre, such as the ‘fog ofwar’, the ability to
choose which mission to tackle next from a world map, mobile
units which become buildings, and different factions to choose
which all offer different buildings, units, andweapons. Dune II was
very much a trail blazer, and unsurprisingly it plays really, really
well, requiring a genuine strategic approach to proceed through
the game.


My historywith Dune II, is that I stumbled across this game almost
by accident, but not actually on the Mega Drive. Not initially
anyway. In 1994 we got our first home PC, an enormous Compaq
machine costing something like £1500 with specifications and
storage space, that would today struggle to store, or open, a
Microsoft Word document. Late in December that year I took the
money that Santa had had his elvesmake forme, and in the sale at
WH Smiths in Eldon Square in Newcastle-upon-Tyne I found a
gamewhich piquedmy interest. I knewnothing about it, but it was
only £5. The screenshots on the back looked like nothing I’d ever
played before, and I was keen to play something on our home PC,
so I handed over my £5 and went home with a copy of Dune II:
Battle ofArrakis forMS DOS.


I was hooked, the fact that playing as each faction felt like playing
a different game was something I’d never experienced before. It
was one of those games where it felt like you’d played an hour, but
in reality you’d spent all day on it. Some months later I rented the
Mega Drive game from Blockbusters Video and it was essentially
the same game, but had one huge difference. The difference
between playing it with a mouse versus a control pad was night
and day. Using the control padyou couldn’t selectmultiple units at
once, which just didn’t work having played the PC version first. If
I’d played theMegaDriveversionfirst, I would have definitelybeen


able to get used to it, but I experienced them the wrong way
round.


The graphics and sound of the game are really good, but it’s the
depth of the gameplay itself which is the standout here.


Dune II was largely overlooked on Mega Drive, especially being
released in an incredible year for the platform. As a result a copy
of Dune II will set you back around £100, and it’s good, but it’s not
that good.
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So, theMega-CD got the first Dune game in the sameyear that the
Mega Drive got Dune 2 (which isn’t really a sequel, see “The Game
That Should Never Have Been Made” for more on this), which, to
me, seems thewrongway round. However, Mega-CD owners won’t
have been complaining as they had the ability to play both, and
this game is a real hidden gem of the system’s library.


My exposure to this game, first time around, came from an
American school friend,who toldmehe had a fantastic newMega-
CD game that I just had to play. He was keen to borrow Final Fight
fromme, and offered to lendme this new game he had in return.


“What game is it?” I asked.


“Doon” he excitedly replied.


“Doon? I’ve never heard of it.What’s it about?”


“It’s about space and planets and fat guys and spice. It’s rad”.


I had no ideawhat gamehewas talking about, howeverhe brought
it in the next day. That evening, after watching Knightmare and
Blue Peter, I popped “Doon” into the Mega-CD I shared with my
brother. I had heard of Dune, and had read really positive reviews
of it. The aspect that intrigued me most about playing it was that
this type of game looked unlike anything I had played on console
before.


The game follows the plot of the 1965 book of the same name by
FrankHerbert,which has been translated into amovie a numberof
times, most recently in 2021. Set in the year 10191, humans have
colonised planets right across the universe, to the point where
Earth is all but forgotten. You play the role of Paul Atreides , son of
Duke Letowho rules the planet Caladan. Intergalactic travel is only
possible by a substance called melange, more commonly called
spice. This is only found on the desert planet ofArrakis.


All of the planet rulers pledge their loyalty, including the House
Atreides, to Emperor Shaddam IV, and the emperor grants the
family to take control ofArrakis. This planet is currently controlled
by the dangerous Harkonnens (the “fat guys” my friend had told
me about), who must now depart. Duke Leto must mine the
precious spice, but is wary of being lured into a trap by the
Emperor, or the Harkonnens, or both.


What follows is a story of epic proportions, which absolutely blew
my mind when I was playing through it almost 30 years ago, as I
was used to playing gameswhich had a storyyou could easilywrite
on a beermat.


Dune plays like a point and click adventure meets a simplified real
time strategy game, and you alternate between the two in real


time. Cyro, who developed the game, has pulled off a real feat by
attempting something so ambitious, and it playing so well.


This game won’t be for everyone, and at times the pace can feel a
little slow. But anyone willing to put some hours into Dune will
definitely be rewarded with an immersive story, and deep,
complex gameplaywhich requires a real strategic approach.


Mega magazine placed this at number 10 in their list of the best
Mega-CD games of all time, and it’s difficult to argue with that.


It’s easily picked up at a reasonable price, and is definitely worth
your time.


The Game That Should Never Have Been Made
For Dune to be released, and to be as good as it is, is remarkable considering the unusual
development journey it undertook. Cyro Interactive were working on this game for Virgin
Games, before Virgin officially abandoned the project. Virgin instead looked to Westwood
Studios and hired them to make a real time strategy guide based on the Dune licence.


Unbeknown to Virgin, Cyro didn’t actually stop work on the game and instead continued to
work on it, in secret, from their Paris base. In 1991 they presented the finished game to Virgin,
who agreed to release it, but they also had the Westwood Dune game nearing completion too.
They decided to call the Westwood game Dune II: Battle for Arrakis, and put them both out,
despite the two having no ties whatsoever.







“They’re the Hurricanes, their champion spirit is here to stay” as the
classic TV intro theme song goes.And it better be, because there is a lot
out there waiting to test their resolve for their outing on theMega Drive.


Fans of the show will recall the adventures of our football playing
heroes. When they weren’t testing their mettle on the pitch, they were
getting into all sorts of scrapes as they toured the world. Similarly, the
game doesn’t pull any punches, with enough shady dealings and
espionage to make even Sepp Blatter blush. Your first mission requires
you to locate your plane so you can get to Garkos Island and face your
rivals the Gorgons. But the opposition, known for their cheating
shenanigans, has sabotaged your fuel tank – football eh? Bloody hell.
The Gorgons were nasty bastards in the show, so wanton acts of
terrorism come pretty naturally to them, apparently.


You can play as Cal, Stats, Amanda or Rude, they behave the same and
don’t have any special abilities, so it comes down to personal
preference. You can sprint, jump and kick your football at enemies on
your way to completing the level. You can control the direction the ball
travels, allowing you to knock birds out of the sky and chip a cannon to
hit the pirate firing it.


As youmay have guessed, the enemies are plentiful and varied. Each of
the levels has a distinct theme, from jungles where gorillas and spike
pits will attempt to engineer your downfall to a ghostly wild west town
with cowboy apparitions and worryingly intelligent scorpions, who will
actually wait at the edge of a platform for you to jump, rather than
follow a set patrol route.


It doesn’t feel like Hurricanes has any business being as good as it is, but
the playability of this game is surprisingly brilliant. The controls are tight
and responsive, the hit detection of your enemies is crisp, and it is very
satisfying to make a tricky sprint jump or smash a skateboarding kid in
the face with your ball in an airport.


Unlike modern footballers, the characters’ health bars are pretty
generous, and they can take a pasting before they fall. A referee on a
hover platform will give you yellow cards when you die and on your last
life, he will give you the red. There are special pick ups to find in the
levels, including brief power ups and food that replenishes your health,
so it feels like there is a lot to see and do as you play through.


Today’s player could learn a lot from the Hurricanes. Neymar will roll
three or four times after taking a tap on the shin, but old Cal can take a
few rounds to the chest from a pistol wielding smuggler and still have
enough left in the tank to bring down a helicopter. Solid Snake had a
Stinger missile launcher and I bet he couldn’t destroy a Hind-D with a
football!
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Having never playedVirtua Racing before, looking at any of its instantly recognisable screenshots gave the impression that it may end up being
style over substance. I was quite surprised to find, then, that it is actually neither. Don’t get me wrong, this is a perfectly serviceable video game
to play, and the arcade version is still impressive as hell, but the Mega Drive port displayed on a 50-inch 4K TV is like boring into your retinas
with a drill made of sherbet. Time, you harsh bastard, look how you massacred Sega’s boy!


Remember how your mum always used to warn you that sitting in front of the TV too long would give you square eyes? Playing Virtua Racing
is a window into what that must be like. There’s so much jagged, pointy stuff flying at your face it’s like motorboating Madonna. Cars in the
distance are a small collection of squares, obstacles will materialise from thin air due to the abundance of pop-in, and the entire surrounding
area tilts with every tap of the d-pad. Everything is so harshly angled that I played the whole game in a state of perma-squint.


Obviously I’m flat-track bullying a 28-year-old game for looking like polygonal porridge, but although we pretend we’re still in 1994, that near-
three decades of progress can’t just be forgotten. If we can disregard them for a moment, then Virtua Racing is a mightily important release
in gaming history. The arcade version was developed alongside Sega’s revolutionary Model 1 system, and it really did look stunning. The Mega
Drive was built to represent the closest to arcade parity available in the home market, but there’s no way it could handle this.


If Sega had any chance of bringing Virtua Racing to your living room, they needed their own answer to Nintendo’s Super FX Chip, seen
implemented the year before in Starwing. Thus, the Sega Virtual Processor was born for its one and only appearance. Running at 32 MHz and
able to calculate up to 6,500 polygons per second with a maximum of 16 colours, the processor was stuck in the cart and helped create the
game’s eye-melting visuals.As a result of the SVP,Virtua Racing’s cartridge needed to be priced higher than a standard one, ensuring the game
has the distinction of being the most expensive Mega Drive title ever made at around $100/£70 RRP.


Provided you can make out anything going on, you can definitely play worse racing games than this. It’s pretty standard fare as far as controls
go – the B button makes your car do a go, and the A button makes it do a slow. All the other buttons are used to pick your preferred one of
four car viewpoints for the execution of your retinas, including a cockpit view and a super wide shot. It’s a nippy little bugger, and has that
distinctive Sega arcade feel to it, which ensures it’s easy to pick up and play. Options to usemanual or automatic transition add a small amount
of depth to the gameplay, but nothing ground-breaking.


With it being an arcade port, there’s not much in the way of options. You’ve got Virtua Racing mode itself – a race against 15 other cars around
one of three tracks to a time limit. Each track is assigned a difficulty (there’s also a difficulty setting for the game itself from easy to hard), with
Big Forest, Bay Bridge, and Acropolis labelled as beginner, intermediate and expert respectively. You’ve also got a free mode and two-player
versus to round out the game’s meagre offerings.


Play on anything other than Easy mode on any track and the game is far from a pushover. It’s really easy to spin your car out or get shunted
into a tailspin from behind. The balance seems a little off when jumping between difficulty settings, as I was often timing out of the race in
about 8th/9th place on Normal but won my first attempt on Easy. It felt like even catching the rest of the pack was beyond me until I put it in
baby mode and made everyone eat my dust. Maybe it coincided with my eyes getting second wind after their initial ocular pounding, but
being stuck between far too easy and nearly impossible is not good difficulty-balancing.


Virtua Racingmarked a significant breakthrough in polygonal 3D graphics for the games industry. Sega’s intention to keep their arcade output
so far ahead of consoles, to make sure the former remained profitable, did the Mega Drive version pretty dirty here. When it comes to the
efforts made to port it to console, Sega were so preoccupied with whether or not they could, they didn't stop to think if they should.


I suppose to be influential you don’t necessarily need to be great. Nirvana are proof of that. In 2022, Virtua Racing should simply serve as a
historical bookmark on the significant step it took towards modern gaming, as I’d rather just step on the cartridge to return some of the
physical pain it caused me.







Despite England not being in the 1994 World Cup, I have fond
memories of the event. I was nine and finally old enough to
appreciate the sporting occasion. Despite the time difference,
my dad and I would stay up and watch every single match
regardless of who was playing. We even bought the Three Tenors
in concert CD for the car as their loose affiliation with the event
made us fond of their music.


I didn’t, however, get an opportunity to play the officially licensed
game until now. I guess I have to be thankful for small mercies.


This is the only game I’ve ever played where I’ve gotten so lost in
the menus I had to restart the game completely. While all
incredibly well presented, there are so many options and I have
no clue what any of them do. Onmy second attempt I decided to
not move the cursor and just keep hitting buttons until it let me
play, and that took a while. What I could gather was that it was
showing me the results of the group stages over and over until it
was my team’s turn to play. A little more realistic than other
games, I suppose, but it took a long time to get in to the action.


Well, action might not be the correct term. Shitshow is probably
more accurate. It’s not the worst feeling football game by far, the
players are easy to control and it’s very fluid and responsive. As
someone who doesn’t play a whole lot of sports games, I was able
to get the hang of it quite quickly, but it was difficult to make any
progress due to it being so horrifically broken.


In my very first match, the opposing team had players sent off
four times, they just could not stop doing hard tackles if I tried to
get beyond the centre line. For some reason any time I had a
throw in or a goal kick, my players completely ignored the
direction indicator resulting in endless throw-ins and corner kicks
for the opposition. Perhaps most bizarre was the other team
having a two goals by half time and I don’t recall seeing them


happen. In fact, whenever a goal is scored nothing seems to
happen. The crowd noise rises a little but there’s no fanfare or
animation, the number just ticks up and off you go back to the
centre circle in an instant.


Something just isn’t quite right with this game, some of the
graphics and sound are really nice and there’s a great animated
intro at the start, but the fundamentals are hugely flawed. I
suppose being an officially licensed title it’s apt for the time.
Perhaps like many movie tie-ins from the era, they were just
hoping the name alone would shift copies from shelves, and I’m
sure it did.


The Mega-CD version, however, is a little more interesting. Other
than a soundtrack provided by The Scorpions and some higher
quality crowd effects, the CD format brings practically nothing
new to the game at all, except that it doesn’t seem to be as
broken. It all seems to play incredibly smoothly and the
opponents aren’t anywhere near as suicidal. Although I can’t
prove it, it also seems to play a lot faster…and dare I say it…I kinda
enjoyed it. It still woefully lacks any form of visual flare. Scoring a
goal still results in absolutely no fanfare and being the CD version
I was hoping for some sort of video cut scenes but they are
nowhere to be seen.


World Cup USA ’94 feels like nothing more than a mediocre cash-
in and I can’t really recommend it at all, on the basis that there are
plenty of other, better football games out there. They might not
be officially licensed, but who the hell cares? Are people really
bothered if a bunch of pixels has a real name against it?


Ultimately, I see no reason why a deal couldn’t have been struck
with EA to tie a modified version of FIFA in with the event. It would
have been a far better product.
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Duck Kick 2 is set in the fictional Kiyosari Park of Japan, and it truly is
an idyllic setting. It has perfectly manicured wide lawns, trees in full
bloom, and a beautiful ornate pond teeming with fish and plant life.
Wildlife and birdlife galore call the park home, and one of these birds,
in particular, is a duck found wandering around near the pond. Your
job, as the title of the game suggests, is to kick this duck in its feathery
behind so that it lands in the pond. Wait, what? I hear you say? Why
would you do that? Well, in some games you collect rings or coins, in
some games you are tasked with defeating a super villain hell-bent
on world domination, and in some games you kick ducks up the arse.
That’s how it’s been since the dawn of video games, and that’s how it
always will be.


Set across twenty levels, the gameplay is quite simplistic. There’s a
duck, you kick it into the pond and complete the level. The first duck,
a beautifully coloured Mandarin Duck, is just asking to be kicked. No
matter your approach it just sits there patiently and waits for the solid
impact of your boot right up its jacksie. However, from duck number
two (a Tufted Duck) onwards, you’ll need to be a little sneakier in your
approach, as the duck will be watching out for you and will run away
if spooked. To make things even trickier, there is a park keeper on
patrol, watching out for troublemakers, and his definition of
troublemaking definitely includes the kicking of ducks. The first ten
levels pit you against ten different species of ducks, and level eleven
onwards sees you having to kick two or more ducks, from a
combination of those you’ve already successfully booted into the
pond. This is when shit really does get real.


Complete all 20 levels successfully, and you are declared the Duck
Master.


To help you in your quest, you will receive a payment of Japanese yen
for each successful level completed. This reward is paid to you by Mr
X, a mysterious figure who has an apparent hatred of ducks, the
reason for which is never explained. Whether this Mr X is the same Mr
X that appears in the Streets of Rage series (known as Bare Knuckle in
Japan) has been hotly debated since the release of the first Duck Kick
game in 1991. It sounds unlikely, but not impossible as both games
were developed and published by Sega.Wemay never know for sure,
and it is an interesting thought that the Duck Kick games could be set
in the same universe as the Streets of Rage series.


The money you earn can be used to purchase items to help you with
duck kicking. You can buy bread, a duck whistle, duck lures (which
distract the duck for 10 seconds), and a duck suit, which allows you to
dress up as amassive duck. You can also givemoney to children to go
and cause trouble elsewhere in the park, in order to keep the park
keeper distracted.


Once you have purchased your lures and traps, you can then set up
your plan for the next level, choosing where to place bread or duck
lures. If you have paid to distract the park keeper, this is also where
you can choose where in the park you would like him to be drawn


towards. Think of it as a scaled down version of Kevin’s map of his plan
in Home Alone, except instead of the Wet Bandits, you are facing
ducks that aren’t wet enough, so get them kicked into that pond.


The graphics are ‘functional’, with it being easy enough to see what
you’re doing, and the ducks looks great. However the background
never changes; it’s always the same view of the pond. This seems a
real missed opportunity, and even just different weather effects, or
different times or day, would have made a real difference. I would
imagine kicking a duck up the arse in a beautiful Japanese park at
sunset would be a magical experience. The animation of the duck
being kicked into the pond is really good, you can almost see the
shock on the duck’s little face as he splashes into the water.
Unquestionably, the best aspect of the visuals is the FMV that plays
between each level, with footage of worried-looking ducks, and your
park keeper nemesis peeking over fences and around walls. It really
sets the scene as you’re then thrown into the next level, and the next
duck to kick.


The sound is awful, which is a real shame for an early Mega-CD title.
The music is suitably ‘Japanesey’, but is the same 30 seconds ofmusic
repeated endlessly, and never changes at all across the entire game.
The sound effects are a bit hit and miss, the solid “thud” effect when
your boot makes contact with that duck’s arse is very satisfying, as is
the splash effect of the duck landing in the pond. However, there’s not
one single quack effect in the game, which for a game about ducks,
seems a really strange omission.


Duck Kick 2 never received a western release, which could be for
several reasons, most likely that it was felt that there wouldn’t be a
huge demand for games about kicking ducks outside of Japan. I’m
not sure if duck kicking was a big thing in Japan in the 1990s, but if it
was hopefully it was left back in the ‘90s with Global Hypercolor t-
shirts and Pogs.
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60 – REVIEW: MASTER SYSTEM/GAME GEAR – ROB KIRKUP


The original Shadow of the Beast was pants. Clunky, frustrating, and
poorly put together, it enticed players with its dark fantasy premise
and interesting visual style, and then disappointed them with a
monotonous, sub-par platforming experience. The Mega Drive
version was reviewed by the most handsome member of the Sega
Mania team back in Issue 2, and it was one of the worst games we'd
covered at the time. Now, three years on, the series has another
chance to make good on its interesting premise. The franchise has
cast its big, beastly shadow over the Mega-CD.


The good news is that there are clear and immediate improvements
thanks to the extra kick of processing power provided by Sega's disc-
based add-on. The first thing players will notice after booting up the
game is the epic rock track that plays over the title screen, complete
with dragon-summoning guitar solos that just wouldn't have been
possible to recreate on the Mega Drive's sound chip. Find yourself
rocking out to this for too long rather than getting into the game, and
you'll eventually be treated to a stylish FMV opening too, illustrating
an evil sorcerermorphing into sinister dragon form and stealing away
the protagonist's baby sister into the stormy night. So far, so good.
The sequel clearly has better presentation than its predecessor, so
surely the gameplay has levelled up too, right?


Alas, drop into the game proper and you'll soon find that this is the
same flat, clunky, humdrum platforming as before. Sure, there are a
few more colours, the sprites are bigger and clearer, and there's a bit
more verticality to the levels, but the protagonist still handles like a
wheelbarrow full of orc dung. Considering the wealth of smooth
platformers that have come before it, the archaic feel of Shadow of
the Beast 2 is inexcusable. The animation is minimal, the world feels


static, and the controls are unsatisfying. There's a lot here to explore,
and the game design eschews separate levels in favour of one, large
world, but it just isn't fun to navigate.


Shadow of the Beast has to be one of the most frustrating franchises
out there. Its twisted style and grimly fantastical world begs to be
explored, but the themes are wasted on what often feels like
amateurish implementation. There are some glimmers of hope
amidst this twisted hell-scape. Clearer and cleaner visuals describe
the world more effectively, more variety and verticality makes the
levels a little more palatable, the enemy design and placement is
more coherent, the puzzles make more sense, and the atmospheric
music suits the tone nicely, but it still isn't enough. Incidentally, the
game has a fair bit of voice acting, too. The performances are …
endearingly enthusiastic.


Unfortunately, despite the efforts at making the franchise better, it's
impossible to recommend Shadow of the Best 2 for the Mega-CD. It's
still bogged down by so many of the problems its predecessor
suffered from, and considering the likes of Contra, Metroid and
Golden Axe all exist to take inspiration from, it's unforgivable. Trap
placement that doesn't make sense and is impossible to predict, the
protagonist's weird ball-on-a-string weapon that feels about as
devastating as flicking the hind-quarters of a rhinoceros with an
elastic band, and controls and animations that seemingly aim to
epitomise the word “clunky”, all add up to another frustrating
experience. It definitely improved on the original, and I still want to
enjoy exploring this dark and dangerousworld, but I just can't. Not yet.
Maybe next game.
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Oh, how times have changed. If you’re a kid and you want to watch the 1967
classic film The Jungle Book on Disney+ now, you need to get your parents
to upgrade your child profile because of the ‘negative depictions and/or
mistreatment of people or cultures’.


I kid you not, so sensitive has our society become to anything offensive, the
film is not very easy to find at all. It’s a shame too, themovie has some of the
most iconic Disney songs of all time and tells a wonderful story of finding
your place and acceptance. I’m sure Baloo and Mowgli shaking their butts
to a catchy song or Kaa’s crazy hypnotic snake eyes is what most people
remember from the film. Ho-hum.


At least the Mega Drive adaptation of Disney’s adaptation of Rudyard
Kipling’s series of stories isn’t harder to access than the fabled man village
that Mowgli seeks. It could do with having a little more variety though.


The Jungle Book game sees you play through the story of the movie. You
control Mowgli and need to collect a certain number of gemswithin each of
the ten levels before seeking out a character to progress. Along the way
you’ll encounter jungle creatures out for blood which you can kill by
jumping on or throwing bananas at them and you can collect fruit formore
points. If you get all of the gems in a level, you can enjoy a bonus level
where… you can collect even more fruit. To what end, we aren’t sure, the
points don’t affect the game in anyway and unless you’re playing
competitively with a friend, don’t affect you either.


Herein lies The Jungle Book’s issue. It’s not a bad little game, the controls
are nice and the levels pretty vast. You can explore treetops, villages and
the like, but aside from a reskin here or there, it’s all a bit repetitive. Collect
10 gems in the jungle, collect 10 gems in the village, collect 10 gems in King
Louie’s temple as it crumbles down around you… okay the last one is quite
cool and contains some challenging jumps on destructible platforms, but
you get the idea. The enemies don’t vary much, it’s always the same
monkeys throwing bananas at you, or the same scorpions, snakes etc and
they aren’t difficult to defeat. The soundtrack is great and you’ll recognise
someof the classic tunes from themovie as you play through but that’s only
window dressing really, it’s nice but a good game it does not make.


There are a few decent boss fights but nothing too challenging and before
you know it you’ve made it to Shere Khan, who isn’t particularly formidable
either. Normally when we review games at Sega Mania we don’t tend to
finish them, just because of thevolume of titles we need to cover from issue
to issue, so I was surprised when I finished this one in about 30-40minutes.
It is reasonably good fun but nothing that’s really going to push you and just
like the halcyon days of Disney, before you know it, it's over.
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They say the definition of insanity is repeating the same thing over and over and expecting different results. These people have never
played Prince of Persia for the Mega Drive.


Repeating your actions, albeit with slight variations each time and attempting to progress through is this game’s stock in trade.
Although hardly a unique selling point in the ‘lose three lives and you’re done’ meta of early to mid-Nineties gaming, Prince of Persia
takes this premise to the next level and puts on a twist ofArabian proportions. See, you have as many lives as you like, unlimited in fact.
It’s like someone’s left a fiver in the arcade cabinet. Go nuts! The only drawback is that you have a mere hour to defeat the game.


It may not sound like much of a task at first but, while you cannot technically get game over, you will be mercilessly thrown back to the
start of the game should you lose all your energy. This makes every single little jump, sword fight and booby trap as tense as a
weightlifter’s neck vein. Every failure is magnified and every misstep that much more painful. The things that should be easy suddenly
become that much more seemingly impossible, especially as you progress further into the game and the penalty inevitably grows


harsher. Sweaty palms doesn’t even begin to cover it.


You play as an adventurer who has been thrown into a palace dungeon by a corrupt grand vizier, Jaffar, while the sultan is off fighting a
war. The sleazy Jaffar has seized power for himself but must get around the sultan’s daughter to cement his position. He gives her a
choice, die or marry him. In an hour, the choice will be made for her. As her true love, you must fight your way out of the dungeon and


into the palace to take on Jaffar.


During the early part of the game, you need to retrieve your sword, avoiding collapsing platforms, spike pits and fast closing gates.After
this you can take onJaffar’s henchmen and start fighting yourway to the head honcho himself. Prince of Persia has some tricky puzzles,
tense timed events and riveting combat to keep you entertained and there is always the ticking clock at the bottom of the screen to


keep the pressure on.


The gameplay can be a little frustrating to say the least and not just because of theway it is designed to punish any slip ups. The controls
take some getting used to; running jumps are risky and it’s much safer to slowly walk to an edge and make a leap than it is to bomb
through and launch yourself wildly about the stages. But you’ll always have one eye on the clock which makes being patient almost as
much of a challenge as progressing through the game. There are hidden passageways and nooks to find in order to get to where you
need to be and it is pretty easy to get lost, which can be really annoying. The combat is satisfying but the protagonist is often not as
responsive as you’d like him to be so you could find yourself falling foul of a few scimitar swings before you get the hang of it and that’s


after you cock up a crucial jump or twelve.


Prince of Persia is a bold game which provides a challenge with a unique nature. You’ll need all your wits about you and the zen of
Buddha himself to tip toe your way through and save your beloved. You can find potions to keep you topped up and you are given
passwords now and again to create checkpoints which eases the pressure slightly but make no mistake about it, this game is nails. It is
let down a bit by the soundtrack, or lack thereof.Aside from a few grunts and a little leitmotif when you defeat an enemy, you will notice
the quiet, which only serves to amplify your heavy breathing and pounding heart as you clench your butt with every death-defying leap.
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I know what you’re probably thinking “I don’t remember a game
called Normy’s Beach Babe-O-Rama?” This is definitely a title that
went under the radar when it was released on Mega Drive in 1994. A
platformer which no one would ever choose over the recently
released Sonic 3, or last year’s Aladdin. That is, unless a testosterone-
fuelled teenager was lured in by the title, guaranteeing pixilated
beach babes in bikinis, or, they may hope, bikini-less. We know now
that there was no chance that this would be the case, but this was a
time before the internet, where your only way of finding out about
what a game actually entailed was to buy a games magazine, or
know someone at school who’d played it.


So what exactly is Normy’s Beach Babe-O-Rama all about?


The game was based on a comic strip written by Keith Robinson.
Robinson had entered a writing, photograph and cartoon contest in
1985 with a snakes and ladders inspired cartoon entitled “Making it
at the Beach”. He won and his comic strip “Making it” would appear
in newspapers across the USA to this day, featuring the main
character Normy exploring whether it’s nobler to “get a job or get a
tan”. An idea for a game based around the character was conceived
and published by Electronic Arts, receiving releases in the USA and
Europe.


The game’s animated introduction starts with some real promise.
Normy is at the beach, of course, watching the titular beach babes
playing volleyball. But, suddenly a UFO appears and beams all of the
lovely ladies aboard, even taking the ball, presumably so they can
continue their game.


No sooner has the UFO zoomed off into outer space with its sexy
cargo, the sky turns as black as night, and the beach becomes a
toxic dump. Normy won’t have to wait long to understand just what
is happening, however, as a pelican flies overhead and drops a scroll
onto Normy’s head with a “bonk”. It reads:


Goddesses of the beach kidnapped!


Entire beachmourns!


Hero needed!! This means you, Normy


The same bird, or maybe one of its pals that just looks the same,
bonks Normyonce again, this time dropping “Space ‘n’ Time” suntan
lotion on him. Normy doesn’t hesitate, and lathers himself up with
themagic lotion, and so begins an adventure across time and space
to save the goddesses of the beach.


It turns out that these beach babes are quite literally Goddesses,
and that’s the reason they were taken, and why the beach was
immediately ruined the second they were gone. They are Moon-
Unit the Goddess of the Waves, Persephone the Goddess of
Sunshine, Daphne the Goddess of Surf Music, Thalia the Goddess of
Warm Sand, Valerie the Goddess of Clean Air, and Bambi the
Goddess of Snow Cones. What a coincidence that they were all
playing volleyball together, making it incredibly easy for their
extraterrestrial abductors to grab them in one swoop. Your quest to
save them will see you sent back to New Jersey in 65,000,047 BC,
England in 1447, a jungle in 1932, Transylvania in 1973, the Planet X-
Y+Z, and the final battle against Lucifer in Hell, or as it’s called in the
game, Heck.


Sounds fun right? Well, sadly it isn’t.


Taking the form of a platformer you guide Normy through each
level, fighting off the enemies, which are completely different in
each world, solving puzzles, and defeating six bosses in order to
save the Goddesses. The mechanics of actually tackling the
enemies is the game’s first big problem. You can’t bounce on them,
as you would expect, but instead you need to find a weapon, which
you don’t start the level with. There are two levels to be found at any
one time, a short ranged weapon which is a wooden mallet, which
opens up, hilariously, to hit the enemy with something, these range
from a boxing glove, to a rubber chicken, and a squirrel who seems
to blow on the foe, as if blowing on some soup which is too hot. The
other weapon is a ranged weapon, and this is always better than the
funnymallet, as when using themallet the enemy just walks through
it, attacking, and killing, you quicker than can you kill it.


Controlling Normy around the level is a challenge too, as the
controls aren’t as precise as you need them to be for a game such
as this, especially with the seemingly-never ending pits you need to
leap over. Normy can run in short bursts, but you have little control
over this, which inevitably leads to you flying off a cliff or into an
enemy, and more often than not, leads to your death.


Graphically the game looks good, like a comic book brought to life,
and there are some lovely, genuinely funny, comedic moments
which the graphical style really suits. Does this game look as good
as the plethora of other great Mega Drive platformers that came
before, such as the Sonic games, Aladdin, Rocket Knight
Adventures? Not at all. When compared to any of those games,
Normy’s, and Normy himself, looks absolutely rubbish. The same
could be said for the sound, the music is fine, but barely changes
throughout the levels, to the point where it eventually becomes
white noise, and is immediately forgettable. The sound effects are
functional, but unremarkable.


With “Making it” being in American newspapers, gamers in the
States may have been aware of Normy and picked up the game for
that reason, however Europeans will have had no idea who this was.
That combined with poor reviews mean it sold poorly when it was
released. That means that it’s an expensive game to pick up
nowadays.


Sold listings on eBay of a mint condition copy would not get you
much change out of £100. Unless you’re a collector, you’d be far
better spending that money on a copy of Sonic 1, 2 and 3, as well as
Aladdin, and spend what’s left on a KFC bargain bucket and a copy
of Razzle. I guarantee a far better time will be had.
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When it comes to golf video games, people either love them or hate
them. There’s very little middle ground, much like Marmite or anal.


I personally love a round of pixelated golf, and have done since my
first evervirtual tee offwhen the first PGAgamewas released in 1990
on the Mega Drive. My younger brother and I would spend hours
sitting in front of the 14” telly competing against one another, as well
as the AI-controlled professionals. There would be genuine elation,
and celebration, when completing a tricky hole under par, and
frustration and anger when landing in the water or a bunker, or
missing an easy putt. It was verymuchmyfirst foray into feeling that
level of competitiveness, and emotion, when playing a video game,
and today I get those same feelings playing, and mostly losing, to
10-year-olds on FIFA 22.


I have absolutely no interest in golf ‘in real life’. I don’t watch golf,
and aside from the very occasional game of crazy golf, or that one
time I smacked a bucket of balls on a driving range, I’ve never played
golf. However, it’s a wonderful change of pace from all of the side
scrolling beat-em-ups and platformers. It’s really difficult to explain
the appeal as it’s something you have to experience for yourself to
see if it’s for you or not. Again, much like Marmite or anal.


PGA European Tour was the third licensed PGA game released on
the Mega Drive, coming between PGA Tour Golf II, released in 1992,
and PGATour Golf III released in later the same year in December of
1994. The result is something that resembles PGATourGolf 2.5, as it’s
exactly the same game as the previous release but with American
courses and golfers replaced with five real courses from across
Europe and 60 top European golfers. There are a couple of
additional modes, but today this would almost certainly be released
as inexpensive, or potentially free, DLC, rather than being a full price
release.


The good news though, is that what is here is a great golf game,
which is very intuitive but difficult initially. You will be punished for
not paying attention to the, forever-changing, wind direction and
speed, and timing your button presses to perfection while swinging
your club and striking your ball will require some real practice.


PGAEuropean Tour uses the ‘three-press’method, which is still used
in most golf games to this day. You press a button for the first time
which starts a bar quickly filling up. You press it again, at the right
time, to choose the power of your swing. This sends the bar back the
otherway, towards where it started,where you press a third and final
time to determine your accuracy.


Casual gamers may soon lose interest, such is the tricky learning
curve, however those who persist, and accept those early bogeys or
worse, will be rewarded with a game that leaves you with a real
sense of achievement when you start winning holes, and eventually
tournaments. The cartridge is capable of saving your game, which is
a Godsend.


The graphics are fine. There’s nothing groundbreaking here, but you
can clearly see where you need to try and get your ball to, the
animation of your golfer is decent, and you are able to see where
your ball goes, and where it lands.When you’re on the green you can
cut away to a separate screen which helps you to understand the
slope and dips of the green, to help you determine which way you
should aim and howmuch power you need to apply.


The music is, well, non-existent. There is a little bit when you’re on
the menu screen, but that’s it. However, this isn’t necessarily a bad
thing as while playing a round of golf you wouldn’t expect to hear
Cotton-Eyed Joe by Rednex or Groove is in the Heart by Deee-Lite
blasting out as you wander around a grassy course in the middle of
nowhere. The silence is only broken by the swish of your golf club,
the solid thwack of your ball being struck, and the occasional polite
clapping of, I can only assume, golf loving ghosts, as there’s no one
else there but you, and you’ll occasionally hear a short, spooky,
round of applause when you’ve done something worthy.


Today, this is still a fun golf game, but requires you to take the time
to practise in order to stand a chance of defeating the best
European golfers 1994 had to offer.


This is the menu screen, set ina lovely golf shop, with abloke taking a piss out theback door.







When I was a kid I loved anything a bit ‘weird’, such asmonsters, ghosts, and
aliens, and it was my fascination with the unusual that led to my
introduction to Ground Zero: Texas on the Mega-CD. This is a vague
retelling from memory of how it came about when wandering around the
video game section of Woolworths in Newcastle-upon-Tyne in early 1994
with mymam.


Mam: “What about this one? Look, the game box ismuch bigger than all the
others. Ground Zero: Texas it’s called.”


Me: (without even looking) “Nah, I’m looking for Sonic CD or Ecco the
Dolphin.”


Mam: (turns the box over to read the back) “Alien invaders have…..”


Me: “I MUST HAVE IT!” grabbing the box and marching quickly towards the
till to hand over the £40 I’d been saving up for at least a year.


So, just what is Ground Zero: Texas all about, and was my £40 well spent?


Evil aliens called Reticulans have infiltrated our planet. They’ve targeted a
sleepy town in Texas, near the border of Mexico called El Cadron. They are
capturing the people living there, snatching them before taking over their
body, and using this fleshy disguise to hide in plain sight. Those crafty alien
buggers.


Your job is to stop the Reticulans before either they destroy the town, or
things get too out of control and the government drop a nuclear bomb on
El Cadron. This is the first step in the Reticulans plan, paving the way for an
attack on a much larger scale. However, stopping them is easier said than
done, as how do you tell the evil aliens from the harmless townsfolk?


This is where the BattleCams come into play. You are a leading tactician,
sent in as part of a five man squad. You’re armed with four laser-gun
cameras which allow you tomonitor the town for alien activity, and stun the
alien scum once you identify who they are.


As your progress through the story, you are able to access Reticulan
weaponry with which to upgrade your BattleCams. However, these aliens
aren’t about to go downwithout a fight, so call in for reinforcements of their


own in the form of alien stormtroopers, who set about destroying the town,
and killing the innocent citizens who live there.


Similar to Night Trap and Double Switch, all three games being produced
by Digital Pictures, the game is essentially an interactive movie played by
monitoring TV screens, while the plot plays out and you do your best to stop
the bad guys. Ground Zero: Texas features 110 minutes of full motion video,
which was reduced down to a 64 colour palette, such were the limitations
of the system. In 1994 this looked absolutely incredible, and I remember
showing my new game off to my friends who were blown away by the
quality of what we were not only watching, but were interacting with.


The story deserves some real credit, as it’s engaging, with twists and turns
in the plot, even if you’ve actually very little influence whatsoever in how it
plays out, other than succeeding, or dying and failing. Also if you fail to save
someone from an alien you will see them come back later, their body
inhabited by an alien foe.


Back in 1994 I really enjoyed playing through Ground Zero: Texas; the music
was great, and the eye popping FMV, and necessity to monitor those
BattleCams constantly for clues, meant that I overlooked the fairly obvious
negatives; the dreadful acting, the unresponsive controls, and the targeting
reticule being frustratingly small.


It did well upon release, and was the best selling Mega-CD game in the UK
from February to May in ’94, despite mixed reviews.


Revisiting it in 2022, age has not been kind to Ground Zero: Texas. We’ve
been spoilt in the near-three decades, with all aspects of video games
progressing, and evolving, further than any of us dreamed was even
possible back in the mid ‘90s. The full motion video, which was once used
to demonstrate the awesome power of the Mega-CD, looks worse than I
even imagined it possibly could. The story is still decent, and the lure of
seeing how it plays out is the only reason to persist with what is, sadly, a
poor game.


If you want to experience the story of Ground Zero: Texas for yourself, a
better option might be to pick up the ‘Nuclear Edition’, which is a
completely rebuilt version of the game released for PlayStation 4 and
Windows PC in 2021.
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Now this is more like it. Last issue I bemoaned having to bang my
ignorant head against a pair of American sports titles that were
literally about as accessible to a suburban Englishman as an NFL
playbook. Luckily, EA and their dull sport sims weren’t the only game
in town by 1994, as publisher Acclaim brought Midway and Iguana
Entertainment’s arcade smash hit NBA Jam to consoles. What
followed was the genesis of one of the most iconic games of the 16-
bit, or indeed any, era. Come on and slam, and welcome to the Jam.


Despite being one of the first basketball games to feature licensed
teams and players from the NBA, there is very little else in the way of
realism about NBA Jam, and it’s all the better for it. This is arcade
sports at its most quintessential, and served as the blueprint for so
many games (most of them also by Midway) that followed in its Air
Jordan-branded footsteps. You won’t get a deep season mode or
utilise a bewildering playbook, but you’ll be able to shove players into
next week and smash the glass on the backboard with a monster
dunk. I know what I’d rather be doing.


You’re able to do said shoving and smashing thanks to an almost total
lack of rules once the action takes to the court. The refs here aren’t so
much blind as they are blind drunk on petrol, as you’ll only get
punished for goal tending (stopping the ball going through the hoop
while it’s on a downward trajectory) and taking more than 24 seconds
to take a shot. There are no backcourt violations, no free-throws and
no time outs. You can swipe away at an opponent’s arms to steal the
ball or just push them over if that doesn’t work. Jump straight into
their face to block a shot if you so desire, it’s all cool de la.


It’s not just playing prison rules that makes NBAJam so fun. There are
only three buttons required to play, with one button used for shooting
and blocking shots/grabbing rebounds, one for passing and stealing
the ball, and one for turbo. Turbo is the key to everything in this game.
As well as giving your player a burst of speed, it’s used to alter the
other actions, like turning a routine layup into a quintuple somersault
flamingmonster dunk that breaks the backboard into little pieces and
sets the net on fire.


If you make three shots with one player without the opposition
scoring in between, that player will be ‘on fire’. From then on, he will
have unlimited turbo, perform even more ridiculous dunks and be
pretty much guaranteed to sink every three pointer you attempt until
the opposition scores. It’s a lot harder than it sounds to achieve, but
feels so sweet if you manage it.


It may only be a 2-on-2 version of basketball, but even with the
reduced on-court numbers, the NBA’s somewhat begrudging stamp
of approval means that the team rosters here are absolutely stacked
with 90s b’ball royalty. Barkley, Olajuwon, Robinson, Malone, Miller,
Ewing, Pippen - they’re all here. Well, with one minor exception, but
we’ll get to that later. The only problem is that, unlike the arcade
version’s attempts at photorealistic faces, every single player in the
Mega Drive version looks exactly the same, save for height
differences. Same face, same hair, same build, same shoes. It takes a
lot of the shine off playing as your favourite baller (again, unless it’s a
certain player that we’ll get to later) when you can blink and lose them
in amongst everyone else on the court.


NBA Jam is such an exhilarating, often hilarious, experience
condensed into satisfyingly bite-sized chunks that there’s very little to
be negative about. There’s no question that the best way to play it is
alongside a friend taking on the AI (or two other friends if your mum
will let you have that many people over), because, as a lone player, the
defensive AI for your team is absolutely useless. Once the opposition
has the ball, you better get running towards your hoop, because your
teammate will very often stand around on half court watching you get
posterised.You can control what theAI does while on the ball, at least,
so I found it always best to play as a big meaty bastard who can dunk
better than Simon does a bourbon biscuit in his cuppa, andmake sure
the AI teammate can drain threes at will.


NBAJam isn’t a lot of things. It’s not an accurate representation ofNBA
basketball. It’s not a game full of compelling reasons to keep playing
other than your enjoyment of its core mechanics. It’s not even a
perfect arcade port. It is, however, one of the tightest fifteen minutes
you’ll ever have in a video game. It really doesn’t matter what the year
is, NBA Jam is as playable in 2022 as it ever was, and it’s all down to
simplistic, fun gameplay done to near-perfection. Granted, it’s not
really the type of game you’ll spend hours on, but even one match is
enough to plug any basketball-shaped mayhem holes that are
endemic in a post-Midway world.







( )
NBAJam is thevery definition of
a smash hit. It broke many
arcade records in 1993 and,
according to creator Mark
Turmell, made over a billion
dollars in its first 12 months – 25
cents at a time. An officially-
licensed basketball game that’s
this much of a phenomenon
deserves to have the greatest
player of all time included in its
roster. Surely a game this iconic
has to be spearheaded by the
inimitable Michael Jordan at the
peak of his powers, right?
Wrong…well, sort of wrong.


Due toJordan’s huge sponsorship deal with Nike, hewas obligated
to withdraw from the NBAPlayers Association’s group licence. The
inevitably astronomical cost for Midway to wrangle a workaround
meant that the league’s flagship video game was to be released
without the inclusion of the man most synonymous with
basketball in the history of the sport. Perhaps it could have been
done, but Turmell has since admitted his bias against Jordan’s
team - the Chicago Bulls.


Turmell is a huge Detroit Pistons fan, and anyone who’s watched
the incredible Netflix documentary The Last Dance will know that
the Pistons andBulls had aviolent and heated rivalry at the timeof
the game’s release. As a result of this, Turmell admitted in an
interview with Ars Technica that he actually coded the Bulls to
miss last-second shots against Detroit in NBAJam. Even he would
concede, though, thatMichaelJordan really should be in the game.
He actually was in the game at one point, being included in the
prototype version that was presented to the NBA during Midway’s
pitches, but had to be removed once it was clear that a deal
couldn’t be worked out to keep him in.


Rumours circulated for years that a secret code existed to unlock
His Airness in the game – after all, there were codes to unlock
then-US president Bill Clinton and vice president Al Gore, and he
potentially still existed hidden in the code. Alas, these rumours
were false. However, that’s not the end of the story. In a later


interview with ESPN, Mark Turmell revealed that there does exist
an arcade cabinet of NBA Jam with Michael Jordan in it. Can you
guess who owns it?


In fact, more than one Jordan cabinet exists. After the game’s
huge success in the arcades, Turmell received a call from his
distributor on the west coast who had a request from Seattle
Sonics player Gary Payton. Payton hadn’t made the cut to be
included in the game and had told Turmell’s distributor that he
would ‘pay whatever it cost’ to be in the game. Midway requested
he send over the necessary photograph poses needed to code his
likeness into the game. Along with these, Payton sent over photos
of none other than Michael freakin’ Jordan, explaining that, “we
want to be in the game, hook us up.”


Bizarrely, baseball superstar Ken Griffey Jr. also wanted to be in
the game – pulling some sort of reverse Jordan baseball-to-
basketball career turn, albeit only a virtual one. He too sent
pictures to Midway, and the developer granted his wish. Three
cabinets were then produced with Jordan, Payton and Griffey in
the game and shipped to themen themselves. Apparently, Payton
and Jordan have absolutely ridiculous stats (the latter probably
more deserved than the former) and Payton has recently made it
known that he still owns and plays his with his children.


Mystery solved, then. There is a version of NBA Jam with Michael
Jordan in it. If you want to play it, you pretty much have to be
Michael Jordan. But what if you’re not Michael Jordan or one of
Gary Payton’s children? Aside from either being rich enough to
make an acceptable offer to a billionaire who’s the richest
sportsman in the world, or sneaking past his security, stealing his
cabinet and murdering him and his whole family to leave no
witnesses, you’re shit out of luck. Or are you?


Turmell has tweeted that he still has the EPROMs of the Jordan
version and could potentially distribute them one day. Of course,
that scenario potentially contains all the legal baggage associated
with the original development back in 1993. More likely is that it
could be released as an exhibit. Iconic announcer, Mr.
boomshakalaka himself, Tim Kitzrow said in a radio interview
recently that hewas trying to get the NBAHall of Fame to display a
workingJordan cabinet for public use. It belongs in amuseum!


-


The arcade game of NBAJam is amasterpiece and is far and away from any of the console versions in terms of just about everything. You
can stop sarcastically picking up imaginary pieces of your blownmind off the floor, because this is obviously no real surprise. I’d imagine


a good number of you (includingme) associate the look and sound of NBAJamwith one of the console versions, so to lob the arcade
version into MAME is a real eye-opener into howmuch of a downgrade it actually was. Also, side note, if anyone out there has a cabinet


(or knows where I can get one) of the OGversion - name your price. Just don’t tell mywife.


Of the console versions, there’s disappointingly little to choose between the SNES, Mega Drive andMega-CDversions. It’s equally as
pleasing that the Mega Drive version has slightly bettervisuals than the SNES (most notable in the additional detail of the people on the
bench), as it is disappointing that the Mega-CDversion adds almost nothing but better-qualitymusic. Even with its enhanced sound
capabilities, the Mega-CDversion still makes announcerTim Kitzrow sound like he recorded his commentary through a kazoo with a


mouthful of bees, and has far fewervoice lines than the arcade original.


It has a slightly updated roster for those who no longerwant to live in the past’s past, but there is so little else to differentiate it from
the Mega Drive. Again, don’t have a heart attack and die from not surprise, just get yourself on the arcade version if you can, or lower
your expectations for the ‘best’ console experience onMega-CD. Alternatively, if you want the experience of smearing fox dung filled


with twigs and glass into your eyes, play the Game Gearversion.


There is absolutely nothing worthwhile about the handheld’s version of NBAJam. Not even the fact it’s portable can save it from being
excruciatingly terrible. I mean, asbestos is portable, but I wouldn’t recommend that be a reason you engage with it. The graphics look


worse than something you’d expect on the Commodore 64, and it’s so slow and jerky that it feels like you’re playing the game on a CCTV
feed. I would genuinely rather play the version of Doom I saw running on a pregnancy test than engage with this utter toss ever again.


Yes, that’s genuinelymy review of NBAJam on Game Gear.







He can show you the world.
Shining, shimmering, splendid.
Oh Aladdin, has there ever been
more of a Disney dreamboat
than you? He stole our hearts in
the movie and he’s stealing our
hearts as we play through his
adventure on the Game Gear.


The handheld version of
Aladdin’s journey into the
gaming world is a decent effort.
It’s your standard side scroller;
run, jump, avoid things, but it
keeps you engaged. Essentially
you play through the movie in
chronological order and if
you’re a fan of the film, it is fun
to check off parts of it as you go
through. You steal some bread,
you go to jail, a mysterious old
man convinces you to go
looking for a lamp in a
forbidden cave, you knowhow it
all goes.


The gameplay is simple, but it’s
fleshed out by some meaty cut
scenes which fill in the gaps
from the film and actually go on
for quite a long time. You’ll get
to do the iconic bits though,
including taking Princess
Jasmine on a magic carpet ride
in which the birds are a lot more
aggressive than they were on
the big screen. Hey, they can’t
make it too easy for you.


The Master System version of
Dropzone was cancelled shortly
after the release of the Game
Gear version and that’s a damn
shame.When I first fired it up on
Game Gear my initial impression
was what the fuck is this? It’s
1994 not 1983! That being said,
after getting my head around
what was going on and forgiving
the ‘80s arcade graphics, it’s a
really fun game. Playing as a
rocket powered spaceman in a
lowgravity environment, you can
move freely from left to right
and the objective is to destroy a
wave of enemies. You can collect
orbs and drop them in the drop
zone (hence the name) for
additional bonus points but it’s
not a requirement to complete
the stage. There’s a nice amount
of enemy variety and it feels
super smooth and great to
control. The only downside to it
is the narrow field of view on the
Game Gear’s screen. Unseen
enemies can take advantage of
the ‘one hit and you’re dead’
system in a rather unfairmanner,
so even if you get good at it, you
can still be caught out.
Therefore, it’s a shame it never
made it to the Master System
with its larger screen real estate.
If it had, I think this game would
be considered a classic must-
have today. That said, it’s still
worth checking out and can get
addictive if you’re not careful.


Donald Duck always seems to
be playing second fiddle to
Mickey Mouse and his side
scrolling platform video game
is no exception. Deep Duck
Trouble is a fun little outing
which doesn’t quite achieve the
heights of Castle of Illusion or
any of the sequels.


You control Donald as he
ventures to an uninhabited
island with the aim of returning
a talisman to a statue after it
was taken by Uncle Scrooge.
The money-grubbing mallard
has been cursed as a result and
is now all floating and bloated,
so it’s up to Donald to lift the
curse. Your journey will see you
take on jungles, volcanoes and
castles in your quest. You can
dispatch your enemies by
jumping on their heads or
kicking a nearby box at them.


Anyway, Deep Duck Trouble is a
decent little adventure to pass
the time, but nothing worth
writing home about. Slightly
frustrating controls and lack of
power-ups just make you feel
like you’re going through the
motions.


A remake of CJ’s Elephant
Antics, which was available a
couple of years earlier on home
computers such as the
Spectrum and Commodore 64.
CJ is an elephant falsely
accused of a crime, and
imprisoned in a zoo (which
makes me wonder if all animals
you see at the zoo are criminals)
and you will control him as he
looks to escape and get out of
London, and home to Africa
passing through Paris and Cairo
en route. CJ can fire peanuts at
his enemies, can use bombs,
and has an umbrella you can use
to float down from high
platforms.


It all looks pretty enough, but
the controls aren’t great, with a
clear delay from you pressing
the button to spit a peanut, to it
actually firing. This is a below-
par platformer for the Game
Gear. Avoid this one and play
anyof the Sonic games orCastle
of Illusion instead.


The 8-bit Round-up
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Dr. Robotnik wants to turn
innocent beans into robots, and
it’s your job to stop him. Why?
Who knows? It’s Puyo Puyo with a
Sonic-related paintjob. No one is
playing this for the story.


The fun and addictive gameplay
is the star. Rotate and reposition
coloured beans as they drop.
Match rows of beans and they'll
disappear, sending nuisance
transparent beans onto your
opponent's screen. Cause your
opponent’s beans to pile up first
and you win. Set up large chains
and watch with smug glee as a
bucketful of transparent
blighters are dumped on our
opponent. The same thing can
happen to you though, so stay
frosty.


It's most fun to play with a friend
or a sibling, but there’s also a fun
campaign in which players take
on various baddies from the
Adventures of Sonic the
Hedgehog cartoon series,
culminating in the man-egg
himself. The campaign is easy, but
the gameplay is so good you’ll be
back formore anyway.


The 8-bit graphics lose a lot of
the Mega Drive version's bold
personality thanks to system
limitations, but the addictive,
bean-matching gameplay is still
intact, and that's what we're
really here for. Go on, go save
some beans.


He’s green, he’s mean and he’s
keen… to smash some stuff up.
The Incredible Hulk has found
his way to the Game Gear and
nothing is standing in his way, at
least not for long. Bruce Banner’s
pea-coloured alter ego is once
again forced into battle with The
Leader and must thwart his
plans for world domination,
taking out henchmen and mini-
bosses along the way.


It’s a decent little outing, this
one. There are a variety of
combat moves you can employ
as you tear through the levels’
baddies. You can punch from a
standing position, duck for a
nasty looking uppercut and, if
you’re close enough, you can
throttle your enemies and chuck
them around a bit. The height of
Hulk’s jumps is cool and there
are a few little hidden secrets to
find.


Unfortunately, if you have
played this on the Mega Drive it
pales in comparison slightly.
Hulk’s physical repertoire is
reduced on the Game Gear and
the levels look like garbage. It’s
fun to immerse yourself as
Marvel’s most underrated hero,
but a lack of variety will leave
you wantingmore.


Ernie Els is a South African
golfer, and in hisvery ownGame
Gear game up to four players
can take on four different
courses from around the world.
These courses are made up
places due to not having any
kind of official licence like the
PGAgames do.


As far as golfing on the move
goes, you could do far worse
than Ernie Els Golf. When
striking the ball you see a view
from behind your golfer, and
then when the ball is struck it
changes to an overhead
perspective. There are some
lovely touches, such as the
effect the wind has on the ball,
and the graphics are really nice
on the small screen.


Ernie is known as ‘the big easy’,
however there’s nothing easy
about putting on Ernie’s golf
game, as the greens are really
difficult to read to know where
you need to aim. That said, this
is one of the few negatives in
what is otherwise a really solid
golf game.


When you ask people what their
favourite Disney song is, many
will say The Bare Necessities.
See? Now that I’ve said it, you’re
humming along, aren’t you?
Well, if you don’t want the fond
memory of a beloved 1960s
animated classic to be tainted,
youmight want to avoid the
Game Gearversion of theJungle
Book.


A song about focusing on what’s
important in life will become the
8-bit soundtrack of repeated
failure as you bounce along the
levels as Mowgli, trying to
capture gems and fruits in order
to progress. The only problem is
the controls are a little fiddly
and the levels a little higgledy-
piggledy, so you’ll find yourself
falling from trees or succumbing
tomonkeys throwing bananas at
you as you get to grips with
things.


After you find your feet and
begin to progress, the levels are
a little repetitive and although
the boss fights are pretty cool,
you won’t really get much out of
this one. Once you’ve got the
knack of throwing bananas and
learned the layout of each level
it doesn’t offer toomuch
challenge, nor does it offer it for
very long. Look for the…
different game.


As we move towards the mid ‘90s, 8-bit titles are unfortunately having to take a
back seat to make way for bigger and better 16-bit games.


Fear not however, as we have compiled a round-up of some of the significant titles that came out in 1994
for your pixelated pleasure!







Micro Machines is a game that
almost seems designed to
frustrate. And it does a bloody
excellent job. Transitions from
first to last place are always
unfair. The entire environment is
out to inconvenience you for a
few soul-destroying seconds at
a time. You bump into stricken
opponents and end up giving
them a boost every time you
seem to be making ground. In
short, the game is an
unrelenting bastard. Perfect
then, for those who enjoy the
morally bankrupt pastime of
Schadenfreude. Invite a friend
over and laughmaniacally as the
game slowly chips away at their
sanity too.


This game is a genuine blast for
both sadists and masochists
alike. A deprived recreation for
the filthy and the damned. This
game is not for vanilla fops with
clammy little hooves for hands,
as our Sam found out to his
detriment on the Mega Drive,
last issue. For both good and
bad, depending on your opinion,
this game is a spot-on
conversion that can go pound
for pound with its 16-bit older
brother in almost every
department. All you need to do
to maximise your enjoyment, is
to find yourself a suitable patsy
to playwith. Sam, you busy?


Trying to give Master System
owners a comparable SoR2
experience to the Mega Drive
classic was never going to be an
easy task, but from the moment
you plug the cartridge in, you can
tell the developers have done an
admirable job. Hardware and
ROM limitations are immediately
apparent. Gone is the two-player
mode, wrestler Max Thunder is
missing from the roster, and the
symptomatic sprite flickering
confirms that two enemies is the
most you’ll be taking on at any
one time. However, the game
feels like Streets of Rage.


Characters are well modelled,
have the full move set, and even
move faster than their 16-bit
counterparts. Hit detection is
decent, bar the odd bastard
(Knife Galsia is now twice as
annoying). Backgrounds are
familially atmospheric and
impressive. And due to the
ingenious way the original
utilised the Mega Drive’s second
sound chip (included for
backwards compatibility with
the MS) to compliment the
music, it even does a decent job
of sounding like SoR too. Some
annoying gameplay loops which
should have been ironed out
during testing remain, but this is
a solid effort at an unenviable
task nonetheless.


I don't like Zool. The character,
that is, with his weird bendy
limbs and his Ninja Turtle
wannabe vibe. He's a wacky
space-gremlin who was sent to
Earth to prove his ninja
credentials by collecting things
throughout various levels. The
game was originally developed
for the Amiga, and is a fast-
paced platformer requiring
players to collect 99 items in
each level, thus unlocking the
final item needed to proceed. If
you're a fan of exploring and
collecting, you may think that
this is right up your street, but
just be prepared to take control
of one of the slipperiest
protagonists around.


Honestly, Zool desperately
needs to buy some new space-
ninja shoes. The slippy controls
are really egregious, and make
platforming overly delicate,
twitchy, and a total chore. The
concept of friction is completely
alien to the sinister little space-
goblin. The collect-em-up
gameplay is a fun idea, and the
game's visuals are bold and
bright, but you'll need the
patience of a saint tomanoeuvre
the lubricious little bastard with
any modicum of success. Is it
worth taking the time tomaster?
Doubtful. There are better
platformers on the Master
System. Back to the Nth
Dimension with this one.


Everyone loves a bargain. So, if
you pick up Winter Olympics
1994 for the Master System you
might think you’re on to a winner
as it is essentially 10 games in
one. Unfortunately, all of the
games are a bit naff, so you’ve
not really got any value out of it
at all, unless you like terrible
sprites and even worse controls.


This game is a real chore to get to
grips with. The controls for each
event handle poorly and you’re
likely to be posting the worst
Olympic times ever seen in most
of them. Even if you do practice
and start posting some more
respectable efforts, there
doesn’t really seem to be any
point in doing so. There is no
longevity in this one at all and
while it might be a laugh to play
with some friends for a while,
you can sit down and couch coop
with ahundredbettergames and
the longer you play it the more
you’ll wonder why you aren’t
playing something more fun.
Best avoided.







I’d never played Road Rash on
the 16-bit systems before until I
was tasked with covering them
for this section. I have to say I am
mightily impressed. Probe
software have done a
magnificent job with the
conversions.


Both the Game Gear and Master
System titles are incredibly true
to their 16-bit counterpart, even
my favourite feature; the dual
wing mirrors are present and
working as they should. The
gameplay is super smooth and
the controls are responsive.
Framerate dips are non-
existent. It almost feels like it
shouldn’t be possible for either
of these games to exist.


All the functionality is present
with all the tracks, hazards,
opponents and even their
names intact. I half expected
that the up and downmotions of
the road would be missing,
instead replacedwith a flat road,
but no. It’s all here.


Out of the two the Game Gear
version comes in first place. The
use of colour is stronger and the
speed seems a little bit faster,
but either version is solid and
arguably some of the best 16-bit
to 8-bit conversions I’ve ever
seen.


Independently, neither of the 8-
bit versions of Desert Strike are
particularly good. Sure, they
control fine, and the
fundamentals are there, but
gone is some of the strategy of
the 16-bit versions.


If there was, however, someway
to combine both games, we
could be looking at a damn fine
conversion. The Master System
version has the advantage of
smoother controls, a higher
frame rate and a significantly
increased field of view, but the
Game Gear surpasses it when it
comes to colour and level of
detail.


I enjoyed the Master System
version from a gameplay
standpoint, but it’s just so
boring to look at and so single-
toned that it actually started to
hurt my eyes a little. The Game
Gear version whilst looking
great, has a nice level of detail
but in its scope and playability
that I couldn’t stick with it for
more than a fewmins.


Understandably both systems
have their advantages and
disadvantages. Desert Strike is
a prime example of how
different the Sega 8-bit
conversions can be sometimes.


It’s fair to say we’re a football
mad nation on the whole. So,
when England do poorly or, dare
we say it, fail to qualify for a
major tournament, it is a source
of national embarrassment.
That was exactly the case in 1994
when the World Cup was hosted
in the USA. England were not
there, having lost to Norway and
the Netherlands in the
qualifiers. The one upshot to this
for British gamers is that, with
old blighty out of the running,
there might have been fewer
people interested in buying this
steamingpile ofgarbagewhen it
came out.


Those people would have saved
themselves the cluster
headache that is the menu
system, thewildly unpredictable
gameplay where you don’t know
if you’ll pass, cross or shoot
when you press the same button
for all three and the overall
frustration of the entire
gameplay experience. It’s an
infuriating, bitty slog, which
stops every time the ball goes
out of play so a window can pop
up telling you you’ve got the
throw in you knew about
already, or so the ref can
admonish you for sliding in with
the one tackle you’re able to
do.Thirty years of hurt? I
couldn’t take five minutes of
this. Shite.


Aladdin - Sam Forrester


Dropzone - Tim Hugall


CJ’s Elephant Fugitive - Rob Kirkup


Deep Duck Trouble Starring Donald Duck -
Sam Forrester


Dr. Robotnik’s Mean Bean Machine - Simon
Pike


Ernie Els Golf - Rob Kirkup


The Incredible Hulk - Sam Forrester


The Jungle Book - Sam Forrester


Micro Machines - Stephen Andrews


Zool - Simon Pike


Streets of Rage II - Stephen Andrews


Winter Olympics ‘94 - Sam Forrester


Road Rash - Tim Hugall


World Cup USA ‘94 - Sam Forrester


Desert Strike - Tim Hugall


Well, it turns out that despite some awesome prizes up for grabs, not one of you was brave enough to take on themighty GamesBastard.
So we’ve pulled it. It goes without saying that he is not a happy floating head and he had amessage for all of you but we couldn’t print it.


We allow swearing in themagazine but not like that!


We’ll leave the Issue 4 challenges open for a little longer. If you want The GamesBastard to return, then send a really nice and apologetic
email to thegamesbastard@sega-mania.com











Did you know? … Konami has been releasing Castlevania-themed
games since 1986? This makes it one of the longest-running game
franchises. Maybe the Dracula theme gives it the immortality that
comes with being bitten by some rabid bat, or fellow perverted
vampire dodgy type?!? My imagination is running awaywithme… Back
to this issue's VS comparison.


It was inevitable that Konami would release this on the two greatest
consoles of the 16 Bit era. Who in their right mind would deny such a
classic game title the honour of gracing the Super Nintendo and
Sega’s Mega Drive? So, let us head back to the early 90s and take a
look back at the classic game that is Castlevania.


Firstly, Super Castlevania 4 was released on the SNES in 1991. Although
released on a smattering of computer systems this Konami game was
exclusive to Nintendo consoles, initially the NES and then the SNES
console release. It was met with great reviews from the magazines of
the time and proved to be a great addition to the series.


This outing featured the hero Simon (always thought that was an odd
name for the hero) entering Dracula’s castle to undertake 11 levels of
action-platform gaming, defeating an end of level boss on each,
which inevitably ended with the master of the castle, Dracula himself.
Simon's main weapon of choice is a whip which also serves to aid
movement between ledges and the like.Alongside the whip, there are
collectable weapons like an axe and a knife to aid you in your quest.


It's graphically bright, with the sprites and backgrounds well-
presented and suited to the theme of the game. The SNES makes
great use of its Mode 7 and Super FX, applying some well-designed 3D
sections to levels which were a great addition. The sound was clear
with good effects and a rather impressive soundtrack, reworking
some of the tunes from the original NES games.


This all made for a great quality action-platform game that to this day
is still held in high regard by SNES owners.


And now onto the Mega Drive… Now, let me clarify this was not the
same game as the SNES version, but both had similarities. The original
title given for the Sega release was Castlevania Bloodlines, but it was
changed to Castlevania: The New Generation forAustralia and Europe.
The reason for this? Konami felt having the word “blood” in the title
would not appeal to gamers in Australia and Europe (personally, I do
not understand this at all, but hey-ho, onwards and upwards). So, title
aside, was Castlevania on the Mega Drive any good?


The Mega Drive version was released in 1994, several years after its
SNES variant release, and followed a different storyline to that of the
SNES, which saw the player travelling Europe through several levels.
The gameplay was similar in respect to platforming and destroying
enemies, whilst battling bosses at various stages. A major change
though, was the choice of hero. Gone was the traditional hero of
Simon, replaced by your choice of either John Morris, not dissimilar to
the SNES Simon hero, who also wields a whip, or, Eric Lecarde, who
uses a lengthy spear as their weapon of choice. Both characters had
their positives and negatives.


The graphics for the Mega Drive were not as bright as the SNES, but
this added to the ambience of the dark theme that goes alongside the
Castlevania series. Some great effects were used in some of the level


designs, particularly the reflecting pools and swinging tower levels to
name just two. Just like the SNES game the soundtrack running
throughout was very impressive and suited the atmosphere superbly,
although the sound effects did not sound as good as they could have.
This said, the soundtrack more than makes up for this shortfall.


So, time to choose an overall winner… Now, this is no easy decision as
both games are equally truly wonderful game experiences and both
worthy winners, but in the words of Highlander:


“There can be only one…”


Both are similar games but equally different at the same time. For this
VS article, I am going to break my decision down to different
elements of the games, judging firstly looks and graphics, then
gameplay, and finally the sound effects/soundtracks from each
system.


When admiring the looks from each systemboth are visually excellent
and a joy to look at. The SNES initially looks instantly better due to the
brightness of the graphics, but upon closer inspection, the muted
colour tones of the Mega Drive version are better suited and befitting
of the whole darkmood associated with this franchise's theme.As the
game evolves the levels grow more gorgeous as you play through
and the use of 3D effects add original, unique level design. So, the
Mega Drive takes it for looks and graphics.


While gaming you can never underestimate the power of gameplay.
Many of the world’s best-loved games may look simplistic but keep
you coming back for more, years and years later. Originals like Space
Invaders and Pac-Man are testimony to this, whilst the gorgeous
looking Ryse lacked the playability to match its looks. Castlevania on
both systems plays great. The level designs, difficulty and all-round
gameplay are positive for both systems. The Mega Drive's inclusion of
choosing your character allows for a different gaming experience,
which gives the edge over the SNES. So, again, another point to the
Sega console.


Finally, the sound effects on the Mega Drive were nowhere near as
good as the SNES version, and the whip attack sound is clear
evidence of Nintendo’s advantage. When we consider the
soundtracks on both systems the Michiru Yamane composed music
on the Mega Drive is a great fit to the overall theme, whilst the SNES
version is also great and gives a fresh spin on some of the music used
in previous Castlevania games (“Bloody Tears” being an excellent
example). For me, the sound effects on the SNES version give it the
edge over its Sega rival.


And so, this issue's VS winner goes to … SEGA. The Mega Drive version
takes it overall, but both versions are truly amazing games and if you
are lucky enough to own one of the versions then you are a very
fortunate individual indeed. It is a brilliant game and one I thoroughly
enjoyed on both systems! So, until the next issue, stay safe and happy
gaming.


OGDuffy is a YouTuber who drops VS videos weekly,
alongside Retro Gaming Pick Ups and Game Hunting
videos, and features all things associated to Retro Gaming
on his channel.


Agree / Disagree with his verdict? Head over to his
YouTube channel hit the SUBSCRIBE button and join in the
weekly debates in the comments, see you there …


ogduffytwitch@gmail.com


www.youtube.com/c/OGDuffy
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74 – LETTER BOX


LETTER BOX







Dear sega mania,


I am enjoying your mag, it is very rad and hip! I’ve even swapped my
subscription over from mean machines sega (even though they gave away a
free bag of monster much last month).


Anyway I have some questions for you…


1, which is your favourite our of mortal kombat and street fighter ii?


2. My sister loves take that but I reckon they are naff! Can you tell her
how naff they are?


3, can I play my meatloaf cd on my mega-cd?


4. Is there going to be a sonic 3 and will it be in 3d?


5. Lastly my mate kevin who has a snes says they’re making a cd add-on for
the console with sony. Do you think it will be better than the mega-cd?


Keep up the good work!


Phil, aged 39 and a third


SM: Hi phil!


1, yes.


2. Our hearts belong to jason orange.


3. You can do anything for love but you can’t do that…oh wait. Yes you can.


4. Check out our stellar review this issue to find out more.


5. Never heard of that system or that company so can’t help you there.


Dear sega mania,


I’m a proud owner of a sega mega drive which is well skill but my dumb
mate has a crappy snes. Firstly can you tell my moron of a mate to get a
life as the snes won’t stand a chance against the mega drive’s blast
processing, and will soon be in the woolworth’s bargain bin before he can
stroke his chin and say jimmy hill.


Thanks and keep up the good work at sega mania towers.


Secondly can you answer the following questions?


1. I’ve heard rumours of a ground breaking game called rise of the robots.
Should I get this for my birthday or hold out for shaq-fu?


2. Is it true phil collins has bought the right to the sega mega drive in
the us?


3. Will street fighter II come out on the mega drive? as my rubbish mate
says nintendo have signed a contract with capcom stating the game will
never appear on any other consoles. Ever.


Darren, aged 43.


SM: Hi darren. You didn’t give us your mate’s name so it would be irresponsible
to hurl insults out into the void, but he does sound like a moron.


1. To acknowledge any of those games in this issue would break the space-
time continuum so we can’t say.


2. See what you did there.


3. You obviously didn’t buy issue 4 of our magazine. Shame on you!


Dear Sega Mania,


As a kid I was all about Sega. My first system was a Mega Drive and I was
Sonic obsessed. I got Sonic the Comic every fortnight and I was even lucky
enough to to be taken to the Sega Park in Bournemouth and the Sega World
in London. When it was time to upgrade my system, I skipped out on the Saturn
and went for Nintendo’s N64 console. As a kid I never regretted my decision
but was always disappointed that I could never play games such as Nights
into Dreams, Daytona USA and House of the Dead. I never truly missed out
though as as I would play them on my friends systems but it isn’t the same
as owning them yourself. Years later, I finally bought my own Saturn. I was
really excited to start collecting for it, but was shocked to learn the prices
had skyrocketed and I was not in a position to start buying the good stuff.
I had some games including stuff like Sega Rally, Earthworm Jim 2, Sonic Jam
and a few others, but it wasn’t a big collection by any means. A few months
ago I had a friend message me to say he had something for me. I met up with
him and he pulled out something which would change the way I looked at
the Saturn forever. Out of his bag came a Universal Adapter. I couldn’t believe
it! I could now buy Saturn games at affordable prices. After I had calmed
down, he told me that wasn’t everything. He also pulled two Japanese
imports out. They were X-Men: Children of the Atom and Night Warriors: Dark
Stalker’s Revenge. As you can imagine I was the happiest guy in town! If I was
somehow fortunate to be printed in your mag, then I would just like to
thank my friend Chris for opening up my Saturn to the world. I also want
to take this opportunity to thank you guys for making such an awesome mag.
Reading a Sega mag in 2022 is nothing short of amazing.


All the best.


Matt Woodward


SM: Aw shucks, thanks matt. You had a bit of a wobble there with whatever
an N64 is but we’re pleased you finally made your way back towards the light
and your friend helping you is awesome. One thing we love about retro gaming
is the community and this is a shining example of how good it can be!


Dear sega mania,


Congrats on the new magazine, it’s brilliant! I’ve got great memories of
buying sega pro and mean machines sega as a kid, so it’s great to see a new
mag reawaken those glory days.


With the sonic 2 movie due to be released in april 2022, I wondered who you
would have played to pick dr. Robotnik had the movie been released in 1992
rather than 2022. Jim carrey was brilliant in the first movie, but if we’re
being authentic to the games, it should really be a rotund actor in the role.
Perhaps chris farley would have been a good choice back in the day. Hot off
his success in saturday night live and movies like wayne’s world, he’d have
brought a great comedy chops to the role, and a big waist line. What do you
think?


Rob henson


SM: hi rob. That’s a great question, and although I agree jim’s bmi isn’t right
for the role, I would have to go with emma thompson, because I can’t stand
her and I could really get some hate behind her quest for world domination
- tim.


Dear sega mania,


I have written a poem! It is a bit serious so may not be the tone you want
but here it is:


Friends online


At home, I play a game that’s trending. Wish this game was never-ending. I’ve
been hurt but this game is mending me ‘til I feel fine. Yes mate! I’m online!


At work, I don’t enjoy the present. Winter mornings the moon’s a crescent.
Daydreaming of when life’s present. Where my time is mine; with my mates.
They’re online.


All day I just send long emails that no-one reads. Fatigue prevails. Try to
smile… my smile fails, so I yearn and pine for my mates. They wait, online.


Sometimes, I visit family. I know what they expect from me. I give them what
they want to see; a construct they confine with broken smiles which glitch
offline.


I play my game and bad thoughts scatter. Who’s the winner? Does it matter?
Online friendships never shatter. Feel our smiles combine.


I’m alive. I’m online.


Dominic berry


SM: thanks dominic, powerful stuff and something that I think all of us can
relate to in some way. There’s probably a joke in there somewhere about the
death of dream arena on the dreamcast as well, but perhaps best not ruin
the moment!


Way back in Issue 3, we introduced our very first competition. In exchange for your lovely letters, we’d give away a Sega Mega
Drive MK1, complete with region free mod! The time has finally come to draw one lucky winner at random (we got Tim’s two-
year-old to pull names out of a bag so if you didn’t win blame her) and print some of the letters we’ve received. There are
some real crackers and some excellent drawings too (see left). Unfortunately we don’t have space to print them all in the
magazine so any not written out below, will be available to view on our website, we can only apologise for not featuring them


all, there were just so many and each one was fantastic. we can’t thank you enough!


www.sega-mania.com/pages/your-letters


Star letter
The star letter and winner of the awesome
Mega Drive was unfortunately the longest
letter we had (four hand-written A4
pages…c’mon mate give us a break, this
magazine is hard enough to make as it is


without typing all that up!).


Anyway congratulations to:


GARYARNOLD
Your Mega Drive is on its way to you, you lucky,


lucky bastard.


Keep it short next time, ok!







MUTANT LEAGUE FOOTBALL


It's the utter disregard for the lives of the athletes in this one. Life
is cheap indeed in the world of Mutant League Football if sports


stars being torn to pieces on the touchline is treated as a highlight of the
match.Howdesperate for fame and fortunemust the competitors be to even
get involved in the first place? Maybe they're just bloodthirsty, or maybe the
lives they come from are so brutal and destitute that they may as well take
their chances on the field. At least as a Mutant League player they'd have the
chance to go out with glory and a cheer from a baying crowd. Am I reading
too much into this? Probably. Let's just enjoy the orcs, aliens and robots
bashing into each other in the nameofgetting an egg-shaped ball over a line.


DOOMTROOPERS
Evil hordes of zombies and mutants are invading in this Contra-
influenced game from Adrenalin Entertainment. While Contra
definitely has plenty of violence and some grim-looking creatures to


blow to pieces, Doom Troopers takes things to another level entirely. The
developers have put careful effort intometiculously depicting each and every
hapless minion's gory demise. I mean, that guy I just shot, fair enough if there
is a spurt of blood as he goes down, but does he have to stand there
screaming as he watches his guts spill onto the floor? That other guy I shot,
you know, the one who's head popped off, did his headless corpse have to
stand there with its finger convulsing on the trigger, popping off shots in
random directions? Apparently so.


TIME KILLERS
No kid should be allowed to play Time Killers, based on the fact it’s
arguably theworst 2D fighting game evermade. For thosewho do brave
it though, violence, blood, and dismemberment await. As you fight your


opponent you can chop off their arms and legs with your weapon, so you could
be fighting against someone with no legs, or they could chop off both your
arms. This can make for some interesting fights. Fighters can also use a “Death
Move”, at any time which decapitates your opponent, ending the round
immediately. When a parent happens to glance out their window, seeing their
precious little Timmy trying to chop that lad from number 8 down the road’s
head off with a shovel he found in the shed, they’ll blame Time Killers.


SPLATTERHOUSE 2
This game not only revelled in its gore, but the horror genre in general. The
plodding hero Rick dons a haunted ‘terror mask’, reminiscent of Friday the


13th’s JasonVoorhees, and themonsters take inspiration straight from H.P. Lovecraft
via Evil Dead 2. Your standard horror issued chainsaw and shotgun are available as
pick-ups, as are a variety of more inventive weapons such as garden shears and
severed limbs. Though the trusty lead pipe and wooden oar are the most satisfying
to use as they launch enemy sprites into the background. The former smashing them
against the wall, the latter far away and into the sea. Yes, everything about this game
was pretty much designed to shock parents and make all us horrid little bastards
desperate to get our grubby mitts on it. At the time of its release, Splatterhouse 2
was the very apex of gratuitous human on monster violence.


THE IMMORTAL
In The Immortal, you take control of an unnamed, wizardly-looking
fellow, and it's your job to explore a dangerous labyrinth in a
fantastical world and find the wizard's mentor. Seek clues as to your


mentor's whereabouts, map out the expansive world, and slaughter the
bejeezus out of your enemies in the most vividly over-the-top and
unpleasant manner the Mega Drive is able to render. Chopping enemies into
messy, gory giblets is perhaps not the first trope that comes to mind when
considering wizards, spells and adventure, but the enemies in The Immortal
explode in what is simply an unnecessarily violent manner after being poked
a few times by a wizard's short-sword. Goblin soup, anyone?


Games are for kids, right? They're just dumb toys to keep the young 'uns quiet while the adults sip their Earl Grey and discuss the upcoming general election. It's a
preconception we've all found tiresome over the years, but back in our younger days, it was a preconception that we definitely took advantage of. Just like that
modern eleven-year-old who tells his grandma that GTAV is a driving game, it was always considered a win if we got hold of something that really wasn't suitable
for an impressionable young mind.We scoured the Sega scene of 1994 (and a little beyond) to find the games that we probably really shouldn't have been playing.
Alas, there wasn't much in the way of swearing, gambling or full-frontal nudity in that era, but there was more than enough blood and guts to desensitise our tiny


minds. Read on for Sega Mania Magazine's top 10 games that would get your parents writing a letter to their local MP quicker than an unfortunate enemy
henchman bleeds out frommultiple severed arteries.Wholesome entertainment, this.
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ETERNALCHAMPIONS
Noblood code required here, and “overkills” (definitely not a blatant rip
off of Mortal Kombat’s fatalities) include being burnt at the stake,
being eaten by a dinosaur (that’s right, a FREAKING DINOSAUR!), and


being grabbed by the tentacles of some underwater beasty and dragged
down to its watery lair, amidst much panicked thrashing and splashing.


Eternal Champions is unquestionably a game that would have had parents
marching down to Electronic Boutique, demanding to speak to the manager
about what their precious child’s eyes have witnessed on this horrible, wicked,
video game.


ROBOCOPVS THE TERMINATOR
Despite both of these franchises being developed for adults, such was
their cultural significance that they both ended up firmly engraved in the
public zeitgeist. So much so, that we reckon there were a fair few parents


who had no godly idea how bloody and violent this game would be when they
picked it off the shelf for little Tarquin. If they were expecting something akin to
the old RoboCop cartoon, or even 1994’s 12-rated live-action series, they were
tragically mistaken. An unceasing torrent of bad guys line up to explode on your
bullets in a glorious shower of crimson. Enemies hiding behind windows splatter
across their own curtains. Bodies split in half and heads spiral off of the newly
deceased. The really impressive thing about this game is just howmany frames of
animation have been reserved for this all-you-can-stomach macabre buffet.


TECHNOCOP
Never released in the UK, but our friends across the pond in America
enjoyed Technocop, a game which sees you casually gunning down
bad guys with a weapon so powerful it makes them explode into a


puddle of blood and gore. You can also brutally murder innocent civilians,
including, well, children. That’s right, Technocop allows you to murder little
kiddies to your heart’s content, something that the Grand Theft Auto games
have even considered a step too far. Considering this, it’s not surprising that
Technocop is the first Genesis game ever to come with a warning on the box
art about the violent content, to make parents aware that it’s not suitable for
anyone under 12.


MORTAL KOMBAT
Okay, so this was the one our parents really didn’t want us playing. They’d
heard in the news how this scandalous game was going to corrupt their
little darlings. Before they knew it, they were warned, we’d be spearing,


electrocuting, and decapitating each other in the street. “But Muuuuuuum…” we
rebuffed, “if we don’t channel our bloodlust into gaming, who knows where it will
come out? It could be on the postman, on either of the cats, Mittens or Balthazar,
or on you and Dad when you’re sleeping in your unsecured bedroom…” You may
have had to ramp up the rhetoric and give a little demonstration to let her know
you were serious, but of course, in the end, she would cave and buy you a copy of
the game everyone was talking about. And a lock for her bedroom door. RIP
Mittens.


NIGHTTRAP
This is a game which was banned in America and Australia shortly after release, as
it contains nudity and promotes violence against women, even showing scenes of
young girls being brutally murdered. The clips that were all over the news in
America are of the infamous bathroom scene, where a girl is attacked by two
Augur (the vampiric baddies) holding what looks like one of those litter-picker-
upper grabby claw sticks.


Unsurprisingly, they’ve got it all wrong, you are trying to stop these murderers
from grabbing the girls, there’s no nudity, and, yes, there is a suggestion that


captured girls get murdered, but there’s no blood or any kind of graphic violence. That said, this
is still a game parents wouldn’t have wanted us kids playing for fear there’s children all over the
world queuing up outside school career advice offices demanding to know how to get a job as
a litter picker.







Say, why are the Sega Mania crew donning balaclavas and
stocking up on hairclips? Why it must be time to break our
way into anothercollector’s house!This time it’sJoJoMcNeill,
who’s deadbolt proved to be quite sturdy and attack dogs
ruthlessly efficient. Just ask Sam, or ‘Sammy Three Fingers’
as he is now affectionately known among our ragtag little
crew. Anyway, once we finished suturing our wounds and
putting all Sam’s blood back in, Jojo was more than happy to
talk us through his wonderful collection.


How did the collection start/what was the first thing you
bought?


My collecting seriously started 5/6 years ago when I started
constantly searching for titles to add to my collection and going
for and completing the (PAL) Dreamcast) set, but for me it really
started around 7-years-old when I received Lion King and
Aladdin for the Mega Drive for my birthday. The joy of finally
having some games I could claim were mine, and not my
brother’s, was great. It started my passion for gaming which has
spiralled to where it is today. It will hopefully be something I will
be able to share in the future when I have children.


What are your earliest memories of gaming?


My earliest memories go back to the 90s playing NBA Jam and
Aladdin on the Mega Drive desperately trying to get past the
dreaded volcano fire level. As well as playing Tetris on the Game
Boy on car trips abroad, trying to prove I was as good asmy older
brother and could beat his high score.


My brother is a big part of why gaming has become important
to me and a big part of my life. We would wake up early on
Saturday mornings and race over to the local Blockbusters and
look to rent the latest titles. I think we rented Gran Turismo for
six/seven consecutive weeks. I still have a lot of my brother’s
games, which take pride of place in my collection.


What are the rarest, or most unusual item(s), you've got and
how trickywas it to get them?


In my last few years of collecting, I've got to make many friends
and seen many unusual items in fellow collectors’ collections,
and this has helped me to have the collection I have today. As a
result of this, and the many Facebook groups, I was able to find
one of the rarest (PAL) Sega items to exist, Surf Ninja for the
Game Gear. As soon as I saw this in the photos available
potentially for sale I had to try and get it.


There have been items in the past I never thought I would obtain,
such as Smurfs Travel theWorld for Master System and Fatal Fury
for Mega-CD but Surf Ninja for me was always at the next level.


Knowing, before I got mine that there were potentially only eight
other copies known to exist, and all in collectors’ hands, the task
seemed impossible, so to see this one was a very exciting
moment.


Unfortunately, sacrifices had to be made where some collection
pieces had to be let go to fund it, but I knew I would never get
the chance again.


For me it is as rare as Lakers on the Mega Drive, but just not as
well-documented or talked about.


Will your collection ever be complete, or is there one thing
you'd love to have that you haven't collected yet?


For me, collecting games never ends. There is always something
else to find, and for me there are two last main games I would
like to find.


I currently have two complete (PAL) Sega libraries in my
collection in the Sega Master System and Sega Dreamcast but
still require two other games to complete two more Sega
libraries, PowerDrive for the Game Gear and Syndicate for the
Sega Mega-CD, so my collection certainly won't be complete
until I find those two.


It would also be nice to get my Mega Drive collection down to
double figures needed. I am currently just shy of 400 (PAL) titles.
It is a set I just add to in the background along with my PS2 which
I am hoping to reach 1000 titles eventually.


In an absolute dream world, I would complete all the (PAL) Sega
libraries but sadly space and funds along with the sheer rarity of
some titles are an issue along with the fact I have not delved into
the Saturn Library yet.


What else would you like to tell us?


I am very proud of my collection. Not many people complete a
game library, let alone two full libraries and nearly two more, but
it has certainly not come easy and a lot of hard graft has gone in
to get to where I have so far. Like trawling the internet and
Facebook, and attending many gaming markets.


One thing I would like to add is for anyone planning to collect in
the future, think very carefully about why you are planning to
collect and set a clear budget from the outset. It is easy to get
sucked in and find yourself spending large amounts and quickly
- not everything has to come at once, a good collection takes
years and years, not five minutes.


I have a lot of high-ticket items in my collection, yes, but I have
been very careful in how I have gone about it,making sure I don't
buy too many at once. This is partly due to funds but also for me
it’s hard to enjoy the games when you’re buying in 20-30 at once
to complete sets. The fun is in the collecting as well as the
playing.


Jonverine_supersega
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It’s not just us, is it? Every cartoon from the
Nineties had a banging theme tune that you can
still recite to this day or at least mimic the music
for. Spider-Man is no exception and may in fact
belong in the upper echelon of cartoon theme
songs.


But that’s not all it is fondly remembered for.
Boasting a series of long running storylines, iconic
villains, voice acting and exciting moments the
1994 portrayal of the ol’ wall-crawler is so
captivating, you can forgive the repeated use of
the same clips when Spidey avoids a projectile or
backflips on to a wall. Yes, that is the samewall and
blunter colour palette of season one, episode one
being used throughout the series. Funny how it
looks like a sewer even though the scene is in a
warehouse.


Anyway! With enough wisecracks to rival modern
day Deadpool and a variety of compelling tales
that you’d have been a fool to miss on a Saturday
morning, Spider-Man still holds up well to this day.


So, no-one told you life was gonna be this way.
Clapclapclapclap! If you mention Friends to
someone you’re likely to get one of two
responses, people either seem to love this show
to the point of obsession or hate it so much that
even it’s overwhelming popularity and long term
success won’t stop them from saying it’s shit.


By today’s standards some of the jokes are a bit
iffy and there are entertaining YouTube videos of
the laugh track being removed in order to make
Ross sound like a psycho stalker. But you cannot
deny it’s cultural impact. This was THE sit-com and
it is now the measuring stick for every show of it’s
kind that has come out since. It made household
names of the main cast and was so popular that
A-list celebrities were clamouring to appear in it.


Such was its popularity that a recent reunion
special saw millions of viewers tune in to find out
what had happened to the cast and be treated to
secret stories and behind-the-scenes tidbits. A
television super-heavyweight that first appeared
on our screens this very year.


The status of what we once thought was a
universally loved and even underrated cartoon
was plunged into doubt on a recent Sega Mania
podcast, where it came out that Tim thought it
was a steaming pile of horse dung.


Exploring darker themes such as betrayal, love
and corruption, Gargoyles often found itself re-
telling Shakespearian stories. Ironically it was the
victim of tragedy itself. The episode count of the
third and, ultimately, final season was dramatically
cut as it coincided with the live coverage of the O.
J. Simpson trial and faced overwhelming
opposition from Mighty Morphin’ Power Rangers.


Still, it holds a place in (most) of our hearts as a
grittier more mature cartoon in the vein of
Batman: The animated series. It’s on Disney+ so
give it a rewatch and see how many Star Trek
alumni voices you can recognise. Seriously, they
were all over it.


The laundry tabs that you throw into the machine
with your washing all have warnings on the boxes
now, so kids don’t eat them. But back in 1994 we
were all falling over ourselves to eat poison and
splash around in toxic waste. One of the main
reasons for this was The SecretWorld ofAlex
Mack.


As every episode opening would explain to you,
the 13-year-old was accidentally doused with
chemicals after a lorry crashed into a fire hydrant
near her and from then on she was bestowed
with amazing powers. Long-term carcinogenic
effects be damned, she could move things with
her mind, zap things with her fingers and turn
into a frickin’ puddle.


Alex was pursued by the chemical company the
truck belonged to throughout the four seasons
this show ran for. She had to juggle school, a
social life and all the normal teenage girl things
we can all relate to, all while hiding her abilities
from her parents and teachers and keeping
Paradise Valley Chemical off her trail.


Mighty Morphin’ Power Rangers kicked the door
down for live action superhero martial arts shows so
hard that all sorts of stuff got through before it had
been put back on it’s hinges. Big Bad Beetleborgs,
Masked Rider, Mystic Knights of Tir Na Nog all barged
their way into our lives, but first among them was VR
Troopers.


Once you get past the opening themes of these
sorts of shows, which are all incredibly recognisable,
it all becomes a bit of a blur and it’s easy to forget
which teenagers are wearing which suits. VR
Troopers tells the old familiar tale of a group of
young martial arts enthusiasts working together to
overcome a hidden threat. This time it is Grimlord, a
creature seeking to use the world of virtual reality to
amass an army and invade the ‘real’ world, having
taken on the form of billionaire Karl Ziktor.


It may not be as well-remembered these days, but it
certainly was helpful to have around at the time
when your teachers told you to stop playing Power
Rangers in the playground. Okay, we won’t play
‘Power Rangers’ heh heh heh. That’s another trip to
the nurse’s office for Cuthbert.


The feature Disney film Aladdin actually came out
in 1992 but it enjoyed a gigantic second wave of
popularity in 1994 with video game adaptations
and this little gem of a television series.


The TV show is notorious for highlighting the long
running dispute between Disney and Robin
Williams – the voice of Genie in the film. Such was
the level of animosity that Williams declined to
work with the company and as such he was
replaced when a series was made for the small
screen. But we didn’t do too badly when it came
to a replacement as Homer Simpson himself, Dan
Castellaneta took on the role.


All of the other voice actors reprised their roles for
the show which gives it a warm sense of familiarity
and it was cool to see Aladdin get himself out of a
different scrape every week.


The ‘90s was an awesome decade for Television and saw the launch of some belters that would go
on to become true cult classics with catchphrases surviving decades later. Sam Forrester has
listed some of his favourites here from 1994 for you to enjoy. Some of them are still available on
modern streaming services. Some of them you’ll need to sail a little further afield to find, but if


you’re up for a blast of nostalgia it’s well worth taking to the seas to track them down.







Clerks
The 90s were a great
decade formovies, and
it gets harder and
harder to pick just two
to review, but Clerks
had to be one of them.
I first discovered Kevin
Smith through Mallrats
on VHS; the comic
book references and
nods to Batman ’89 had
me hooked. Financed
for $70,000 through
credit cards, selling part
of his comic book and
laserdisc collections,
Kevin shot his own little
monochrome slice of


life about Dante and Randel working in a video store and
convenience store whilst talking about life and pop
culture.


This is all the movie is – a day in the life of two twenty-
somethings in black and white as they discuss life and
love and chewing gum projectiles. Coming in the same
wave as Robert Rodriguez and Quentin Tarantino, Smith
was praised for his natural and knowing dialogue, talking
about Star Wars before Pepsi financed the prequels, and
the true meaning of snowballing. Smith was an original
voice, not in what he wrote (or said, as Silent Bob was
originally a mute) but in that nobody was putting this
kind of stuff into movies.


In its first pass through the American MPAA ratings board
it got the dreaded NC-17, the same rating as many gore-
fests or explicit sexual content. He had a flair for pure filth
in his prose; the stuff they talk about in their day at work
most people who work a retail job can relate to on a daily
basis. The entitlement and the idiocy of some customers,
the distraction of your sex lives, and the contractors on
the Death Star getting a raw deal. From lasagne and
death to Charlie Sheen-opus Navy Seals, nothing is off
the table, and most things would necessitate the table
got one hell of a clean afterwards


He built a personality and career around profanity and
pop culture. From TV shows about comic bookstores to
400 podcasts a week on filmmaking and pop culture, he
became the brand through Smodcast. Also, Clerks 3 is
shot, edited and is due out this year.


The sequel was also one of his best movies and these
characters came from his real life. They are still in there
somewhere, and that shows in Clerks 2 and in movies like
Strikes Back and Reboot.


He may have gotten his critical plaudits for Chasing Amy
(and that is amazing), but this was his calling card and for
good reason. As someone who works well over his forty
hours a week all the time; if you see me at work, just
assume I am not even supposed to be here today.


@Dvdmike is back again withmore great movie reviews.


Street Fighter
What happens when you
combine the writer of Die
Hard, an Australian soap
actress, Capcom, and all
the cocaine in the whole of
Asia? You get Jean-Claude
Van Damme at the height
of his ‘loving the smell of
his own farts’ insanity.


I was amassive fan of SFII in
the arcades. The 16-bit
home ports that at the time
felt perfect and exactly like
the local arcade on the
seafront in Bournemouth
(we learnt later that it
would take until the Saturn
and Dreamcast before you
could call a home Capcom
port anywhere near perfect). I had to wait a long time to see this
movie, and my god it was a long wait for it to hit VHS back then.


I lapped up every single trailer and clip on Movies Games and
Videos of a Saturdaymorning. I wanted to see Ryu and Ken kick ass
in live action and then see Mr Van Damage support them as all-
American Guile.


Yeah, we didn’t get any of that at all did we…


It became about ego and Capcom and Universal deciding that
they could not have Asian leads in their movie as it wound not
appeal to a mass audience. Part of the deal was the casting of
Kenya Sawada as Captain Sawada. Kenya originally auditioned for
Ryu and Capcom liked him so much they dictated that he was to
be cast in a role all his own.


Talking of dictators, we can't not focus on the real star here, Raul
Julia, in what was sadly his last role before passing away from
cancer before the film came out. An amazing character actor
throughout his life, he took this job as his kids were big fans of the
game. It was fresh from his star-making role as Gomez in the two
Addams Family movies. He is a real joy here. He knows it isn’t
Shakespeare and that he is meant to be a two-dimensional nut
job, but he gives his Bison three real dimensions and more than
chews the scenery along the way.


Look, I am not once going to call this a greatmovie or even a good
movie (Blanka FFS!!), but like aMcDonalds you know it’s cheap crap
going in and you find your own enjoyment.


Ming-Na Wen (slumming it here post Joy Luck Club and pre- E.R.)
is actually pretty good as Chun Li, Ken and Ryu as hustlers are fun
(but not Ken and Ryu). It has its moments of daft rubbish and a
surprisingly (looking back now) decent Mortal Kombat-alike
digitised 2D fighter with the “stars” of the movie in a not terrible
tie-in.


It is worth picking up the 88 Films Bluray in the UK with the
amazing audio commentary track from Digital Foundry’s Audi
Sorlie and John Linneman that provides a lot of background and
more laughs.


Does this film have a plot? Something, something Shadaloo,
something, something invasion blahdeblah.
It’s a 90s action flick that isn’t as good as any
of Jean-Claude’s films before or after
Timecop (Sudden Death and Hard Target are
amazing) and this doesn’t even have good
action. But it’s a video game movie, and in
1994 this was all we had. That and it was a
Tuesday.
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We couldn’t cover � of the games in our cheats section this issue. Therefore ROB HAS kindly sourced


SOME OF THE BEST CODES OUT THERE. For � you who are too chicken to play a game properly!


SEGA MANIA’s CHEATBOOK


THE END…


Sonic the Hedгhog 3
Level Select:


As soon as you see Sonic come out from the background on the title screen,
quickly press Up, Up, Down, Down, and then press Up repeatedly until you
hear a "ring" sound. If successful, there will be options available on the main
menu, and from there you can access the Level Selection screen.


BEWARE: Performing this code is extremely difficult to do, so have
patience.


Streets of Raг 3
Extra Lives Select:


Go to the options screen and select the ''Lives'' option. Press and hold UP +
(A) + (B) + (C) on Controller 2, and press LEFT or RIGHT on Controller 1
to select the number of lives you can start the game with. You will now be
able to select 9 lives, past the default max of 5.


Get Roo:


At the title screen, hold Up and B, then press Start. A kangaroo named Roo
will now be available at the character select screen.


Get Shiva:


After beating Shiva in the first staг when you гt the last hit, press
B+Start and hold it. When the continue screen comes up you'll be able to
play as Shiva.


Play as Super Zan:


On the Character Select screen, hold C button on both gamepads when
selecting Zan and keep holding them until the game start. You will have
Super Zan afterward.


Level Select:


At the Menu screen, hold B, then press UP and move to Options. With these
buttons still held, press START. You will hear a tone confirming the code
and a new STAGE SELECT item will appear on the Options screen.


Castlevania: The New Generation
Alternate Music With Final Upgrades:


Enter the options menu. Set 05 as the BGM (background music) and 073 as
the SE (sound effects) selections. Press Start to begin game play. Now once
you fully upgrade your whip/ spear alternate tracks will play. These tracks
include: Vampire Killer, Bloody Tears


Expert Mode:


If you don't want to beat the game to unlock the Expert Mode, just press:
up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, B, A on the title screen. If done
correctly, you'll hear a sound.


Unlock 9 Lives:


From the title screen, go to the Options menu. Set "SE" to 073 and "BGM"
to 05. Play both, then press start to return to the title screen. Let the
screen fade back to the "Press Start" screen, then press start. On the title
screen with the menu, enter the Konami Code (Up, Up, Down, Down, Left,


Right, Left, Right, B, A). If you entered correctly, the game will chime.
Now in the Options menu, you will have both the ability to play Expert
mode and to have 9 lives.


Normy’s Beach Babe-O-Rama
Level Select:


Hold A + B + C on controller two and power on the Genesis. Keep the
buttons held until the title screen appears. Enter the options screen and
choose the "Level Test" selection at the bottom to choose a new starting
location.


Dune: The Battle for �rakis
Invincibility:


Enter "playtester" as password when playing a map to make your units and
buildings invincible.


Disney’s the Jungle Book
Refill Health:


Enter the following code at the Pause Screen


Up - Up - Down - Down - Left - Right - Left - Right - B - A


Then when you un-pause the game your health will be refilled


Skip Current Level:


Enter the following code at the Pause Screen


B - A - A - B - B - A - A - B - A - - B - B - A - A - B - B - A


Then when you unpause the game you will go to the next level


Skip to Last Level:


Enter the following code at the Pause Screen


A - C - A - C - A - C - A - C - B - B - B – B


Then when you un-pause the game you will go to the last level


Virtua Racing
Mirror Tracks:


On the Sega Logo Screen hold A and B and up When the Sega logo flashes
and has built up press and hold Start until the Demo starts release �
buttons and press start again and select the backwards Virtua Racing Title.







Next Issue…
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